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Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Description

AEMR
Airly
CCC
CPA
CHPP
OEH
Secretary
DP&E
DRE
EA

Annual Environmental Management Report
Centennial Airly Pty Ltd
Community Consultation Committee
Capertee and District Progress Associate
Coal Handling Preparation Plant (also known as a Coal Crushing Plant)
Office of Environment and Heritage
Secretary of Department of Planning and Infrastructure, or delegate
Department of Planning and Environment
NSW Department of Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure and
Services – Division of Resources and Energy
Environmental Assessment

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

EMP
EMS
EP&A Act
EPA
EPL
ESCP
GHD
INP
LCC
LDP
MCW Environmental
Mining Operations

Environmental Management Plan
Environmental Management Strategy
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)
Environment Protection Authority
Environment Protection Licence
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan
GHD Pty Ltd
Industrial Noise Policy
Lithgow City Council
Licenced Discharge Point
MCW Environmental Consulting Pty Ltd
Includes all coal extraction, processing, and transportation activities carried
out on site
Minister for Planning, or delegate
millimetre
Mining Lease or Megalitre
Million tonnes per annum
Noise Monitoring Program
NSW Office of Water
New South Wales
The development as described in the EIS and approved under DA 162/91.
Centennial Coal Company
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW)
Review of Environmental Factors
Run of Mine
Roads and Traffic Authority (now RMS)
State Conservation Area
Lands described in Schedule 1 of the Development Consents of DA 162/91
Special Monitoring Committee
Statement of Commitments The Proponent’s commitments in Appendix A
Tonnes Per Annum
Total Suspended Solids
Water Management Plan

Minister
mm
ML
Mtpa
NMP
NOW
NSW
Project
Proponent
POEO Act
REF
ROM
RTA
SCA
Site
SMC
SoC
Tpa
TSS
WMP
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Executive Summary
MCW Environmental Pty Ltd (MCW) was engaged by Centennial Airly Pty Ltd (Airly) to carry out an
Independent Environmental Audit of the Airly Mine located near Capertee village, 40 kilometres (km)
north-west of Lithgow on the Castlereagh Highway in the Western Coalfields of New South Wales
(NSW). Centennial Airly Pty Ltd is the operator of Airly Mine and is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Centennial Coal Company Pty Limited.
Schedule 2, Condition 44 of the Airly Development Consent (DA 162_91) dated 9 October 2014
requires Airly to commission an Independent Environmental Audit (IEA) prior to 1 March 2015, and
every 3 years thereafter. To this end, MCW were commissioned prior to 1 March 2015 to carry out an
independent audit of the Airly Development Consent. The site inspection component of the audit was
undertaken on 19 and 20 March 2015.
The audit was completed in accordance with Modification 3 to DA 162_91, Schedule 2, Condition 44,
and MCW Environmental proposal to conduct the work dated 13 February 2015. This is the first IEA
to be conducted under revised DA 162_91 Modification 3.
The audit methodology comprised the following activities:









Initial discussions with Airly to organise the audit, including the provision of documentation, the site
visit and timing;
Discussions with NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E) to discuss any concerns
and areas for particular focus during the audit;
Review of site compliance checklists and other documentation provided by Airly;
A two-day site inspection and interviews with key site personnel, on 19 and 20 March 2015;
Consultation with key government agencies as presented in this report;
Review of additional documentation provided by Airly after the site inspection;
Submission of a Draft Report to Airly outlining the audit findings; and
Finalisation of the report based on comments from Airly.

As required by the Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E), the audit period has generally
been defined as the three years prior to the site inspection, which is from 19 March 2012 to 20 March
2015 (date of site visit conducted by MCW Environmental). This report presents the findings of this
audit.
The independent environmental audit assessed compliance with relevant approvals, licences and
management plans applicable to Airly. Detailed compliance registers identifying audit findings,
comments and recommendations are presented in Appendix A. Non-compliances identified against
relevant approvals are identified and discussed in Section 8. Airly’s overall compliance status is
summarised in Table ES-1.
Table ES-1 Overall Compliance Assessment and Audit Score
Percent Compliant
(%)

Number of
Conditions Non
Compliant

Number of
Conditions
Indeterminate

Development Consent DA 162_91

98

0

1

Environmental Protection Licence
12374

94

3

0

Mining Lease No. 1331

100

0

0

Statement of Commitments

91

0

1

Relevant Approval

In addition the scope of the audit included a review of the adequacy of the strategies, plans and
programs required under the Development Consent. The findings of the adequacy review are
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presented in Section 7. A number of continuous improvement opportunities were identified and are
presented.
A summary of recommended actions to improve environmental performance and compliance status
are presented in Section 9.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Background
MCW Environmental Pty Ltd (MCW Environmental) was engaged by Centennial Airly Pty Ltd (Airly) to
carry out an Independent Environmental Audit of the Airly Mine located near Capertee village, 40
kilometres (km) north-west of Lithgow on the Castlereagh Highway in the Western Coalfields of New
South Wales (NSW). Centennial Airly Pty Ltd is the operator of Airly Mine and is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Centennial Coal Company Pty Limited.
Schedule 2, Condition 44 of the Airly Development Consent (DA 162_91) dated 9 October 2014
requires Airly to commission an Independent Environmental Audit (IEA) prior to 1 March 2015, and
every 3 years thereafter. To this end, MCW Environmental was commissioned on 18 February 2015 to
carry out an independent audit of the Airly Development Consent. The audit site visit was undertaken
from 19 March to 20 March 2015.
The audit was completed in accordance with DA 162_91, Schedule 2, Condition 44, and MCW
Environmental proposal to conduct the work dated 13 February 2015. This is the first IEA to be
conducted under revised DA 162_91 Modification 3.
The audit team was approved by DP&E in a letter dated 5 February 2015. DP&E stated in this letter
that the audit period was to be the three years prior to the date of the audit site inspection (i.e. 19
March 2012 to 19 March 2015).
This report presents the findings of this audit.

1.2 Audit Scope
The audit was conducted in accordance with the requirements set out in the Development Consent DA
162_91, Schedule 2, Condition 44 as detailed in Table 1-1.
Table 1-1

Scope of Work

Condition

Requirement

Where Addressed
in this Report

44

By the 1 March 2015, and every 3 years thereafter, unless the Secretary
directs otherwise, the Applicant shall commission and pay the full cost of an
Independent Environmental Audit of the development. This audit must:

This Report

44(a)

be conducted by a suitably qualified, experienced and independent team of
experts whose appointment has been endorsed by the Secretary;

Section 2

44(b)

include consultation with the relevant agencies;

Section 3

44(c)

assess the environmental performance of the development and assess
whether it is complying with the requirements in this consent and any
relevant EPL or Mining Lease (including any assessment, plan or program
required under these approvals);

Section 5 &
Appendix A

44(d)

review the adequacy of strategies, plans or programs required under the
abovementioned approvals; and

Section 7

44(e)

recommend appropriate measures or actions to improve the environmental
performance of the development, and/or any assessment, plan or program
required under the abovementioned approvals.

Sections 4, 7 & 8 of
this report
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Condition

1.2.1

Requirement

Where Addressed
in this Report

Note: This audit team must be led by a suitably qualified auditor and include
experts in any field specified by the Secretary.

Section 2

Audit Methodology

The purpose of this Independent Environmental Audit was to assess compliance with Conditions of
Approval (CoA), licences and approvals that apply to the development and review the adequacy of
strategies, plans or programs required under the Development Consent. It was undertaken in
accordance with MCW Environmental proposal (dated 13 February 2015).
Compliance checklists were developed by MCW Environmental that included a list of conditions and
commitments to be assessed for compliance, including Development Consent (DA 162_91), Mining
Lease (ML) 1331 and Environment Protection Licence (EPL) No.12374.
The audit included use of the compliance database to demonstrate compliance by viewing evidence of
documents associated with each aspect of the various approvals and associated plans, programs and
strategies.
These are discussed in the Compliance Review Section 6.
The Audit was carried out in accordance with ISO 19011:2003 Guidelines for quality and/or
environmental management systems auditing (ISO, 2002), which superseded the ISO 14000 series.
The audit methodology comprised the following activities:









Initial discussions with Airly to organise the audit, including the provision of documentation, the site
visit and timing;
Discussions with NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E) to discuss any concerns
and areas for particular focus during the audit;
Review of site compliance checklists and other documentation provided by Airly;
A two-day site inspection and interviews with key site personnel, on 19 and 20 March 2015;
Consultation with key government agencies as presented in this report;
Review of additional documentation provided by Airly after the site inspection;
Submission of a Draft Report to Airly outlining the audit findings; and
Finalisation of the report based on comments from Airly.

This report provides a summary of findings including details of non-compliances identified in the audit,
an audit score (percentage compliant), and recommended actions to improve compliance status.

1.3 Documents Reviewed
The following information was reviewed during the audit process:











Development Application (DA) Consent 162_91 (MOD 1, MOD 2 and MOD 3);
Environmental Protection Licence (EPL) No. 12374;
Mining Lease No. 1331;
Management Plans as provided by Airly;
Site environmental plans, procedures and checklists;
Selected records of competency, induction and training;
Selected meeting minutes;
Selected reports; and

Evidence of selected monitoring and review.
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Documents used as part of the audit are also referenced as part of the text discussing compliance
status in Appendix A.

1.4 Personnel and Timing
In accordance with DA 162_91, Schedule 2, Condition 44 the audit was to be conducted by a
qualified, experienced and independent team of specialists whose appointment has been endorsed by
the Secretary. The audit team comprised of the following personnel, as approved by the Secretary
(letter dated 5 February 2015 presented in Appendix B):



Michael Woolley, Lead Auditor (MCW Environmental); and
Nick Ballard, Auditor (URS Australia Pty Ltd).

Michael Woolley is registered by Exemplar Global (formerly RABQSA) as a Certified Lead Auditor for
Environmental Management, Site Contamination Assessment and Compliance Auditing. The site visit
for the audit was conducted on 19 and 20 March 2015.
Personnel interviewed during the site visit included the following:






Greg Brown, Environment and Community Coordinator – Projects;
David Lincoln, Engineering Manager;
Bob Miller, Airly Mine Manager;
David King, Senior Mining Engineer; and
Nigel Campbell, Independent Contractor to Airly/Centennial Coal

1.5 Sensitive Information
It is understood that information collected during the audit may be sensitive. All documents used
during the audit to verify compliance were kept secure and not distributed outside the relevant
personnel involved in the audit.

1.6 Format of Report
The format of this report is as follows:










Section 1 is introductory and defines the scope and nature of the audit;
Section 2 describes Airly’s operations as observed during the site inspection;
Section 3 summarises the consultation with key regulatory agencies;
Section 4 provides a summary of site observations made during the site visit;
Section 5 provides an assessment of the environmental performance of the development and
its effects on the surrounding environment.
Section 6 describes the approach to the assessment against the relevant standards,
performance measures and statutory requirements.
Section 7 presents the findings of the review of the adequacy of the Environmental
Management Strategy and environmental management and monitoring plans.
Section 8 summarises the non compliances and recommendations made throughout the
report.
Section 9 provides overall review of non-compliances and the audit score.

Appendix A is a tabulated review of the results of the assessment against the CoA and Statement of
Commitments (SoCs) of DA 162_91, Environmental Protection Licence 12374 conditions and Mining
Lease 1331 conditions.
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2 Air Mine Operations
2.1 Site Description and History
Airly Mine is an underground coal mine operated by Centennial Airly Pty Ltd (Airly), a wholly owned
subsidiary of Centennial Coal Company Ltd (Centennial). The mine is located at 319 Glen Davis
Road, Capertee , NSW, within the Western Coalfields, near Capertee village, approximately 50 km
north of Lithgow, NSW (refer to Figure 2-1).
The nearest privately owned residence to surface operations is the Parr Residence, located 1.5 km to
the southeast of the pit top area. The following properties surrounding the pit top are owned by
Centennial:







Carinya - located to the north of the surface operations providing a buffer between the mine
site and residents to the north and west of the main rail line.
Airly - the principal property that includes surface operations including the rail loop. It is
bordered to the east by parcels of Crown Land, Mugii Murum-ban State Conservation Area,
Mount Airly and Genowlan Mountain and to the south by Glen Davis Road.
Bernina - this property forms the western parcel of the mine site and extends from the main
railway line to the Castlereagh Highway and to the outskirts of the township of Capertee. The
property provides a buffer between the mine site and residents located within Capertee and
west of the Castlereagh Highway.
Mount Airly Property - this property provides the only access to Genowlan Mountain.
Centennial also owns a small block of land within Airly Gap, the valley located between Mount
Airly and Genowlan Mountain as well as grazing rights to the north. Private land holdings exist
to the north and east of the mining lease and within the Project Area.

On the 28 November 2012, Centennial Coal announced that Airly would be placed on ‘Care and
Maintenance’, commencing in January 2013. The site remained in care and maintenance throughout
2013 and reopened in February 2014.
Airly’s original development consent (DA 162_91) was granted by the Minister for Planning to
Novacoal Australia Pty Limited (Novacoal), then the owner and operator of the mine, on 14 April 1993.
Centennial purchased Airly from Novacoal Australia Pty Limited on 30 December 1997. Airly began
coal mining operations in December 2009. DA 162_91 remains in force and authorises the extraction
of up to 1.8 Million tonnes per annum (Mpta) of run-of-mine (ROM) coal within the existing mining
lease area, Mining Lease (ML) 1331.
A Trial Mine Phase commenced in early December 1998 with regular road transport of coal, carried by
truck, to Mount Piper Power Station. Development Consent (DA 162/91) was modified in 1999 to
allow up to 500,000 tonnes per annum (tpa) to be transported by road for a period of two years. This
period lapsed on 30 June 2002. In mid-2008, Centennial Coal commenced detailed planning for the
future development and operation of the mine. A contract was signed in February 2009 for the
construction of the rail loop and permanent infrastructure to support the mine beyond the Trial Mine
Phase and into its permanent operational phase. Construction of the rail loop and surface coal
handling infrastructure commenced in March 2009.
First coal production for the purposes of developing the main portals and roadways to the
underground mine occurred on the 14th December 2009. Airly’s site surface conveyors were
completed and commissioned in March 2010. In April 2010, the first trainload of coal left Airly for Port
Kembla, for export to Korea. Production gradually increased during 2011 in line with the completion of
Stage 1 construction of the mine infrastructure.
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Airly conducts mining operations under Mining Lease (ML) 1331, granted by the then Department of
Primary Industries (DPI) on 12 October 1993. Exploration activities are undertaken within
Authorisation No.232 (A232).
Airly operates under Environment Protection Licence (EPL) No. 12374 administered by the
Environmental Protection Authority (EPA). The EPL was varied in 2012 for ROM Coal with a licence
limit increase from 0-500,000 t to 500,000 - 2,000,000 t.
A Development Application was lodged in April 2014 for the Airly Mine Extension Project (the
Extension Project). The Extension Project proposes mining operations into the eastern section of
Airly’s existing Mining Lease 1331 while also seeking to renew its current development approval.
Using underground mining techniques it is proposed Airly continue to extract up to 1.8 million tonnes
annually using the currently approved operations, facilities and infrastructure. At the time of the audit
the Airly Extension Project Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was with various NSW Government
agencies for review.
Figure 2-1 Location of Airly Mine, NSW

(Source: Centennial Coal, 2013, ‘Annual Environmental Management Report 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013’)
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2.2 Description of Site Operations
Airly’s ML1331 includes parts of the Mugii Murum-ban State Conservation Area (SCA), which was
created in March 2011 in recognition of the area’s scenic cliffs, ‘pagodas’ and ‘bee-hive’ geological
formations. In recognition of the natural heritage values of the SCA, the original Environmental Impact
Statement (prepared by Novacoal in 1991) proposed that no second workings would be undertaken
where the distance from cliff top to seam roof is less than 50m.
Coal has been mined from the coal seam through the ‘bord and pillar’ method during first workings.
Up to 31 December 2014 the quartering and splitting technique was also employed. The original trial
mine at Airly involved a box cut and three mine entries into the Lithgow seam which were developed
off the highwall. These entries were reportedly sealed upon completion of the trial mine. During 2010
an additional three portals were developed, and one of the original portals reopened and amended for
use. These four portals are used for return air ventilation; main underground to surface conveyor belt
system; heavy vehicle traveling road from main pit top lay-down area to the underground; and light
vehicle traveling road from the site administration area, bathhouse, and muster area to the
underground.
Coal is fed directly onto surface conveyor CV01 via underground conveyor (UC) 01, bypassing the
need for coal handling in the pit top area. In June 2012 the site passed the first million tonnes (t) of
coal produced at the site. ROM coal production for the 2012 calendar year was 731,250 t. There was
no coal production in 2013. ROM coal production in 2014 was 481,587 t.
Topsoil generated as a result of early construction works at the pit top has been emplaced in a long
term storage area (known as the ‘landscape bund’) and will not be required until final rehabilitation of
the mine on closure.
The site’s coal handling plant (crusher building) was commissioned in March 2010. The Airly site does
not contain a coal washery. Coal is stockpiled at the designated stockpile areas, which includes a
200,000 t product stockpile and a 30,000 t emergency ROM stockpile. The product stockpile has three
drawdown points which are provided via an underground reclaim system which comprises of three
stockpile activators with vibrating feeders to feed onto Conveyor CV03. CV03 feeds 2000tph of minus
50 millimetre (mm) sized coal into a 500 t train loading bin.
Figure 2-2 provides a detailed view of the surface facilities, including surface water infrastructure at
Airly.
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Figure 2-2 Pit Top Layout

(Source: Centennial Coal, 2013, ‘Annual Environmental Management Report 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013’)

2.3 Activities Occurring During Site Audit Inspection
At the time of the audit site visit, a number of activities were observed, as outlined below:





Mining of panels 103 and 205 within the 101 and 200 Areas.
Water management.
General associated mining activities including coal crushing and stockpiling.
Monitoring of Panel 200 subsidence.

Photos of environmentally significant aspects of the operation, taken during the site inspection in
March 2015, are provided throughout the report.
Plans of the mine and locations of monitoring relative to mining can be found in Annual Environmental
Management Reports (AEMRs) found on the Airly website.
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3 Consultation with Key Government Agencies
As part of the audit process, MCW Environmental contacted key government agencies to seek their
views on the environmental performance of Airly. This section also provides feedback by agencies as
provided following annual site inspections and reviews of Annual Environmental Management
Reports.

3.1 NSW Department of Planning and Environment (DP&E)
Feedback was sought on 13 March 2015 from the NSW DP&E officer responsible for Airly. DP&E did
not note any specific issues related to Airly in respect of the audit.

3.1.1

2013 and 2014 DP&E AEMR Review

No written correspondence regarding the 2013 AEMR or the 2014 Annual Review from DP&E was
received by Airly.

3.2 NSW Department of Trade and Investment, Regional Infrastructure
and Services - Division of Resources and Energy (DTIRIS-DRE)
Feedback was sought on 4 March 2015 from the DTIRIS-DRE officer responsible for Airly who
reported the following:










Airly have a vocal community around them. Since production re-started in March 2014
following the care and maintenance period DTRIS –DRE noted the SMC meetings had
become obsolete. Community issues of concern focused on noise from alarms at weekends,
lighting, and an inquiry concerning the size of the coal stockpile (size, height and visual
impact). The DTRIS-DRE officer reported these issues had been addressed during the audit
period.
There is known concern from the community generally around groundwater and visual impact
at/from the site as well as the potential impacts from mining below a conservation area. The
DTRIS-DRE officer reported that Airly are monitoring the impacts resulting from the mining
current operations within the conservation area.
Exploration site ARP06 in the State Conservation Area was over cleared and without approval
in April 2013 by a contractor to Airly Mine. Once the issue was identified Airly notified DTIRISDRE quickly and responded to rectify the situation. There had been good rehabilitation at
ARP06 when last visited by DTRIS-DRE.
DRE sent a letter to Airly in June 2014 following the AEMR site inspection concerning weed
management at the site.
Airly are good at minimising the area of disturbance for exploration drilling and appear to be
particular about picking sites for exploration.
Airly are good at keeping the community involved in the early stages of projects and events.
There are a number of absentee landowners that makes keeping the community up-to-date
difficult. Airly are looking at electronically providing information to landowners; however, there
are privacy issues with this approach.

The DTRIS-DRE officers requested the auditors consider the following issues/areas during the audit
and site inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015:






Previous exploration sites (Refer to Appendix A, Condition 2, Mining Lease 1331).
Surface water capacity to manage freak weather events (i.e. greater than 44 mm as per
Condition L2.5 of EPL 12374) (Refer to Section 4.1 and Appendix A, Condition 20, Schedule
2 of DA 162_91 and Condition L1.1 of EPL 12374).
Water management above high wall levels (Refer to Section 4.1).
Weed management (Refer to Appendix A, Condition 39).
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3.2.1

The stockpile visual impact complaint lodged on 15 May 2014 (Refer to Section 5.3 and
Appendix A, SoC, Condition 12).
Lighting of the site at night-time (Refer to Section 4.3).

2013 DTRIS-DRE AEMR Review

The 2013 AEMR was accepted in a letter from by DTRIS-DRE to Airly on 3 June 2014. The letter
acknowledged that an AEMR site meeting and site inspection that was conducted on 8 May 2014. In
addition to Airly and Centennial Coal staff the following attendees were noted:








Airly Mine Manager
Air Environment and Community Coordinator
Six representatives from Centennial Coal
Environment Protection Authority
Crown Lands
Lithgow City Council
Three officers from DTRIS-DRE

The following comments are summarised from the DTRIS-DRE site inspection and subsequent letter
dated 3 June 2013:



3.2.2

‘The site appears to be relatively tidy and well managed with regard to environmental issues.
No significant areas of concern were noted’
‘Some weeds were present at various areas of the site and need to be controlled on an
ongoing basis’.

2012 DTRIS-DRE AEMR Review

The 2012 AEMR was accepted in a letter from by DTRIS-DRE to Airly on 5 September 2013. The
letter acknowledged that an AEMR site meeting was held on 28 August 2013 and site inspection that
was conducted on 18 June 2013. In addition to Airly and Centennial Coal staff the following attendees
were noted:









Airly Mine Manager
Air Environment and Community Coordinator
Four representatives from Centennial Coal
Environment Protection Authority
Crown Lands
National Parks and Wildlife Services
Lithgow City Council
Three officers from DTRIS-DRE

The following comments are summarised from the DTRIS-DRE site inspection and subsequent letter
dated 5 September 2013:




‘The AEMR provides a very good summary of the mine operations and environmental
performance and is considered to be satisfactory’
The site was considered to be relatively tidy and well managed with regard to environmental
issues. No significant areas of concern were noted’.
‘The Department acknowledges the activities proposed in the 2013 calendar year….and notes
that particular attention is to be paid to water management and weed control issues’.
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3.3 NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA)
Feedback was sought by MCW Environmental on 3 March 2015 from the EPA officer responsible for
Airly who reported the following:







The EPA was due to discuss issues such as air, water, noise and potential pollution incidents
with Airly management associated with the EPA’s risk-based licencing system in early to midMarch 2015. The EPA will assess the site specific risks posed by the site and identify any
environmental issues that Airly needs to address, and where the EPA needs to focus its
regulatory attention. The EPA’s risk-based licencing system commences on 1 July 2015.
There has been no AEMR management site inspection during between January 2015 and the
date of the site inspection.
No significant compliance issues have been recorded at Airly in the last three years. Three
non-conformances have been noted on the previous three Annual Returns (2014/2013,
2013/2012 and 2012/2011) for Total Suspended Solids (TSS) exceedances following heavy
rain events as well as one pH exceedance and non-compliance issue was noted for failure to
monitor a discharge event.
The EPA is not aware of community issues concerning Airly.

3.4 NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service
Feedback was sought by MCW Environmental on 27 April 2015 from the NSW National Parks and
Wildlife Service (NPWS) relating to Airly. The following summarises comments made by NPWS:

















Generally NPWS are satisfied with the environmental performance of Airly in relation to the
SCA;
NPWS consider that Airly are mindful of operating within the SCA; have been cooperative with
NPWS; and have been generally responsive to NPWS requirements;
There were no outstanding matters of concern noted by NPWS;
NPWS acknowledged an over-clearing incident by a contractor to Airly near Borehole ARP06
(described in section 5.2 of this report). This has been addressed to the satisfaction of
NPWS.
NPWS acknowledged a key interface with Airly was access by Airly into the SCA to conduct
exploration and environmental monitoring activities. Airly was noted as one of a number of
stakeholders that require access to the SCA given the communications antenna located in the
SCA that is used by various agencies.
NPWS approves exploration activities within the SCA following development of a Review of
Environmental Factors (REF) report for the activities.
For the last round of exploration works NPWS considered that all commitments made in the
REF had been addressed by Airly. Airly assist in the payment for upgrade of access roads
required for their activities.
The impact of access roads was noted as a key impact within the SCA and that maintenance
of access roads on Genowlan Mountain was a key activity. NPWS commented that
maintenance of some of the existing access tracks would be conducted as part of other works
required for planned exploration works, and that while Airly would pay for this work, NPWS
planned to manage this work directly. These works would be subject to negotiation of a formal
access agreement between Airly and NPWS.
NPWS acknowledged that ecological monitoring and assessments and heritage reporting
completed by Airly provided excellent data that supports the ongoing management of the
SCA.
NPWS stated that they were not aware of any subsidence issues in the SCA.
NPWS indicated that they have a strong preference for the avoidance of subsidence
monitoring lines at the surface in SCA areas on the basis of the impacts caused to surface
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vegetation and soils. NPWS noted that Airly Mine concur with the NPWS position to avoid
subsidence lines in the SCA.
NPWS attend Community Consultative Committee meetings held by Airly which are required
in the recent modification to the Development Consent. NPWS have attended similar
community meetings under the previous approval requirements.
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4 Site Inspection Observations
Observations from the site inspection of Airly Mine Pit Top area conducted at the time of the site audit
are provided in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1

Site Inspection Photographs

Photo
#

Comment

4-1.

Waste hydrocarbon storage with secondary
containment and overground pipework from
the workshop.

4-2.

The site workshop showing unsealed work
area in front of roller doors.

4-3.

External air compressor with minor and
localised leaks of hydrocarbon onto unsealed
ground.
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Photo
#

Comment

4-4.

Waste storage at the entrance/exit to Portal
3 (heavy vehicle access portal).

4-5.

Surface water drainage system at the box
cut area that drains to the 109 ML Dirty
Water Dam.

4-6.

Rehabilitation at the box cut area showing
good cover.

4-7.

Evidence of the water cart being used on
unsealed internal roads for dust suppression.
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Photo
#

Comment

4-8.

The Ecomax® effluent treatment system.
The system consists of a duel cell EP150
anaerobic utilization treatment plant which
has a treatment capacity of 20,000 litres (L)
per day (with a peak load of 40,000 L per
day total).

4-9.

The Ecomax® effluent treatment system
showing the treatment tanks and location of
subsurface disposal of effluent.

4-10.

The rail load loop and sign posted speed
limits to reduce windblown dust issues (as
well as safety issues).

4-11.

The base of the Train loader bin with bunded
concrete pad to contain coal product.
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Photo
#

Comment

4-12.

The concrete perimeter dirty water drain to
the coal stockpile with evidence of coal fines.

4-13.

The end of line subsidence monitoring peg
for 200 Panel located to the east of the
surface facilities.

Photo

4.1 Surface Water Capacity
During the agency consultation process (Section 3) MCW Environmental was requested by DTRISDRE to review water management at Airly following a number of TSS exceedances during the audit
period. In particular surface water capacity to manage freak weather events. This section of the
report details the findings of the review of water management at Airly as assessed by MCW
Environmental. It is noted that MCW Environmental are not water specialists and none were
requested to attend the audit by DP&E.

4.1.1

Surface Water Management Overview

Water management for Airly is operated in accordance with the Airly Surface Water Management
Plan, MP-1074 (2011). The plan was developed in accordance with Condition 20, Schedule 2 of DA
162_91 and has not been updated since 2011. The condition does not require formal approval of the
plan by the Secretary.
MCW Environmental sighted a Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management that was prepared
following the EIS for the Airly Extension Project. The plan is not for the Airly Extension Project rather
is based on assessments conducted for the Project. Airly stated they envisaged consulting with
Government agencies concerning the plan soon after the date of the audit.
Airly is located in the upper catchment of the Capertee River. This river flows in a south easterly
direction and is a tributary of the Colo River that ultimately flows into the Hawkesbury River and
Broken Bay.
The following catchment areas boarder the Capertee River catchment area:
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West - Turon-Macquarie catchment area
South - Coxs River catchment area
North - Hunter-Goulburn catchment area

The mining area has a drainage network that is divided into the following four sub-catchments that
drain to the Capertee River:





Torbane-Oaky Creek catchment area;
Airly-Coco Creek catchment area;
Gap-Genowlan Creek catchment area; and
Emu Swamp Creek catchment area.

The pit top and other infrastructure are situated at the head of a valley that drains into Airly Creek.
Airly Creek drains into the Capertee River. The streams draining the mine’s pit top are ephemeral and
are characterised by low to zero flows for the majority of the year. Airly management reported that flow
and flow rates generally occur and fluctuate in response to rainfall patterns.
Pit top drainage was designed during the initial construction of the mine. The water management
system was designed to allow for harvesting of water and the provision for dirty water storage to
enable containment of the 1 in 100 year, 72 hour storm event. Water storage is utilised for mine water
supply.
The Airly water management system separates clean and dirty water. Clean water from undisturbed
areas above the pit top can also be channelled into the main storage dams if required. Surface water
discharged from licenced discharge points is monitored in accordance with EPL12374 for LDP001,
LDP002 and LDP003. Continuous flow monitoring is also currently undertaken at the Village Spring,
Gap Creek and Genowlan Creek.
Table 4-1 summaries the sediment basins/dams located at the pit top.
Table 4-1

Site Sediment Basins/Dams

Name / Location

LDP

Comments

Settling Pond

n/a

The Settling Pond receives surface water runoff from contributing
catchments east of the pit top area. Overflows from the Settling
Pond are directed to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam.

109 ML* Dirty Water Dam

n/a

Water is supplied from the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam to the 35 ML
Discharge Dam via a gravity fed pipe. Overflows are also directed
into the 35 ML Discharge Dam.

35 ML Dam

LDP1

The 35 ML Discharge Dam receives surface water runoff from the
northern perimeter clean water drainage system and piped transfers
and overflows from the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam.
Water is discharged via ‘V’ notch weir into a drainage channel that
flows through the site and discharges to Airly Creek in the vicinity of
the rail loop and train loader.

7 ML Dam

LDP2

The 7 ML Dam receives surface water runoff from the conveyor and
stockpile areas. The water in the dam is maintained at low levels by
pumping water to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam. During high rainfall
events, overflows from the 7 ML Dam discharge through LDP2 into
Airly Creek.

Train Loader Dam (1 ML)

LDP3

The Train Loader Dam receives surface water runoff from the train
loading catchment area. The water in the dam is maintained at low
levels by pumping water to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam. During
high rainfall events, overflows from the Train Loader Dam discharge
through LDP3 into Airly Creek.
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*= Megaltire

Water from the 7 ML Dam and the Train Loader Dam can be pumped to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam
if required. Pumps at the 7 ML Dam and Train Loader Dam were observed during the site inspection
to be connected to double float pontoons via suction lines fitted with foot valves.
Photographs of the site’s sediment basins that have licensed discharge points are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2

Photos of Site Sediment Basins

Photo
#

Comment

4-14.

The 35 ML Dam with pontoon filter

4-15.

Flow and height telemetry at 35 ML Dam

4-16.

V-notch weir spillway (LDP1) at 35 ML Dam
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Photo
#

Comment

4-17.

Electronic monitoring and notification system
at 35 ML Dam

4-18.

The Train Loader Dam (LDP3) with exit
spillway in the background

4-19.

The inlet to the Train Loader Dam from the
rail loading catchment area

4-20.

The inlet to the Train Loader Dam from the
rail loading catchment area
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Photo
#

Comment

Photo

4-21.

Pumping equipment at Train Loader Dam

4-22.

The foot valve beneath the double float
pontoon at Train Loader Dam was observed
to be resting on the base of the dam causing
one float to sit above the water.
Construction of a sump in the base of the
dam may allow the foot valve to empty more
water from the dam increasing the freeboard
capacity. Airly management noted this may
impact the integrity of the lining of the dam
floor.

Footvalve

4-23.

Exit spillway (LDP3) at Train Loader Dam
Increasing the height of the spillway would
also increase the freeboard of the dam and
hence increase capacity; potentially reducing
the number and volume of discharge events.

4-24.

7 ML Dam (LDP2) with suction line and
floating pontoon. The water level was
estimated to be at least 1 m below exit
spillway at the time of the site inspection on
19 and 20 March 2015
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4.1.2

Surface Water Monitoring

Surface monitoring sites are analysed for Turbidity, pH, Electrical Conductivity (EC), Total Suspended
Solids (TSS), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Oil & Grease, Iron (total & filterable) and
Manganese (total & filterable). Evidence of sampling in accordance with Airly’s EPL 12374 was
sighted by the auditors.
Table 4-3 summaries the surface water quality monitoring conducted at Airly. LDP1 did discharge on
17 January 2012 (outside of the audit period). On this occasion Airly failed to collect a water sample
during a discharge event of approximately 4 kL. Corrective actions implemented by Airly include an
alarm notification system via text message (SMS). The auditors sighted the notification system
infrastructure at LDP1 during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015. The EPA was satisfied
with the actions to correct the issue as noted on their website.
Table 4-3

Surface Water Quality Monitoring Program

Location

Frequency

Analysis

LDP1

Monthly (during discharging)

pH, TSS, Oil & Grease, EC, Turbidity

Monthly (during discharging)

pH, TSS, Oil & Grease, EC, Turbidity, Major
Cations/Anions, Total Hardness, Total Nitrogen, Total
Phosphorus, Oxidised Nitrogen, Ammonia

LDP2
LDP3

Total: Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, Zn, Al, As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Fe, Mn,
Mo, Cr
Dissolved: Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, Zn , Al, As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Fe,
Mn, Mo, Cr
Airly Creek

Monthly

Airly Creek Upstream

pH, TSS, Oil & Grease, EC, Turbidity, Major
Cations/Anions, Total Hardness, Total Nitrogen, Total
Phosphorus, Oxidised Nitrogen, Ammonia

The Grotto

Total: Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, Zn, Al, As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Fe, Mn,
Mo, Cr

Gap Creek

Dissolved: Cu, Pb, Ni, Co, Zn , Al, As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Fe,
Mn, Mo, Cr

EPL limits for LDP1, LDP2 and LDP3 are shown in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4

EPL Water Monitoring Criteria
Parameter

Licence Limit

Oil and Grease (Condition L2.4)

10 mg/L

pH (Condition L2.4)

6.5 – 9.0

Total Suspended Solids (Condition L2.4)

50 mg/L

Volume discharged at LDP1 (Condition L3.1)

100,000 kilolitres

At LDP002 and LDP003 there are no specified volumetric discharge limits.
Table 4-5 summarises the exceedances of EPL criteria during the audit period.
Table 4-5

EPL Criteria Exceedance during the Audit Period

Date

Location

Result

EPL Limit (mg/L)

4 April 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 468 mg/L

50
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14 March 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 714 mg/L

29 January 2013

LDP3

TSS result of 121 mg/L

Evidence of surface water sampling data for LDP1, LDP2 and LDP3 dated 6 March 2012 through to 7
January 2015 was reviewed that indicated that there were no surface water exceedances against EPL
criteria other than on those occasions listed in Table 4-4 during the audit period.
A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include a condition that allows for the
concentration limits at the LDPs not to apply when a 44 mm rain event over five days occurs
(Condition L2.5). It is noted that the above incidents occurred prior to the new Condition L2.5 and that
no regulatory action was taken by the EPA concerning the above exceedances. EPL condition L2.5
specifies that the limits specified under Condition L2.4 for the sediment basins identified as EPA
licence discharge points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when the discharge occurs solely as a result of
rainfall measured at the premises which exceeds a total of 44 millimetre of rainfall over any
consecutive five day period.
Surface water monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on the
8 December 2014 was 219 mg/L. The discharge followed a rainfall event during which more than 50
mm of rain had fallen within five days prior to the discharge. Meteorological data from the Airly weather
station for December 2014 indicated that 53.4 mm of rain fell on 6 December 2014. In accordance
with Condition L2.5 this result does not constitute an exceedance against EPL criteria.
Land use surrounding the pit top area includes rural residential, grazing land, coal mining, recreation
activities, commercial forestry and nature conservation.
A Surface Water Impact Assessment for the proposed Airly Mine Extension Project was prepared by
GHD Pty Ltd (GHD) in July 2014. GHD (2014, p.66) found that “the required storage volume for the
entire existing Surface Facilities Area for the purposes of erosion and sediment control was calculated
and found to be approximately 13 ML. This required volume is greater than the volume of the active
filter pond currently being managed for erosion and sediment control purposes, however due to the
large volume of the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam and 35 ML Discharge Dam, downstream water quality
objectives are still satisfied. The volume of these dams is sufficient to adequately manage sediment’.

4.1.3

Adequacy Assessment and Recommendations

It is considered that the Airly Surface Water Management Plan, MP-1074 (2011) does not reflect
current water management activities and EPL 12374 criteria. Refer to Appendix A, Condition 20 of DA
162_91 and recommendation REC-2015-01 for further details.
The water management system at the site is designed with pumping systems to move water from the
7 ML Dam and Train Loader Dam back to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam. Discharges from the 7 ML
Dam (LDP2) and the Train Loader Dam (LDP3) are generally uncommon and occur only during very
high rainfall events. This process aims to increase the retention time of water in the system.
Storage capacities at the site appeared satisfactory for the scale of operations observed during the
site inspection. Given an EPL condition was added to allow for discharges from LDP1, LDP2 and
LDP3 above 50 mg/L following a rain event that exceeds a total of 44 millimetres over any consecutive
five day period further exceedances for TSS are not anticipated in the future.
The following options were discussed with Airly management for consideration concerning the
reduction of the number of discharge events that may occur from the Train Loader Dam following rain
events and a reduction of TSS if they were to occur:






Raise the height of the exit spillway to increase the freeboard capacity.
Install a mechanism, such as a filter check dam or an inlet control baffle, at the entrance to
control the rate of inflow and allow sediment-laden water to enter evenly across the full width
and depth of the basin to improve the efficiency of the basin’s settling characteristics and to
keep coarse sediment away from the outlet.
Install an outlet baffle to keep settled sediment away from the exit spillway.
Reduce the dirty water catchment area of the Train Loader Dam.
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Review the effectiveness / positioning of the floating filter in the Train Loader Dam so that
more water can be pumped out increasing the freeboard (e.g. create a sump in the Train Load
Dam so that the filter sits below the base of the dam).
Increase the pumping capacity at the Train Loader Dam.
Increase the storage capacity of the Train Loader Dam.

Compliance against specific conditions are described in Appendix A. As indicated, since the EPL has
been modified to allow for discharge after rainfall events of 44 mm over five days, compliance has
been achieved and is considered by Airly that it will continue to be achieved. The above measures
would be seen as performance improvements beyond compliance; and also further reduce the risk of
future non-compliance.

4.2 Lighting Emissions
During the consultation process with DTRIS-DRE on 4 March 2015 the Department requested the
auditors consider the lighting of the site at night-time during their site inspection on 19 and 20 March
2015.
As noted in Section 5.3 of this Report a resident reported some lighting of the surface facilities was
creating a disturbance to approximately 10 km from the site. It was identified that portable lights
located in the car park were potentially causing the nuisance and these were relocated. Airly
management also reported that a review was carried out to identify potential engineering solutions that
could be implemented to mitigate the impact of some other permanent lights that were also identified
as potentially causing a nuisance to the resident. Lights were observed to be pointing downwards on
mining infrastructure such as the conveyor and no permanent light poles were observed at the pit top /
box cut area during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015. No further complaints were
received during the audit period concerning lighting from the site.
MCW Environmental are not lighting specialists and an assessment against the requirements of
Australian Standard AS4282 (INT) 1995 - Control of Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting was not
conducted.
It is considered that if further complaints are received, these should be investigated and consideration
be given to an audit by a lighting specialist.

4.3 Genowlan Mountain and Airly Village
The site inspection included visiting Genowlan Mountain and Airly Village within the Mugii Murum-ban
State Conservation Area (SCA). Airly has recently conducted drilling operations in the area. Two drill
sites were inspected – APR06 and APR 09. The following photos show the nature of the area and
observations made.
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Table 4-2

Site Inspection Photographs

Photo
#

Comment

4-25.

View of Genowlan Mountain from access
road off Glen Davis Road.

4-26.

Rehabilitation at Drill site ARP06

4-27.

Cleared area past ARP 06 which was subject
of over-clearing as described incident report
provided to DRE. The area has been left
cleared to provide a turning circle for trucks
used in fire management activities.
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Photo
#

Comment

4-28.

Topography and landscape on top of
Genowlan Mountain looking west from near
ARP06.

4-29.

Access roads on top of Genowlan Mountain
traversed very steep country. In some areas
erosion of access roads and associated
sedimentation was observed.

4-30.

Erosion of access tracks on way to ARP09.

4-31.

Erosion controls including sediment fences
were observed to be in place and needing
maintenance adjacent the access road on
Genowlan Mountain to APR09. Airly
reported they had installed the sediment
fences, however there is no ongoing plan to
maintain them. NPWS indicated
maintenance of erosion and sediment
controls along this road would be conducted
as part of future planned exploration works.
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Photo
#

Comment

4-32.

Shallow Standpipe ARP09 on Genowlan
Mountain. A v-notch weir is located on the
creek near the standpipe.

4-33.

Equipment for recording water level data at
V-notch weir near ARP09.

4-34.

V-notch weir at ARP 09.

4-35.

Airly Village – some weeds were noted in
cleared areas.
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A key observation from the inspection of Genowlan Mountain was that the access roads to the
boreholes visited had been affected by erosion and resultant sedimentation in the steeper areas. The
main cause of the erosion appeared to be related to drainage issues and lack of maintenance of
drainage along the access roads. It also noted that while Airly use the ace roads, access is also
available to the general public and other users. While some sediment fences had been put in by Airly,
these had not been maintained since installation.
The ongoing management of roads on Genowlan Mountain appears to be the responsibility of NPWS
as managers of the SCA. NPWS indicated that they would undertake maintenance activities as part of
planned future exploration activities required by Airly, indicating that works for future exploration
activities would be managed by NPWS.
Notwithstanding this, it would be expected that given the use of the access roads by Airly, that
adequate input to road maintenance is provided by Airly. The mechanism to do this would appear to
be subject to negotiations and agreements between Airly and NPWS which have not been assessed
in this audit.
Weeds were observed in various places during the site visit such as Airly Village and along the mine
pit top access road. No obvious weeds were sighted on Genowlan Mountain. Evidence of recent
spraying was observed in blackberry bushes either side of the pit top access road. Airly noted that
weeds are managed proactively across the site with regular and targeted weed spraying completed by
contractors.
Some specific works may be required at Airly Village to manage weeds observed in cleared areas at
this location.
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5

Environmental Performance

This Section addresses the requirement of the scope of works to “assess the environmental
performance of the development” by providing an overview of the compliance status for Airly; listing
the environmental management and monitoring plans used by Airly to manage and assess
environmental performance and discusses complaints received by the mine and incidents reported
during mining activities as further indicators for environmental performance. Compliance with
Approvals and Licences is also a key indicator of environmental performance and is discussed in
Section 6.

5.1 Monitoring Plans
Airly has developed the following management / monitoring plans and programs to monitor the
environmental performance of the project and mitigate its effects on the surrounding environment:






Environmental Monitoring Program, AIR-MP-1073
Water Management Plan, Airly MP 1074
Landscape Rehabilitation Management Plan, Airly MP 1078
Draft Surface Water Monitoring and Management Plan, AIR-MP-3091
Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring and Management Plan, AIR-MP-3090

The auditors based the assessment of the environmental performance of the Project on the
assessment of implementation of the above management and monitoring plans as well as the
assessment of compliance with the CoA, SoC, EPL and Mining Lease, approvals. The findings of this
assessment are provided in the Compliance Matrix presented in Appendix A with the identified noncompliances and associated recommendations summarised in Section 8.
The adequacy of the above management plans has been assessed in Section 7 of this report.
In addition, to further evaluate the Project’s environmental performance, the auditors reviewed the
environmental incidents and complaints recorded during the audit period. The discussion of incidents
and complaints is provided below.

5.2 Incident Management
Centennial Management Standard 012 – External Environmental Reporting (EER Standard) provides
standardised procedures to follow in the event of an environmental incident. The EER Standard
states that Centennial sites, including Airly, are to follow the environmental incident reporting
procedures provided in the EER. Environmental incidents are categorised according to the severity of
the incident, the remediation actions required, and the extent of regulatory action (if any). Categories
are numbered from 1 to 5, as shown below:
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Figure 5-1 Categories of Environmental Incidents

The EER identifies the recent amendment to the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997,
(POEO Act) requiring the EPA to be notified immediately after a person carrying out an activity
becomes aware of a pollution incident that causes or threatens material harm to the environment.
Once immediately reported to the EPA (and/or other relevant authorities, as required), the site must
undertake an internal investigation to assess whether environmental harm has occurred or is likely to
occur and the materiality of such harm. The EER provides guidance in the identification of
environmental harm and materiality. Also included in the EER is a document to guide reporting of an
environmental incident to the EPA Environment Hotline, and a template written report, to provide the
EPA (and/or relevant authority) written notification of the incident, in accordance with Part 5.7 of the
POEO Act and condition R2.2 of the site’s EPL.
The Environmental Co-ordinator is responsible for reviewing the outcomes of the environmental
incident investigation process, closing out the incident once the investigation has been completed,
reporting the incident to appropriate regulatory authorities as per the EER and coordinating any
corrective or preventative actions to be instigated. The outcomes of the incident investigation and any
corrective or preventative actions is discussed with staff at the daily management meeting and be
made available to the workforce if approved by the Mine Manager as a “HSEC alert” via email. Airly
Mine maintains electronically a record of environmental incidents in the ECD and a hardcopy of the
Airly Mine “Incident/Accident Form” retaining the details of environmental incidents, investigations and
any corrective or preventative actions.
The site’s Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (PIRMP) contains details of how staff should
respond to an environmental incident. The Duty Card 1 – Emergency Responder (Ref: AIR-TL-1374)
is a 14 page document that contains forms including, but not limited to an Emergency Call Record,
External Medical Assistance, External Fire Fighting Assistance, Mines Rescue Assistance, Full or
Partial Evacuation of Mine, Chemical/Hydrocarbon Spill Response Procedure, Communications
Record, Duty Card Designations and Emergency Diary. The PIRMP also includes an Incident Report
and Detail Form (Management Std-006) and Incident Investigation Form.
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Table 5-1 summarises the number of incidents recorded by category.
5-1 Summary of Incidents Recorded by Category for the Period 27 March 2012 – 2 March 2015
Category

No. of Incidents

1: Prosecution (Major)

0

2. Offence (Significant)

0

3. Reportable (Moderate)

0

4. Technical (Minor)
5. Incident (Low)
Note 1

12 Note 1
19

Includes seven complaints.

As shown in Table 5-1 Airly has not recorded any major (Category 1 - Prosecution), significant
(Category 2 – Offence) or moderate (Category 3 – Reportable) incidents between 27 March 2012 and
2 March 2015. The Level 5 incidents primarily related to monthly dust exceedances, stolen property
and equipment faults. Category 4 incidents are summarised as follows:









Noise complaint from tooting of train (15 May 2014)
Visual complaint concerning the product stockpile (15 May 2015)
Audible alarm (12 May 2015 and 28 April 2015)
TSS exceedances at LDP3 (4 April 2014, 14 March 2014 and 29 January 2014)
Land clearance at APR06 drill site exceeded permitted size (2 April 2014)
Rubbish observed on Glen Davis Road near to the entrance to the site (10 July 2012)
Lights from the pit top were visible from Running Stream (7 May 2012)
Water monitoring exceedance at LDP1 (pH of 8.9 sampled during heavy rain event) (27
February 2012)

The above incidents were observed to be logged in the Centennial ECD Lotus Notes database each
with a unique reference number.

Land clearance incident at APR06 drill site
As listed above, a land clearance incident occurred as part of clearing activities for the exploration
drilling program in 2013. A contractor working for Airly had cleared an area to the south of the drill site
ARP06 at the proposed location of a water delivery tank. An area of approximately 100m 2 had been
cleared adjacent to and west of the access track. This area had been previously cleared for visibility of
the adjacent Genowlan Trig Station but has subsequently regrown.
The contractor stated that he had cleared the area due to the fact that after a test flight of the
helicopter over the proposed site, the tree movement from the blade wash obscured the site to such
an extent that it would have been unsafe to deliver water without clearing the trees.
In a letter dated 12 June 2013, NPWS considered a number of mitigating factors and indicated they
would not carry out action against Airly, however noted that if a similar incident was to occur, penalty
action would be very likely.
NPWS expected the following procedures to be established to ensure that:




Contractors are thoroughly briefed on REF determination conditions and closely supervised on
a regular basis;
Clear physical boundaries are established delineating limits of disturbance;
Contractors are made aware of the area’s status as a State Conservation Area and the legal
protection and ramifications associated with that status.
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Discussions with NPWS on 27 April indicated that there were no outstanding issues from NPWS
regarding this incident.
The area was inspected during the audit and some rehabilitation was noted in the area (see Photo 427).

5.2.1

Reported Incidents

The site maintains a PIRMP describing requirements and processes in relation to the external
reporting of environmental incidents requiring external notification under legislation/approval
conditions (T031 Response – External Environmental Incident Reporting).

5.3 Complaint Management
A Community information and complaints line (02 6359 2100) is maintained by Airly. A recorded
message gives prompts for 'complaints', which directs to Environmental Co-ordinator or Control Room
(only present during the day). If the call relates to a complaint, the complaint is logged on the
"Community Concern/Complaint Register" form that is appended to the PIRMP, and developed to
comply with EPL 12374, Condition M4.1 “Recording of pollution complaints”. If any immediate action
can be taken by the person receiving the complaint to remediate the issue, then this is completed;
otherwise, the completed Community Concern/Complaint Register form is forwarded to the
Environmental Co-ordinator (or other nominated person) for action. The Environmental Co-ordinator
or nominated person is to provide a response to the complainant within a suitable timeframe.
Complaints are logged by the Environmental Co-ordinator within Lotus Notes (using the ECD system).
The log includes the following information: reference number, complainant details, complaint type,
date and time of occurrence, complaint details, investigation / cause, remediation details,
implementation process, implementation date and details of consultation.
MCW Environmental sighted a completed Community Concern/Complaint Register form (dated 19
September 2014), information from which had been uploaded into Centennial Coal’s “Incidents &
Enquiries” intranet. A screen-shot summary of complaints for the audit period in the Airly ECD was
provided, which numbered seven in total, of which all were categorised as Category 4 (Minor)
Environmental Incidents.
A total of seven complaints were received during the audit period (2012 = 2, 2013 = 0, 2014 = 5 (three
on the same day, 15 May 2014) and 2015 = 0 (to the date of the site inspection).
The following complaints were received during the audit period:


2012
-

-

A resident reported some lighting of the surface facilities was creating a disturbance to
approximately 10 km from the site. It was identified that portable lights located in the
car park were potentially causing the nuisance and these were relocated. Airly
management also reported that a review was also carried out to identify potential
engineering solutions that could be implemented to mitigate the impact of some other
permanent lights that were also identified as potentially causing a nuisance to the
resident. Lights were observed to be pointing downwards and no permanent light
poles were observed at the pit top area during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March
2015.
A resident reported rubbish along the side of the Glen Davis Road between Capertee
and the entrance to Airly Mine. Airly management reported that a tool box talk was
delivered to the work force to reiterate the need to use the rubbish bins provided at
the mine site. Airly mine personnel collected the rubbish from the side of Glen Davis
Road between Capertee and the access road to Airly Mine.
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2014
-

-

-

-

-

A resident reported that an alarm could be heard from the mine site that was creating
a nuisance. Repairs to the failed equipment that had triggered the alarm on the
ventilation fan.
A resident reported an alarm could be heard from the mine site that was creating a
nuisance. An audible alarm on the ventilation fan was disabled and was replaced by
a communications system whereby an SMS message is sent to the appropriate site
personnel.
A resident reported noise generated from a train that was heard tooting its horn at
times as it travelled along the railway line near Capertee Village. Through
consultation with the coal train operator Airly identified that the likely use of a horn
was for safety considerations due to the risk of a collision on the railway line, in
tunnels and at road crossings.
An individual reported a visual complaint concerning the Product Coal Stockpile to the
local community when driving along the Glen Davis Road. An Airly investigation
determined that approximately 65,000 tonnes of coal was stockpiled on the Product
Coal Stockpile at the time the complaint was made and that the Product Coal
Stockpile has a capacity of 200,000 tonnes as described in the original EIS (Novacoal
Australia, 1991, p.4-14) for the mine site.
An individual reported that when a phone call was made to Airly Mine at
approximately 4.30pm on Friday 19 September 2014, the individual was unable to
speak to the Mine Manager, Project Engineer or the Environment and Community
Coordinator. Airly management reported that at approximately 5.30pm on Friday 19
September 2014 the Environment and Community Coordinator received the message
from the individual making the complaint and returned their phone call leaving a
message on their answering machine. At approximately 11.00am on Saturday 20
September 2014 the Environment and Community Coordinator made another phone
call and spoke to the individual.

The Environment and Community Co-ordinator also reported complaints received during the
Environment and Planning presentation were discussed at the former Special Monitoring Committee
(SMC) meetings (now Community Consultative Committee). A summary of environmental complaints
received by the mine is provided in Chapter 4 – Community Relations of Airly’s AEMRs/Annual
Review.

5.4 Compliance Management
Centennial has developed a compliance database to assist sites meet requirements of Development
Consent and associated plans, programs and strategies. The database allows conditions to be
entered and actions to be automatically generated when a trigger is met. The full capability of the
database was not observed during the audit; however, the database was successfully used to
demonstrate how compliance with various approvals or the EPL is managed by viewing evidence of
documents attached to the relevant section of each condition.
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6 Compliance with Statutory Requirements
This Section fulfils the requirement to assess whether the project is complying with the relevant
requirements in its Development Consent and any relevant Mining Lease and EPL.

6.1 Key Statutory Approvals
Table 6-1 identifies the major approvals, licences and leases in place for the Airly Mine and provides
relevant information were applicable.
Table 6-1

List of Approvals, Licences and Leases

Issuing /
Responsible
Authority

Type of Lease, Licence, Approval

Date Granted /
Varied / Modified

NSW DP&E

DA 162_91

14 April 1993

DA 162_91 MOD 1

7 December 1999

DA 162_91 MOD 2

21 August 2009

DA 162_91 MOD 3

9 October 2014

Environment Protection Licence No.
12374

12 December 2005

Environment
Protection Authority
(EPA)

Expiry

31 October 2015

Renewed Annually

31 August 2012
Licence Version
Date
27 May 2014

NSW DP&E

Statement of Commitments
(DA162_91)

July 2014

DTRIS-DRE

Mining Lease 1331

8 May 2014

12 October 2035

DTRIS-DRE

Mining Authorisation (MA) 232

3 June 2010

20 October 2014
(renewal pending)

DTRIS-DRE

Mining Operations Plan (MOP) 2014 2016

14 March 2014

1 March 2016

NSW Office of Water
(NOW)

Groundwater Monitoring Bore Licences

-

-

ARP 01 (10BL604518)

14 February 2011

Perpetuity

ARP 02A & ARP 03A (10BL604520)

14 February 2011

Perpetuity

ARP 04 & ARP 05 (10BL604521)

14 February 2011

Perpetuity

ARP 06, ARP 07, ARP 08 & ARP 09
(10BL605352)

28 March 2013

Perpetuity

Production Bore (10BL603503)

17 February 2011

16 February 2012

It is noted that not all Approvals were considered in the audit. The audit assessed compliance with the
following approvals:




Development Consent DA 162_91 and Statement of Commitments;
Environmental Protection Licence (EPL) 12374; and
Mining Lease (MPL) 1331.

A summary of the strategies, plans and programs that were reviewed for adequacy is provided in
Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2

List of Strategies, Plans and Programs Reviewed for Adequacy

Strategy / Plan / Program

Date Prepared / Revised

Approval Date

Environmental Management Strategy

February 2015

Pending Approval from the
Secretary

Draft Groundwater Monitoring Management
Plan

2014

Pending Approval from the
Secretary

Draft Surface Water Monitoring and
Management Plan

2014

Pending Approval from the
Secretary

Landscape Rehabilitation Management Plan

2009

Pending Approval from the
Secretary

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan

30 June 2014

23 October 2014

Pollution Incident Response Management
Plan

31 August 2012

-

The status of Airly’s performance during the audit, in respect of each condition of the DA, EPL and ML
is presented in Appendix A. Conditions considered to be not complied with, or indeterminate, have
been listed in Section 8 of this report.
Performance categories in respect of compliance are defined as follows.
Table 6-1

Performance Category

Performance Category

Definition

Compliant

currently in compliance

Non Compliant

currently not in compliance

Not Applicable (not triggered)

condition not applicable at time of audit or had not been triggered

Not Applicable (historical requirement)

condition not applicable at time of audit as it related to historical
requirements associated with the development of the Project that were
relevant well before the current audit period

Indeterminate

it has not been possible to determine whether compliance exists

Not Assessed

the condition has not been assessed as part of the scope of this audit

Auditor’s comments are provided next to each condition to explain evidence sighted relevant to each
condition. Where considered relevant, observations have been made regarding specific compliance
issues.
Conditions considered Non Compliant or Indeterminate are presented in Table 8-1 (Section 8) of this
report. The table includes a discussion of the compliance status and recommendations for
improvement where appropriate.
Where conditions are considered compliant; however it is considered a continuous improvement
opportunity exist to improve the compliance status or to improve environmental performance at the
site, a recommendation has been made in the compliance table. A summary of these
recommendations is provided in Table 8-2 (Section 8) of this report.
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The auditors have not undertaken a rigorous or technical assessment of the documents required by
the Development Consent, EPL or Mining Lease, particularly where these documents have been
signed off and/or approved by relevant regulatory authorities (for example, DP&E). A high level
review of adequacy of some documents is provided in Section 7 of this report.
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7 Review of Environmental Management System
This Section fulfils the requirement to assess the adequacy of strategies, plans or programs required
under the Development Consent. The implementation of the management plans / programs is
discussed in Appendix A.

7.1 Environmental Management Overview
Centennial Coal has established an Environmental Policy and Environmental Management System
(EMS) Framework, as well as a number of Environment and Community Standards. The policy, EMS
framework and associated procedure provide guidance to Centennial’s sites, such as Airly, on the
development of their own Environmental Management plans.
Airly has developed an Environmental Management Strategy and a number of supporting
environmental management plans to manage environmental aspects and impacts of operational
activities. Airly’s Environmental Strategy (the Strategy) operates under the overarching Centennial
Coal Environmental Policy and EMS Framework. Centennial’s Environmental Management
Framework is depicted in Figure 7-1 below.
Figure 7-1 Centennial Environmental Management Framework

Centennial Coal has developed an Environmental Management System Framework Document (EMS
Framework) incorporating the following four components:





EMS Framework Document (Volume 1)
EMS Procedures (Volume 2)
Environment and Community Management Standards (Volume 3)
Environment and Community Management Plans (Volume 4)
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The EMS Framework has been developed to be consistent with the International Standard for
Environmental Management Systems ISO 14001. The EMS Framework outlines the following
elements:














Commitment and policy;
Identification of aspects and impacts;
Legal and other requirements;
Objectives and targets;
Management plans;
Responsibility for implementing the EMS;
Training, awareness and competence;
Communication;
Documentation and document control;
Operational control;
Emergency preparedness and response;
Measurement and evaluation; and
Management review.

The EMS Framework is applicable to all activities and areas managed by Centennial. The purpose of
the EMS Framework is to provide an effective management tool, which will foster sound environmental
management of all EMS Framework that each Business Unit, such as Airly, develop an Environmental
Management Strategy, consistent with the EMS Framework objectives.
The detail of the Centennial Coal EMS Framework and the site implementation of these documents
were not assessed in detail during the audit.
Airly has adopted the following Centennial Coal Standards:










Environmental Risk Assessment Protocol (ECMG 02)
Environmental Incident Reporting (ECMG 03)
Minimum Standards Newsletter (ECMS 05)
Audit and Inspection (ECMG 06)
Site Environment Induction Employees and Contractors (ECMS 09)
Site Environment Induction Visitors (ECMS 10)
Site Environment Induction New Staff (ECMS 11)
Site Environment Induction New Mineworker (ECMS 12)
Environmental Assessment Standard (ECMS 14)

Airly has developed an Environmental Management Strategy, an Environmental Management System
and a number of environmental management plans and monitoring programs. These are discussed in
more detail in Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 below. A detailed review of the site’s implementation of the
above Standards and the Environmental Management System (EMS) was not included in the scope of
this audit.

7.2 Environmental Management Strategy
An Environmental Management Strategy (the ‘Strategy’) was prepared in February 2015 to satisfy the
requirements of DA 0162_91. The Environmental management Strategy was submitted for approval
by the Secretary on 24 February 2015. The Secretary had not approved the Strategy at the time of
the audit.
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The Development Consent (Schedule 2, Condition 36 of DA 162_91) requires the following:
The Applicant shall prepare and implement an Environmental Management Strategy for Airly Coal
mine to the satisfaction of the Secretary. This strategy must:
a)
b)
c)
d)

be submitted to the Secretary for approval by 1 March 2015;
provide the strategic framework for environmental management of the Airly Coal mine;
identify the statutory approvals that apply to the development;
describe the role, responsibility, authority and accountability of all key personnel involved in
the environmental management of the development;
e) describe the procedures that would be implemented to:
 keep the local community and relevant agencies informed about the operation and
environmental performance of the development;
 receive, handle, respond to, and record complaints;
 resolve any disputes that may arise during the coMCWe of the development;
 respond to any non-compliance;
 respond to emergencies; and
f) include:
 copies of any strategies, plans and programs approved under the conditions of this
consent; and
g) a clear plan depicting all the monitoring required to be carried out under the conditions of this
consent.
The Strategy provides the strategic and policy framework for the management of environmental issues
at Airly, including defining key regulatory and other requirements. The Strategy also contains
procedures applicable to CoA Schedule 2, Condition 36, including:









Section 2 of the Strategy provided the strategic framework and included an overview of the
Environmental System, Environmental Management Plans. The Strategy included, but was
not limited to sections addressing environmental inspections, roles, responsibilities, resources,
training, communication, community and complaints and handling dispute resolution. URS
consider these topics to generally provide the strategic framework for the environmental
management of Airly.
Section 3 sets out the statutory requirements of the project in accordance with Condition
5.1(c).
Section 7 sets out resources, roles, responsibilities, authority and accountabilities for
environmental management of the development.
Sections 4.1 to 4.5 described the process for managing community issues and information;
- section 4.5 described how to manage complaints
- section 4.7 described the dispute resolution process
- section 4.6 addressed non-compliances but did not clearly identify how these would
be managed
- section 5 referenced the Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (PIRMP) as
the principal document for managing environmental incidents.
Appendix 2 included only DA 06_0012. No other plans or programs were included in the
Strategy. Reference to plans required by DA 162_91 was made in Section 2.2 (p.6).
Appendix A included a Plan (i.e. Figure) ‘Plan B’ of environmental monitoring locations for the
development. Section 6.1 addressed environmental monitoring and referenced the Airly
Environmental Monitoring Plan (AIR-MP-1073).

Recommendations:


Refer to Condition 36, Schedule 2 of DA 162_91 for Recommendations.
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7.3 Environmental Management System (EMS)
It is noted that an EMS is not required under DA 162_91; however, commentary has been provided to
demonstrate the level of environmental management at the site. The EMS was not assessed during
the audit process. Airly’s EMS incorporates the following elements:












Identified Risks
Roles and Responsibilities
Control Procedures (including Objectives and Targets, Standard Work Procedures, Inspection
and Monitoring)
Response Action Plans
Corrective Action
Document Control
Record Keeping
Audits
Review
Training
Consultation

The EMS provides an overview of the processes for managing the environmental interactions of Airly’s
operations. Standard Work Procedures have been developed for the site’s significant environmental
aspects (those assessed by the site as high risk), which further support a number of elements of the
EMS.
The EMS was reported by Airly management to have been developed to be generally consistent with
the International Standard for Environmental Management Systems ISO 14001. Operationally, the
EMS is the overarching framework for environmental management at the site. Management Plans
required under statutory approvals sit under the EMS Framework. The Environmental Management
Strategy is also a part of the EMS.

7.4 Management Programs and Plans
The following documents were reviewed by the auditors:







Water Management Plan Airly MP-1074 (2011)
Draft Surface Water Monitoring and Management Plan 2014
Draft Groundwater Monitoring Management Plan (2014)
Landscape Management Plan (2009)
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan (2014)
Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (2014)

It is noted that Airly’s approval has an expiry date of 31 October 2015. Airly are in the process of
seeking approval for an extension to mining and if approved; a new approval would be issued with
new conditions of approval and new management plan requirements.

7.4.1

General Summary of Management Plan Adequacy Review

The following general comments are made regarding the adequacy of the management plans and
monitoring programs:




The use of Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPS) in the Draft Surface Water Monitoring
and Management Plan (AIR-MP-3091) and Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring and
Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090) provide clear and concise instructions and actions for
anticipated issues, such as EPL discharge exceedances or observed erosion.
Document control was not evident or had not been implemented on the Landscape
Rehabilitation Management Plan making it difficult to verify issue and revision dates as well as
identify the author and approver.
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The structure of current plans and programs are not very user friendly. The requirements and
mitigation measures are often embedded or lost in text making the plans difficult to implement
and audit. The usability of the plans and programs could be greatly enhanced by having a
table listing required management/mitigation measures. This could then be the basis of site’s
internal and external audit/review process for implementation of the plans/programs.
There is limited integration between the management plans and the Centennial EMS. The
EMS and management plans do not reinforce the link to one another, causing a lack of
information in some respects or a double up of information in others. For example the
Environmental Strategy is the only document that refers to the Centennial EMS. The current
Water Management Plan and the Draft Surface Water Monitoring and Management Plan (AIRMP-3091) and the Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring and Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090)
do not note that any exceedances or incidents are to be entered in to the Centennial ECD
Lotus Notes database.

Overarching Recommendations Relating to Management Plans:
The following provides a summary of overarching recommendations relating to Management Plans in
general at Airly:







REC-2015-09 - Consideration should be given to providing the Draft Surface Water Monitoring
and Management Plan (AIR-MP-3091) and Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring and
Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090) to government agencies for review and comment prior to
submission to NSW DP&E.
REC-2015-10 - Ensure document control requirements are included and completed on
management plans.
REC-2015-11 - That the structure of current management plans be improved so as to highlight
management actions and mitigation measures that can be easily identified, implemented and
audited against. This could include having a table or Section listing all of the management /
mitigation measures required as part of the plan.
REC-2015-12 - That integration between the EMS and the management plans is improved.
Each plan should outline its strategic context in line with Airly’s EMS and Centennial Coal’s
Standards.

The findings of the review of the adequacy of the management plans/monitoring programs and
subsequent recommendations are provided in Table 7-1. It is noted many of the comments are made
on the basis of identifying continuous improvement opportunities within the Plans. These vary in their
level of risk and significance. Many continuous improvement recommendations are not at a level of
risk or significance that warrant an immediate review of the Plan; however could be made during the
next update of the Plan.
The comments are also provided in the context of the Proposed Airly Extension Project. If the
Extension Project is not approved, the mine will close and closure plans would be required to be
developed and implemented. If the Airly Extension Project is approved, a new consent would be
required and would presumably include a wider and more current set of management plans consistent
with other recent mining approvals. This would be at the discretion of DP&E as part of the approvals
process.
MCW Environmental note that there currently are a limited number of plans for the site e.g. there is no
Flora and Fauna Management Plan. Were the Extension Project to proceed, it is anticipated that a
number of plans would be required. MCW Environmental has not considered the extent and nature of
additional plans that would be relevant in this circumstance.
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Table 7-1

Adequacy Review of Management Plans / Monitoring Programs

Management Plan /
Monitoring Program

Adequacy Review and Recommendations

Water Management Plan
Airly MP-1074 (2011)

The Water Management Plan was prepared to address Condition 20, Schedule
2 of the DA 162_91. It was last updated in 2011 and refers to construction
activities which were completed in 2012. The following observations are noted:


The plan does not include current licensed discharge points (LDP1, LDP2
& LDP3) and addresses monitoring requirements for LDP1 and former
LDP2 only.



The plan does not include variations to EPL 12374 since 2011.



The plan does not include reference to the 35 ML Dam or the Train Loader
Dam (LDP3).



Table 4 (p.16) refers to ‘proposed’ monitoring activities.

It is acknowledged that this plan may be superseded in the near future by the
Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management Plan (AIR-MP-3091) and a Draft
Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090).
Recommendations


Groundwater Monitoring
Management Plan (Draft)

REC-2015-01 - Update the 2011 Surface Water Management Plan to
reflect current Licenced Discharge Points and water management
infrastructure and monitoring requirements or submit the draft Surface
Water Monitoring and Management Plan to the Secretary for approval.

The Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090)
has been prepared following the EIS for the Airly Extension Project. The plan is
based on assessments conducted for the Project.
The plan has not been submitted for review and/or approval and Airly
management envisaged consulting with Government agencies concerning the
plan soon after the date of the audit. It is expected that should approval of the
Airly Extension Project be granted this plan will be implemented. Until such time
the current Water Management Plan (MP-1074) remains the key document for
water management at the site.

Surface Water Monitoring
Management Plan (Draft)

The Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management Plan (AIR-MP-3091) has
been prepared following the EIS for the Airly Extension Project. The plan is
based on assessments conducted for the Project.
The plan has not been submitted for review and/or approval and Airly
management envisaged consulting with Government agencies concerning the
plan soon after the date of the audit. It is expected that should approval of the
Airly Extension Project be granted this plan will be implemented. Until such time
the current Water Management Plan (MP-1074) remains the key document for
water management at the site.
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Management Plan /
Monitoring Program

Adequacy Review and Recommendations

Landscape Rehabilitation
Management Plan (2009)

The Landscape and Rehabilitation Management Plan (LRMP) was prepared to
address Condition 26 of the DA 162_91 that requires the preparation of a
Landscape Management Plan for the project.
MCW Environmental identified Condition 26 of DA 162_91 as ‘Not Applicable
(historical requirement)’ as it was developed in line with the 1991 EIS
(Novacoal, 1991), Development Consent No 162/91 and subsequent
amendment in 1999 to extend the Trial Mine Phase and again in 2009 to allow
for the construction of the 66 kV Transmission line connection on a different
route.
The LRMP (p.10) notes that “the principal objective of the rehabilitation plan is
to form a stable landform which will pose no long-term environmental hazard.
The rehabilitation program covers the surface infrastructure only and primarily
during the construction phase. Ongoing rehabilitation will be required for any
new or modified infrastructure works, construction activities and other surface
activities such as drilling, exploration, track development and monitoring”.
Rehabilitation issues are addressed in the 2014 – 2016 MOP as well as
individual REFs for exploration activities.
Given the current MOP addresses rehabilitation at the site and REFs address
rehabilitation for exploration activities; and that the LRMP was focussed on
rehabilitation of construction activities; the 2009 LRMP did not appear relevant
to current mine activities.
Recommendations


MCW Environmental

REC-2015-13 - Remove the 2009 Landscape and Rehabilitation
Management Plan from the Airly Environmental Management System.
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Management Plan /
Monitoring Program

Adequacy Review and Recommendations

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Management Plan (June
2014)

The Western Holdings Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan dated
September 2014 was prepared to address Condition 19, Schedule 2 of DA
162_91. The Plan was prepared by RPS (East Australia) Pty Ltd on behalf of
Centennial and was approved by the Secretary on 23 October 2014. The Plan
addresses management of Aboriginal Cultural Heritage at Centennial’s western
operations facilities including:
• Airly Mine;
• Angus Place Colliery;
• Clarence Colliery;
• Lidsdale Siding;
• Springvale Mine; and
• Western Coal Services.
The plan lists the group that are registered Aboriginal parties for the site (p.A1).
For Airly the following site specific issues were addressed in the Western
Holdings Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan:
• Overview of Operations
• Registered Aboriginal Parties
• Aboriginal Heritage Consent Conditions
• Cultural Significance Ranking Outcomes
• Scientific Significance Ranking Outcomes
The plan notes that additional site specific Aboriginal heritage management
measures may be included Environmental Assessment(s) for the Airly Mine.
Appendix J of the EIS (RPS, 2014) for the Airly Extension Project identified that
25 Aboriginal sites located in the Project Application Area and that the potential
impacts from subsidence and surface disturbance were assessed. RPS (2014,
p.AJ-iii) noted that “of the 25 sites, nine sites will be affected by subsidence, but
the low levels of subsidence and tilt as a result of mining does not pose a risk of
harm to these sites. Sixteen of the 25 sites are located outside the subsidence
area and will not be affected”.
No significant indigenous or non-indigenous heritage items were identified
during the audit period.
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Management Plan /
Monitoring Program

Adequacy Review and Recommendations

Pollution Incident Response
Management Plan AIR-MP2100 (no date)

The Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (PIRMP) (2014) was
developed in response to a requirement by the Protection of the Environment
Legislation Amendment Act 2011, now covered under section 153A of the
POEO Act.
The PIRMP defines how external pollution reporting is to be undertaken in
accordance with Centennial Coal’s Management Standard-012 - External
Environmental Reporting.
The document reviewed did not include names or contact details as it was for
public display.
MCW Environmental undertook a high-level, summary assessment of adequacy
against the content of the PIRMP, as outlined at Clause 98C of the Protection
of the Environment (General) Regulation 2009. A high level of compliance was
noted against the requirements identified in the Regulation. The following
observation was made:
•

Plans 2 and 3 provided in the PIRMP did not clearly show the location of
potential pollutants on the premises as required by Condition 98C(1)(k)( i.e.
as detailed in Table 3, Section 6 of the PIRMP).

Recommendations
The adequacy review identified the following opportunities for improvement and
recommendations:
•

REC-2015-14 - Ensure the Plans appended to the PIRMP clearly and
legibly show the location of potential pollutants on the premises. Best
practice is to colour these locations differently from others so that they
stand-out.

It is suggested that the recommendations provided in Table 7-1 be addressed at the next scheduled
review date for each of the management plans.
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8 Summary of Non Compliances and Recommendations
Some non-compliances have been identified with the Development Consent Conditions, EPL
conditions and Mining Lease conditions. These non-compliances as well as the requirements
assessed as indeterminate and the associated recommendations have been consolidated and are
summarised in Table 8-1 below.
For a number of requirements that were assessed as compliant or not applicable, recommendations
were made where continuous improvements were identified. These requirements and
recommendations are summarised in Table 8-2.
Recommendations relating to observations of general environmental management, the adequacy of
the various plans / programs are provided in Section 7.
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Table 8-1

Non-Compliant and Indeterminate Conditions

Condition
Number
DA 162_91
C.13(b)

REC #
-

MCW Environmental

Condition
From 1 January 2015, the Applicant shall prepare and implement an
Extraction Plan for second workings on site to the satisfaction of the
Secretary. Each Extraction Plan must:
a) be prepared by suitably qualified and experienced persons whose
appointment has been endorsed by the Secretary;
b) be approved by the Secretary before the Applicant carries out any of the
second workings covered by the plan;
c) include detailed plans of existing and proposed first and second
workings and overlying surface features;
d) include adequate consideration of mine roof and floor conditions, pillar
width to height ratios, final pillar dimensions and long-term stability of pillars,
which has been prepared in consultation with DRE;
e) include detailed performance indicators for each of the performance
criteria in Condition 12 and Table 1;
f) describe the measures that would be implemented to ensure compliance
with the performance criteria in Condition 12 and Table 1, and manage or
remediate any impacts and/or environmental consequences;
g) include a Public Safety Management Plan, which has been prepared in
consultation with DRE, to ensure public safety in the mining area;
h) incorporate measures to conserve and protect cliffs, watercourses,
Stone Cottage and surface infrastructure including the telecommunications
tower;
i) include a subsidence monitoring program, which has been prepared in
consultation with DRE and OEH; and
j) include a program to collect sufficient baseline data for any future
Extraction Plans related to this approval.
Note:
•
Second workings are defined as the extraction of coal by pillar extraction
methods (including pillar splitting and pillar quartering) except where remnant
pillars are designed to be long term stable and non-subsiding (ie leading to
<20mm subsidence at the surface).
•
Due to the sensitive and rugged terrain of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area, the Applicant may propose remote subsidence
monitoring techniques.

Comments and Evidence Sighted for Audit Period
Airly management reported that they are in the process of preparing a Draft Extraction Management
Plan; however, the draft plan was not in a condition to be provided to the auditors for review at the time
of the audit.

Compliance Status (C/O/NC/NA) and
Recommendation
Indeterminate

Given the Draft Extraction Plan was not available for review this condition was found to be indeterminate.
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Condition
Number
DA 162_91
C.38

REC #
REC-2015-03

Condition

Comments and Evidence Sighted for Audit Period

Management Plan Requirements
The Applicant shall ensure that the management plans required under this
consent are prepared in accordance with any relevant guidelines, and
include:
a) detailed baseline data;
b) a description of:
•
the relevant statutory requirements (including any relevant approval,
licence or lease conditions);
•
any relevant limits or performance measures/criteria;
•
the specific performance indicators that are proposed to be used to
judge the performance of, or guide the implementation of, the development or
any management measures;
c) a description of the measures that would be implemented to comply with
the relevant statutory requirements, limits, or performance measures/criteria;
d) a program to monitor and report on the:
•
impacts and environmental performance of the development;
•
effectiveness of any management measures (see c above);
e) a contingency plan to manage any unpredicted impacts and their
consequences;
f) a program to investigate and implement ways to improve the
environmental performance of the development over time;
g) a protocol for managing and reporting any:
•
incidents;
•
complaints;
•
non-compliances with statutory requirements; and
•
exceedances of the impact assessment criteria and/or performance
criteria; and
h) a protocol for periodic review of the plan.
Note: The Secretary may waive some of these requirements if they are
unnecessary or unwarranted for particular management plans.

It is noted that this Condition was only included in DA 162_91 MOD 3 on 9 October 2014 and that some
management plans were prepared and/or approved prior to 9 October 2014. Other than the
Environmental Management Strategy no plans are currently required to be submitted for approval under
DA 162_91.
It is also noted that DA 162_91 was granted prior to the requirements to prepare and submit for approval
(following a consultation process with specified government agencies) specific environmental
management plans, for example waste, cultural heritage, noise and air quality plans.
Following completion of the EIS for the Airly Extension Project the site has prepared a Draft Surface
Water Monitoring Management and a Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan. The
plans are not for the Airly Extension Project rather are based on assessments conducted for the Project.
Airly envisage consulting with Government agencies concerning the plans in the near future.
The current Water Management Plan (Centennial, 2011) has not been updated since 2011 and the
Landscape Rehabilitation Management Plan (Centennial, 2009) has not been updated since 2009.
•

The Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring
Management Plan did not include reference to DA 162_91, EPL 12374 or groundwater bore
licences in the Legislation section (Section 4).

•

The Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring
Management Plan did not include a protocol for periodic review of the plans. Section 10 (Roles &
Responsibilities) identifies that the Environmental Coordinator will audit and review the plans but the
period or triggers for a review of the plan are not provided.

•

Section 7 (Monitoring) of the Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft
Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan included a description of the measures that would
be implemented to comply with the relevant statutory requirements, limits, or performance
measures/criteria.

•

Section 11 (Audit and Review) of the Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft
Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan included a program to monitor and report on the
impacts and environmental performance of the development effectiveness of any management
measures.

•

Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPs) were included for the Draft Surface Water Monitoring
Management and the Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan for managing and
reporting any: incidents, complaints, non-compliances with statutory requirements and exceedances
of impact assessment criteria and/or performance criteria.

Compliance Status (C/O/NC/NA) and
Recommendation
Indeterminate
Recommendation
Implement the Draft Surface Water Monitoring
Management and Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan until the Airly
Extension Project is determined.
Update the legislation sections of the Draft
Surface Water Monitoring Management and the
Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring
Management Plan to include references to the
Development Consent, EPL and any other
licence or permits should approval for the Airly
Extension Project be granted.

This condition is considered indeterminate given:
•

No management plans other than the Environmental Management Strategy are required under this
approval.

•

Airly has prepared a Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and a Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan but not submitted them for approval.
Mining activities under DA 162_91 will cease on 31 October 2015 should the Airly Extension Project not
be approved.

MCW Environmental
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L1.1

Pollution of Waters
Except as may be expressly provided in any other condition of this licence, the licensee
must comply with section 120 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.
















Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
EPL 12374
Centennial (2011) Water
Management Plan, Airly MP1074
Centennial (2014a), Surface
Water Monitoring and
Management Plan, AIR-MP3091, Draft
Centennial (2014b),
Groundwater Water
Monitoring and Management
Plan, AIR-MP-3090, Draft
EPL 12374, Non-compliance
Detail, M2.2
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au
[Accessed 17:00hrs], 24
March 2015.

In general Airly had effective means of controlling and managing clean and dirty water on site
as outlined in the 2011 Water Management Plan. Surface water is directed to drains that flow
to the water management dams and is reused in the mine for dust suppression and other
uses. The following observations are noted:







Non-compliant (based on
TSS exceedances)

The workshop area drains to the 109 ML dirty water dam. MCW Environmental
understands that 109 ML dam is regularly monitored for oil and grease as well as pH and
TSS.
The 35 ML dam (LDP1) has not discharged during the audit period but did discharge on
17 January 2012 (outside of the audit period). On this occasion Airly failed to collect a
water sample during a discharge event of approximately 4 kL. Corrective actions
implemented by Airly included an alarm notification system via text message (SMS). The
auditors sighted the notification system infrastructure at LDP1 during the site inspection
on 19 and 20 March 2015. The EPA was satisfied with the actions to correct the issue as
noted on their website.
It was observed that a low level (i.e. ~ 30 cm) concrete bund wall and paving had been
constructed to the concrete slab beneath the Train loader bin to contain and control
surface water and coal when washed down after use and direct water and coal fines to
the Train loader dam (LDP3 on Figure AM00016A).
A pH exceedance occurred at LDP1 on 1 March 2012. pH exceedances at LDP1 also
occurred on 27 and 28 February 2012 at LDP1 (i.e. just outside the audit period). EPL
12374 was varied on 31 August 2012 to allow for a pH of 6.5 to 9.0.

The following exceedances of EPL criteria were noted during the audit period:
Date

Location

Result

EPL Limit (mg/L)

4 April 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 468 mg/L

50

14 March 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 714 mg/L

29 January 2013

LDP3

TSS result of 121 mg/L

A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include a condition for extreme rainfall
events (Condition L2.5). It is noted that the above incidents occurred prior to the new
Condition L2.5. EPL condition L2.5 specifies that the limits specified under Condition L2.4 for
the sediment basins identified as EPA licence discharge points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when
the discharge occurs soley as a result of rainfall measured at the premises which exceeds a
total of 44 millimetre of rainfall over any consecutive five day period. No regulatory action was
taken by the EPA concerning the above exceedances.
Based on the above exceedances of EPL 12374 this condition is considered non-compliant.
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EPL 12374
L2.1

REC-2015-05

Concentration Limits
For each monitoring/discharge point or utilisation area specified in the table\s
below (by a point number), the concentration of a pollutant discharged at that
point, or applied to that area, must not exceed the concentration limits
specified for that pollutant in the table

Water monitoring data was observed for LDP1, LDP2, LDP3 (Points 1, 7 & 8) for the period 6 March
2012 through to 7 January 2015. Airly conducts water monitoring at numerous points around the mine
and surrounding areas, in addition to monitoring water discharge at its licensed discharge points. ALS
Laboratories conduct water sampling and analysis on behalf of Airly.
The following concentration limit exceedances was noted during the audit period:
•

TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on the 4 April
2014 was 478 mg/L. The discharge followed a rainfall event during which approximately 57 mm of
rain had fallen earlier in the day prior to the discharge event. A pump at the Train Loader Dam was
used to transfer water to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam. The pump was observed during the site
inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015.

•

TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on the 14
March 2014 was 714 mg/L. The discharge of water followed a rainfall event during which
approximately 25 mm of rain had fallen during an electrical storm. The electrical storm created
power outages at the mine site and prevented safe access to the Train Loader Dam (LDP3). When it
was safe to access to the Train Loader Dam a pump was used to transfer water to the 109 ML Dirty
Water Dam.

Non-compliant
Recommendation
Consider investigating options to reduce the
potential for discharges at LDP 3 or review
monitoring data to demonstrate that discharges
at LDP3 do not impact downstream waters.

•

TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on the 29
January 2013 121 mg/L. The discharge of water followed a rainfall event in which 73.8 mm of rain
had fallen in the five days prior to the discharge event.
It is noted that the above incidents occurred following rainfall events in excess of 44 mm. EPL condition
L2.5 specifies that the limits specified under Condition L2.4 for the sediment basins identified as EPA
licence discharge points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when the discharge occurs soley as a result of rainfall
measured at the premises which exceeds a total of 44 millimetre of rainfall over any consecutive 5 day
period. A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include a condition for extreme rainfall
events (Condition L2.5). No regulatory action was taken by the EPA concerning the above
exceedances.
No exceedences of the criteria has occurred since the variation to the EPL in May 2014.
Due to the above exceedances of EPL criteria this condition is considered non-compliant for the audit
period. It is noted that since the EPL variation, no non compliance with this condition has been reported
by Airly and hence no further action appears to be required to maintain compliance with the current EPL.
However, Airly could consider works to minimise the potential for overflow of the sediment dam such as
increasing the capacity of the sediment dam. Alternatively, Airly could demonstrate through monitoring
of downstream waters that discharges at LDP3 do not have an impact on downstream waters.
EPL 12374
R1.5

SoC-10

-

REC-2015-08

MCW Environmental

The Annual Return for the reporting period must be supplied to the EPA by
registered post not later than 60 days after the end of each reporting period
or in the case of a transferring licence not later than 60 days after the date
the transfer was granted (the 'due date').

•

The 2013 / 2014 Annual Return was received within the allotted 60 day period.

•

The 2012 / 2013 Annual Return was received within the allotted 60 day period.

Disused Landing Ground
•
Crosses will be placed every 200 m along the landing ground.
•
The Department of Lands (Bathurst) will be contacted to request the
landing ground be removed from future 1:25,000 topographic maps. Air
Services Australia (Aeronautical information Services) will also be contacted
to request they remove the Aerodrome symbol from the World Aeronautical
Chart at that location.

Crosses were observed on former landing ground. Crosses were also evident on satellite imagery of the
site.
Airly management reported that the landing ground had been taken off the maps; however, this could not
be verified by MCW Environmental, therefore this condition is considered Indeterminate.

Non-compliant

•

The 2011 / 2012 Annual Return was received marginally over the 60 day period timeframe required
of the EPA. The Annual Return was received on 11 February 2013, 63 days from the end of the
reporting period.
Given the date of receipt by the EPA of the 2011 / 2012 Annual Return this condition considered NonCompliant; however, it is acknowledged that the timing of submission was only marginally over the
timeframe required of the EPA. Other annual returns were submitted within the required timeframe.
Indeterminate
Recommendation
Confirm that the disused airfield had been
removed from the latest topographic map for the
area.
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8.1 Additional Recommendations (not related to non-compliances)
The following table has been reproduced from Appendix A. For details on the requirement, and for further
discussion of the issue, please refer directly to the table in Appendix A. Many recommendations are based
around continuous improvement opportunities identified during the audit and do not necessarily represent
immediate potential non-compliance issues.
Table 8-2 Recommendations for Conditions Considered Compliant for Improved Compliance and
Continuous Improvement
Approval
& EPL
Condition
Number

Rec #
Recommendation

Development Consent DA 162_91
20

REC-2015-01

1.

Update the 2011 Surface Water Management Plan to reflect current Licenced
Discharge Points and water management infrastructure and monitoring requirements or
submit the draft Surface Water Monitoring and Management Plan to the Secretary for
approval.

Environmental Strategy
36

REC-2015-02

Ensure the procedure(s) for managing non-compliances are included in the next
revision/update of the Strategy.
The Strategy be updated to:
2. Better reflect the rehabilitation and weed management strategies.
3. Provide an overview of measuring rehabilitation performance against closure criteria –
or refer to the Closure Plan and/or MOP once developed.
4. Define an environmental hazards reporting approach as a means of developing a
culture of reporting all issues and providing a leading indicator for environmental
management/performance.

Environmental Protection Licence 12374
O1 Activities Must be Carried out in a Competent Manner
O1.1

REC-2015-06

Improve hydrocarbon management at the Workshop and laydown area including addressing
spills from the workshop concrete slab and compressor areas (such as with secondary
containment); as well as provision of sumps and hardstand for plant maintenance to reduce
the potential for hydrocarbon impacts to the underlying soil.

Mining Lease 1331
Mining Operations Plan and Annual Rehabilitation Report
3(c)

REC-2015-07

MCW Environmental

Revise and update the MOP to include all requirements of the ESG3; Mining Operations
PIan (MOP) Guidelines September 2013

April 2015
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Table 8-3

Recommendations relating to Management Plans, Site Observations and Rehabilitation

Document or Area of
Recommendation

Rec #

Recommendation

Section 4-3 Site
Observations

REC-2015-04

Conduct regular inspections of access roads on Mt Genowlan and Mt Airly
and inform NSW National Parks when potential issues are identified.
Ensure communications with NSW National Parks are documented.

Section 7.4.1
General Summary of
Management Plan
Adequacy Review

REC-2015-09

Consideration should be given to providing the Draft Surface Water
Monitoring and Management Plan (AIR-MP-3091) and Draft Groundwater
Water Monitoring and Management Plan (AIR-MP-3090) to government
agencies for review and comment prior to submission to NSW DP&E.

Section 7.4.1
General Summary of
Management Plan
Adequacy Review

REC-2015-10

Ensure document control requirements are included and completed on
management plans.

Section 7.4.1
General Summary of
Management Plan
Adequacy Review

REC-2015-11

That the structure of current management plans be improved so as to
highlight management actions and mitigation measures that can be easily
identified, implemented and audited against. This could include having a
table or Section listing all of the management / mitigation measures
required as part of the plan.

Section 7.4.1
General Summary of
Management Plan
Adequacy Review

REC-2015-12

That integration between the EMS and the management plans is
improved. Each plan should outline its strategic context in line with Airly’s
EMS and Centennial Coal’s Standards

Section 7.4.1
Table 7.1 Landscape/Rehabilitation
Management Plan

REC-2015-13

Remove the 2009 Landscape and Rehabilitation Management Plan from
the Airly Environmental Management System as it relates to works from
the original commencement of the mine that are now not applicable.

Section 7.4.1
Table 7.1 Pollution Incident Response
Management Plan

REC-2015-14

Ensure the Plans appended to the PIRMP clearly and legibly show the
location of potential pollutants on the premises. Best practice is to colour
these locations differently from others so that they stand-out.

Section 4-3 Site
Observations

REC-2015-15

Ensure that adequate weed control is undertaken at the Airly Village in
cleared areas. Some weeds were observed during the site inspection on
pasture areas.
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9 Limitations of Report
MCW Environmental Consulting Pty Limited (MCW Environmental) has conducted this Independent
Environmental Audit (IEA) and generated this report in accordance with the usual care and thoroughness of the
consulting profession for the use of Centennial Airly Pty Ltd and only those third parties who have been
authorised in writing by MCW Environmental to rely on this Report.
It is based on generally accepted practices and standards at the time it was prepared. No other warranty,
expressed or implied, is made as to the professional advice included in this Report. This IEA report did not
assess any aspects relating to safety at the site.
The IEA Report is prepared in accordance with the scope of work and for the purpose outlined in the MCW
Environmental Proposal dated 13 February 2015 and the signed contract executed between MCW
Environmental and Centennial Airly Pty Ltd.
Where this IEA Report indicates that information has been provided to MCW Environmental by third parties,
MCW Environmental has made no independent verification of this information except as expressly stated in the
Report. MCW Environmental assumes no liability for any inaccuracies in or omissions to that information.
This IEA Report was prepared between 19 March 2015 and May 2015 and is based on the conditions
encountered and information reviewed at the time of the site visit on 19 and 20 March 2015. MCW
Environmental disclaims responsibility for any changes that may have occurred after this time.
This IEA Report should be read in full. No responsibility is accepted for use of any part of this report in any
other context or for any other purpose or by third parties. This IEA Report does not purport to give legal advice.
Legal advice can only be given by qualified legal practitioners.
Except as required by law, no third party may use or rely on this IEA Report unless otherwise agreed by MCW
Environmental in writing. Where such agreement is provided, MCW Environmental will provide a letter of
reliance to the agreed third party in the form required by MCW Environmental.
To the extent permitted by law, MCW Environmental expressly disclaims and excludes liability for any loss,
damage, cost or expenses suffered by any third party relating to or resulting from the use of, or reliance on, any
information contained in this IEA Report. MCW Environmental does not admit that any action, liability or claim
may exist or be available to any third party.
Except as specifically stated in this section, MCW Environmental does not authorise the use of this IEA Report
by any third party.
It is the responsibility of third parties to independently make inquiries or seek advice in relation to their particular
requirements and proposed use of the site.
Any estimates of potential costs which have been provided are presented as estimates only as at the date of
the IEA Report. Any cost estimates that have been provided may therefore vary from actual costs at the time of
expenditure.
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Development Consent 162/91 Compliance Register
Blue Text = Modifications to DA162_91 dated 7 December 1999
Green Text = Modifications to DA162_91 dated 21 August 2009
Red Text = Modifications to DA 162/91 dated 9 October 2014
Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

2.1

General

Evidence Source



The development is to be carried out generally in accordance with the:
i.

ii.
iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
vii.
viii.
ix.

Development application and accompanying Environmental Impact
Statement, dated 18 October 1991 and prepared by Novacoal Australia Pty
Limited;
EIS Addendum dated 5 October 1992,
Submissions by Novacoal to the Commission of Inquiry on the Underground
Coal Mine proposed by Novacoal Australia Pty Ltd, Mounts Airly and
Genowlan Area, Capertee Valley, City of Greater Lithgow;
Modification application and accompanying Statement of Environmental
Effects titled Airly Coal Mine Proposed Modifications to Development
Consent, dated April 1999;
Modification application and accompanying Environmental Assessment
titled Proposed Modification of DA 162/91 for the Construction of a 66kV
Powerline and Associated Infrastructure – Airly Coal Mine, dated July 2009;
Revised Statement of Commitments dated 6 August 2009 (see Appendix 1);
and
Modification application and accompanying Environmental Assessment
titled Airly Mine Extension of Time, dated June 2014;
Statement of Commitments dated August 2009 and July 2014 (see
Appendix 1);
Conditions of this consent







The Applicant may carry out coal mining, processing and transportation operations
on the site until 31 October 2015.

-

The Applicant shall ensure that all statutory requirements including but not restricted
to those set down by the Local Government Act, 1993, Pollution Control Act 1970,
Clean Air Act 1961, Clean Water Act 1970, Noise Control Act 1975, Protection of the
Environment Administration Act 1991 and all other relevant legislation, Regulations,
Australian Standards, Codes, Guidelines and Notices and to the requirements and
satisfaction of the Environment Protection Authority (“EPA”), Division of Resources
and Energy (DRE), Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH), NSW Office of Water
(NOW), Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) and Sydney Catchment Authority.
a)

The Applicant shall prepare revisions of any strategies, plans or programs
required under this consent if directed to do so by the Secretary. Such revisions
shall be prepared to the satisfaction of and within a timeframe approved by the
Secretary.

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015

Compliant

Not all structures presented in the 1991 EIS were constructed such as the washery, eastern
portal, Wallerawang siding, emplacement areas and tailings storage facilities. These
differences represent some discrepancies from the 1991 EIS.
The 1999 Proposed Modification sought to modify the Development Consent 162_91 to
increase the trial mine period to a total of five years, with a production limit as a trial mine of
500,000 tonnes per annum (tpa). The reasoning being that the prevailing steaming coal
market conditions (at the time) were not sufficiently favourable to justify the development of the
high production mine (with a 'full production capacity' of 1.8 million tpa) as envisaged by the
original Consent. In general, the Modification was argued by Centennial in 1999 to be
substantially the same development, with changes to the timeframes as described in the EIS.
The 2014 Environmental Assessment (EA) sought to extend the approved mining operations
until 31 October 2015 following a period of care and maintenance between December 2012
and March 2014. The original consent allowed mining to 12 October 2014.
Assessment of the mine against the Conditions of Consent and Statement of commitments is
completed in this and other compliance tables.

Noted - the Development Consent expires in 2015 (ML grant dated 12 October 1993).

Noted

The date of the approval for mining operations had not been reached at the time of the Site
inspection.

Note: Conditions of this consent may require other activities such as monitoring,
maintenance, rehabilitation of the site, etc to be carried out by the Applicant beyond
this date.
2.3

MCW Environmental has not completed a full assessment of the Airly Mine against the
description of the mine as defined in the 1991 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or
Modification Application (1999). It is noted that much of the EIS, having been developed in
1991 was not to current standards for Environmental Assessments and was brief and
conceptual in terms of layout etc.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

While a full assessment against all document has not been undertaken; based on the findings
of the review as completed and reported in this document; Airly is considered to have been
generally developed in accordance with the documents reviewed.

If there is any inconsistency between the above documents, the most recent
document shall prevail to the extent of the inconsistency. However, conditions of this
consent shall prevail to the extent of any inconsistency.
2.2

Novacoal Australia (1991), Airly
Coal Project Environmental
Impact Statement, October
1991
International Environmental
Consultants Pty Ltd (1999),
Proposed Modifications to
Development Consent , April
1999
GSS Environmental Pty Ltd
(2009), Environmental
Assessment Proposed
Modification of DA 162_91 for
the Construction of a 66 kV
Powerline and Associated
Infrastructure, July 2009
Centennial Coal (2014),
Environmental Assessment
Airly Mine Extension of Time
Section 75W Modification to
Development Consent DA
162_91, June 2014

Comment / Finding

-

MCW Environmental conducted the audit under a scope of work covering the relevant DA, EPL
and ML.
MCW Environmental has not assessed compliance against every Act, Regulation or Standard
referenced, and notes that many Acts listed have now been repealed and replaced by other
legislation.
Airly management reported no direction has been received from the Secretary during the audit
period. Comments were reported to have been received from the Secretary concerning the
Environmental Management Strategy (refer to Condition 36, Schedule 2 for further details).

Noted
Not assessed in full as part of
this audit.
The Compliance Assessment
with the DA, EPL and ML (as
required by the scope of this
audit) satisfies the majority of
this condition.
Refer to comments made
against conditions in this report.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.
2.4

Condition
(a) The Applicant shall investigate the possibility of combining all reject in one
emplacement area and report to the DRE.
(b) The Applicant shall provide a report of geotechnical investigations and
engineering specifications for each emplacement area to the DRE, the
Secretary Department of Planning and the Environment and the EPA.
(c) The Applicant shall implement the emplacement area scheme after
approval by the DRE.

Evidence Source



Site observations

Comment / Finding
a)

b)
c)

5

Deleted

-

2.6.(a)

The Applicant shall transport all coal from the full production mine by rail.





There was no Reject Emplacement Area (REA) on site at the time of the audit and none
has been constructed. Airly management reported that no coal was washed or rejects
produced during the audit period. The infrastructure required to expand the Coal Handling
Plant for the purposes of washing coal was not constructed at the time of the site
inspection.
Not Applicable at this stage as no Reject Emplacement Area design has been completed.
Not Applicable (not triggered)

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
(a) Not Applicable (not
triggered)
(b) Not Applicable (not
triggered)
(c) Not Applicable (not
triggered)

Site observations
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)
SGS (2015) Analysis of Train
Composites Deliveries for the
Month of February 2015

Airly management reported that coal from the full operating mine is transported from the site by
rail. Coal is transported by Pacific National and SSR.

Compliant

No coal road haulage trucks were observed during the site inspection. The auditors sighted
the Train loader bin during the site inspection. Coal could not be loaded onto another form of
transport other than rail at the time of the site inspection.
No complaints have been received concerning the haulage of coal via road.

2.6.(b)

2.6(c)

2.6(d)

In the event of no rail services due to an industrial dispute, there shall be no
emergency haulage of coal from the mine without prior consent of Council and the
Secretary.

-

The Applicant shall be permitted to road haul a maximum of 500,000 tonnes of coal
per annum from the trial mine for a maximum period of 2 years, commencing from
the date of any resumption of road haulage of coal from the mine prior to July 2000
or from July 1, 2000, whichever is the sooner, in compliance with the reasonable
requirements of the Council and the RMS, and as agreed by the Secretary. The
Applicant shall notify the Secretary and the Council of the commencement of road
haulage at least 1 week prior to the commencement of haulage.




The Applicant shall prepare and implement a Road Haulage Management Plan in
consultation with the Council, and the Special Monitoring Committee (refer condition
31). The Plan shall be submitted for the approval of the Secretary (or delegate) 28
days prior to any road haulage of coal authorised by condition 6(c), (or such other
time as agreed in writing by the Secretary or delegate). The Plan shall address the
following matters:

-







Noted.

Noted

Airly management reported that there has been no requirement to instigate emergency road
haulage during the audit period. Airly management reported that coal would be stockpiled
onsite until such time that rail services could resume if the situation arose.



Site observations
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)
SGS (2015) Analysis of Train
Composites Deliveries for the
Month of February 2015

During the audit period no coal was reported by Airly management to have been transported
from site by road.

Compliant

For the audit period Airly is deemed compliant with the condition.

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

procedures for the ongoing assessment of noise impacts on dwellings, as a
result of the Applicant’s operations;
procedures for the ongoing identification and implementation of reasonable
noise mitigation works on dwellings adversely impacted by road haulage
noise
directly attributable to the applicant’s operations and subject to the
agreement of the Secretary;
reasonable contributions towards road improvements works required by the
Secretary, as the direct result of the Applicant’s road haulage of coal;
an agreed maximum aggregate cost to implement the reasonable
requirements of the Road Haulage Management Plan. Such costs are to
be solely attributable to the applicant’s operations.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

The Applicant shall prepare a Truck Management Plan in consultation with the
Council and the Special Monitoring Committee, for submission and approval by the
Secretary, 28 days prior to any road haulage of coal authorised by condition 6 (c) (or
such other time as agreed in writing by the Secretary or delegate). The Truck
Management Plan shall include specific enforcement procedures. The applicant is
to ensure strict compliance with the approved Truck Management Plan, in
accordance with the reasonable requirements of the Secretary.

-

2.6(f)

The Applicant shall establish and publicise a 24-hour contact telephone number for
complaints associated with the development.

Airly Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.au/C
ontact/Contact-Us.aspx

A complaints telephone line is established and utilised for current day-to-day activities as
discussed in the EPL 12374 compliance assessment (refer to Condition M5.1, EPL12374).

Compliant

2.6(g)

The Applicant is to adhere to any reasonable requirements of the RMS in regard to
haulage along the Castlereagh Highway.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

The Applicant shall ensure that:

-

2.6(e)

2.6(h)




2.6(i)

2.6(j)

2.6(k)

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.
No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

haulage vehicles strictly conform with any 40km/h school zone speed limit
on the haul route;
road haulage is programmed to minimise truck movements during the active
times of the 40km/h school zone.

The maximum annual rate shall be calculated from the date of the commencement of
road haulage. The Applicant shall submit statements every three (3) months
regarding quantities and destination of product hauled by public road in that period to
the Secretary, commencing from the date of road haulage.

-

Within three (3) months of commencement of road haulage, and at three (3) monthly
intervals thereafter, the Applicant shall provide a written report to the Secretary
detailing measures undertaken during that period to pursue coal haulage options
other than by road. The Applicant shall provide any reasonable additional information
relevant to these reports and any other reasonable requirements for the reports, if
requested to do so by the Secretary (or delegate).

-

Within three (3) months of the commencement of road haulage, and on an annual
basis thereafter (or as agreed or requested by the Secretary, the Applicant shall
submit an independent audit of road haulage operations to the Secretary.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.
This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

The audit shall be conducted pursuant to ISO 14010 – Guidelines and General
Principles for Environmental Auditing and ISO 14011 – Procedures for
Environmental Auditing and any specifications of the Secretary. The audit shall;






assess compliance with the conditions of road haulage;
review the effectiveness of noise mitigation works;
review the application of the Truck Management Plan;
be carried out at the Applicant’s expense;
be conducted by a duly qualified person or team acceptable to the
Secretary.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

2.7(a)

Glen Davis Road Capertee

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

-

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

The Applicant shall pay the Council a contribution of 5 cents per tonne per kilometre
of product hauled by road under Council’s Section 94 Contributions Plan for rural
roads. The contribution shall relate to the section of Glen Davis Road from the
colliery access to the intersection with the Castlereagh Highway. The amount shall
be paid within one month of the end of each calendar year and be accompanied by
appropriate documentation for verification. The Applicant shall apply to Council for
approval to construct any weighbridge.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

2.7(c)

The Council, prior to undertaking reconstruction work, shall consult with the
independent Engineer on the scope, timing and cost of reconstruction work to be
done on the Glen Davis Road, Capertee from the intersection with the Castlereagh
Highway to the mine entry.

-

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

2.7(d)

The Applicant shall signpost the section of Glen Davis Road between SH 18 at
Capertee and the entrance to the Airly Coal Project with 60 kmph speed limit sign for
the period of the trial mine.

-

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

The Applicant shall linemark the section of road outlined in (d) above in accordance
with the appropriate Australian Standard.



The Applicant shall provide all appropriate road signs and furnishings including
guideposts and truck warning signs at the entrance of the Mine Access Road in
accordance with the appropriate Australian Standard.

-

i.

ii.

iii.

2.7(b)

2.7(e)

2.7(f)

2.7(g)

The Applicant shall place with the Council a bank guarantee to the sum of
$200,000 at the commencement of the trial mine, to allow for the
reconstruction of the Glen Davis Road, Capertee, from the intersection of
the Castlereagh Highway to the mine entry to a standard capable of
sustaining proposed traffic volumes following the completion of the trial
mine. The Applicant shall engage at its own cost an independent Engineer
to assess the condition of the road both prior to the lodgement of the bank
guarantee and prior to any application for its release. The bank guarantee
shall only be released if the Engineer’s report establishes the road is in at
least the same condition prior to road haulage.
The Applicant shall pay to Council within 14 days of receipt Council invoices
for road repairs or reconstruction as accompanied by an independent
Engineer's report for the necessary work done.
The fees for the mutually agreed independent Engineer’s report shall be
met by the Applicant.

The Applicant following any approval of an access road and facilities at the eastern
portal shall, as a minimum, upgrade the unsealed section of Glen Davis Road,
Capertee, to the second mine entry to a standard such that:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

v.

Pavement shall be widened to 7.4 metres;
Road shoulder and table drains shall be upgraded;
A minimum of 100mm of compacted road base shall be placed;
The Applicant shall replace the existing timber bridge over Airly Creek with
a structure capable of accommodating two lanes of traffic (not less than 8
metres wide) according to Council’s requirements;
The Applicant shall submit to Council copies of engineering plans and
specifications for replacement of the structure referred to in (iv) above, for
approval.
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This requirement of this Condition has not been triggered.

There is current signage indicating speed limits of 100 km/h along Glen Davis Road.
Site observations

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.
The Road was observed to be line marked, however, no assessment was completed to
determine if the line marking met the appropriate Australian Standard.

This Condition concerns an historical requirement that pre-dates the current audit period.
Notwithstanding this, road signs were sighted at the entrance to the mine. The road signs were
not assessed against the Australian Standard as part of this audit and no independent
assessment had been conducted.



Site observations

The eastern portal has not been constructed.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Site observations indicated that the road had been upgraded and was bitumen sealed to the
mine. No detailed assessment against the specific requirements of the condition was
completed; however the road appeared to be constructed to a suitable quality and to meet the
general requirements.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

The eastern portal has not been constructed.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

2.7(h)

The Applicant shall comply with condition 7(g) prior to the use of the eastern portal
entry.



2.7(i)

The Applicant shall implement all required road improvements prior to road transport
of coal.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

2.7(j)

The Applicant shall provide all appropriate roadside signs and furnishings including
guideposts to the appropriate Austroads Guide and truck warning signs at the
entrance of Torbane Road.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

2.7(k)

The Applicant following any approval of an access road and facilities at the eastern
portal shall as a minimum, upgrade the unsealed section of Glen Davis Road,
Capertee to the second mine entry to a standard such that:



Site observations

The eastern portal has not been constructed.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Site observations

The eastern portal has not been constructed.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

i.
ii.
iii.

Site observations

Pavement shall be widened to 7.4 metres;
Road shoulder and table trains shall be upgraded;
A minimum of 100mm of compacted road base shall be placed.

2.7(l)

The Applicant shall comply with condition 7(j) prior to the use of the eastern portal
entry.



2.7(m)

The Applicant shall implement all required road improvements for the Glen Davis
Road, Capertee prior to road transport of coal.

-

No road haulage of coal has been conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

2.8

Torbane Road

-

a)

Torbane Road is a Crown road used historically for access to the Airly mine site. Airly
management reported that this Condition became not applicable due to a new access road
to the mine site via Glen Davis Road. For this reason, this condition was assessed as Not
Applicable.
As identified at Condition 8(a) above, this condition is not applicable.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Airly management reported that the speed limit has been lowered on Glen Davis Road
from 80km/h to 50km/h. The acceleration lane is marked as no stopping. No complaints
were reported to have been received concerning the intersection during the audit period.
MCW Environmental briefly inspected the intersection, however did not review all of the
linemarking, etc against the requirements of the condition.
Street lighting at the intersection was observed by MCW Environmental during the site
inspection.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

a)

Torbane Road from Glen Davis Road to the junction with the mine access
road shall be upgraded as necessary by the Applicant prior to trial mine
operations to a two-lane standard capable of sustaining:
i.
traffic associated with the trial mine; and
ii.
thereafter maintained to handle traffic associated with the full
production mine.

b)

Such standard to be to the satisfaction of Council. This standard shall be
maintained throughout the life of the mine.
b)

2.9

Full design plans and specifications of such road reconstruction shall be
submitted to and approved by Council prior to the commencement of work.

State Highway No 18 (Castlereagh Highway)
a)

b)

Left turn merge lane from Glen Davis Road to the Castlereagh Highway SH
18 shall be modified by the Applicant to accommodate the large vehicles
associated with the development. The Applicant shall resurface, linemark
and provide appropriate signage on the eastern shoulder of SH 18 between
Glen Davis Road and the school crossing to remove any ambiguities
between through traffic, decelerating traffic and parking. Appropriate
signage shall also be located on the Glen Davis Road in the vicinity of the
intersection.
Improved street lighting shall be provided by the Applicant at the
intersection of Glen Davis Road/Castlereagh Highway intersection by
replacing the existing low pressure tubular fluorescent lighting with high
pressure mercury or sodium vapour lamps.
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Site observations
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)

a)

b)

The audit team were not traffic management specialists. No detail assessment of traffic
controls at the mine or local roads has been made.
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Condition
No.
2.10

Condition
a)
b)

2.11(a)

All works associated with Conditions 7 and 8 to be at full cost to the
Applicant and to the satisfaction of the Council.
All works associated with Condition 9 to be at full cost to the Applicant and
to be agreed with the Council, RMS and Capertee Progress Association.

Infrastructure Provision

Evidence Source

-

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Conditions a) and b) of Condition 10 are considered to be historical requirements and therefore
not applicable to the current audit period; however, the following is noted:

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

a)
b)

Road works had been completed at the time of audit.
Road works had been completed at the time of audit. No evidence was available to
indicate that indicated that works had not been completed at the cost of the Applicant or
that Council, RMS or the Capertee Progress Association agreed with the works.

-

No road haulage was conducted during the audit period.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

The Applicant shall take such steps as Council may reasonably require to ensure
that the construction of the mine does not adversely impact on the availability of
rental housing in the district.

-

Airly management reported that the size of the mine, and the small numbers of workers (~ 50
to 60) was unlikely to affect the availability of rental housing in the district.

Compliant

The Applicant shall undertake further discussions with Council regarding the
possibility of establishing joint user facilities for coal transportation to Mt Piper Power
Station.

-

The Applicant shall negotiate with and submit to Council a contribution pursuant to
Section 94 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979, in accordance
with Council’s Infrastructure Plan for Coal Related Developments as made
necessary by the impact of the development. The time of which contributions are
made and the use of the payments are to be negotiated and agreed with Council.
2.11(b)

2.11(c)
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No reports or correspondence from Council was sighted indicating that the mine had adversely
impacted on the availability of rental housing in the district.
Airly management reported that this condition was not triggered during the audit period and
that no movement of coal to Mt Piper occurred during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)
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Condition
No.

Condition

2.12

Environmental Protection Zones
a)

The Applicant shall ensure that all external high cliffs and rock formations
known as ‘pagodas’ and ‘beehives’ located in Environmental Protection
Zones as designated in Plan No ACP1 (such plan being part of this
consent) are adequately protected so as to experience not greater than
negligible structural or visual impact caused by mining.
High is defined as 20m or more change in elevation in any section with a
slope greater than 75 degrees.

b)

The Applicant shall adopt such practices and techniques as will minimise
disturbance occurring to the ‘internal’ high cliffs and ‘pagodas’ and
‘beehives’ within the mining area not included in the protection zones
referred to in (a) above.

Evidence Source









Letter – Centennial (2014),
Condition 13a Modification 3 of
DA162_91, dated 10 December
2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition
13A of Schedule 2 of
DA162_91, dated 22 December
2014
Drawing AM00273 –
Centennial Coal (2014),
Proposed First Workings
Modification 3 DA162_91, 18
December 2014
Drawing ACE_108_Rev1
(2012), First Workings Pillar
Layout for 101 & 200 Panel
Areas

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

a)

Compliant

At the time of the audit Airly mine had conducted only first workings (mine development).
This was reported to have had negligible subsidence impact. Airly management reported
that the pillars complied with the Coal Mine Health and Safety Regulation 2006, Clause
88. A Draft Extraction Plan that will incorporate an Implementation Procedure was in the
process of being prepared at the time of the audit.
The Mine Subsidence Engineering Consultants (MSEC) (2007 cited in DoE, 2014, p.4)
note that ‘Subsidence of the ground surface above bord and pillar first workings results
from the compression of the coal pillars and the strata above and below the seam from the
weight of overburden. Where the pillars have been designed to be stable, the vertical
subsidence is typically less than 20 mm. Natural or seasonal variations in the surface
levels, due to the wetting and drying of soils, are approximately 20 mm; hence, vertical
subsidence of less than 20 mm can be considered to be no more than the variations that
occur from natural processes and should have negligible impact on surface infrastructure’.

b)

No long-wall mining or full extraction has been carried out on-site during the audit period
or prior. Only development activities and partial extraction have been carried out during
the audit period. Airly management reported that no damage had occurred to the
structures referred to in the Condition.
Airly has committed to surface to underground correlations as part of Airly Mine Extension
Project. This will include monitoring to determine the movement of the sides of pillars
(pillar dilation) and pillar stress after extraction is complete through the use of tell-tales.
Airly hope to confirm geotechnical properties, through comparison of predicted subsidence
with surface movement and pillar change underground. The aim of the monitoring is to
enable prediction of surface movement from pillar movements underground.
A letters was sighed from DTRIS-DRE stating that the Department was ‘satisfied that the
Leaseholder can achieve the required outcomes of the first workings condition of the
Development Consent (DA162_91 Mod 3 condition 13A of Schedule 2) subject to the
following condition:
The Mine Manager must undertake adequate monitoring of the stability of first workings in
the subject area and implement appropriate ground support of the roadways in
accordance with the results of the said monitoring , to ensure compliance with the
outcome requirements of DA162_91 MOD 3 condition 13A of Schedule 2’.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline labelled Application Area on Plan No
AM00273.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

2.13

Subsidence Damage

Evidence Source



The Applicant shall ensure that surface subsidence generated by the development
does not exceed the criteria listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Subsidence Impact Assessment Criteria



Maximum Vertical Subsidence

Tilt

Horizontal Strain
(compressive and tensile)

125 mm

2.5 mm/m

2.0 mm/m





Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition
13A of Schedule 2 of
DA162_91, dated 22 December
2014
Drawing AM00273 –
Centennial Coal (2014),
Proposed First Workings
Modification 3 DA162_91, 18
December 2014
Drawing ACE_108_Rev1
(2012), First Workings Pillar
Layout for 101 & 200 Panel
AreasGolder Associates
(2014), Pillar Stability and
Subsidence Assessments for
the 205 Panel Extension 100
Cross Panel, 420 Panel and
122 Panel, 12 June 2014, Ref:
1276211105-109-Rev1
Department of Environment
[DoE] (2014), Subsidence from
Coal Mining Activities, June
2014

Comment / Finding
Only first workings were reported by Airly management to have been conducted on site since
the date of the modification to which this condition became part of the approval. Plan
ACE_108_Rev1 (2012) provided the first workings pillar layout for 101 and 200 Panel areas.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (not triggered)

MCW Environmental understand that during the audit period Airly conducted development
works and then returned and completed partial extraction. Up until 31 December 2014 this
process was conducted in accordance with Clause 88 (Bord and Pillar Systems) of the Coal
Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006. The 31 December 2014 deadline was triggered by
Condition 13(b), Schedule 2 of DA 162_91. Airly management reported that they consider
Clause 88 to meet the definition of first workings. Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992 allows
lease holders time to transition to the new requirements by providing for the approval of
Subsidence Management Plans submitted on or before 31 December 2014 as Extraction Plans
for the purposes of the Mining Lease. Secondary workings will occur when Airly’s draft
Extraction Plan has been reviewed and approved by DP&E.
It is noted that a Project Approval issued by DP&E for a mining operation entitles the operator
to extract coal in accordance with consent conditions. In most cases a Project Approval permits
the mining of first workings without requiring further approvals. Approval of an Extraction Plan
is required for any underground mining operation that may cause subsidence. This includes
first workings that in themselves may cause subsidence.
The Mine Subsidence Engineering Consultants (MSEC) (2007 cited in DoE, 2014, p.4) note
that ‘Subsidence of the ground surface above bord and pillar first workings results from the
compression of the coal pillars and the strata above and below the seam from the weight of
overburden. Where the pillars have been designed to be stable, the vertical subsidence is
typically less than 20 mm. Natural or seasonal variations in the surface levels, due to the
wetting and drying of soils, are approximately 20 mm; hence, vertical subsidence of less than
20 mm can be considered to be no more than the variations that occur from natural processes
and should have negligible impact on surface infrastructure’.
Based on this analysis from the 2007 report, the vertical subsidence criteria has not been
exceeded. Monitoring proposed to be part of the Extraction Plan will evaluate compliance with
this condition in the future.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.
2.13(a)

Condition
The Applicant may carry out first workings on site provided that DRE is satisfied that
the first workings are designed to remain long-term stable and non-subsiding, except
insofar as they may be impacted by approved second workings.

Evidence Source



Notes:




The intent of this condition is not to require an additional approval for first
workings, but to ensure that first workings are built to geotechnical and
engineering standards sufficient to ensure long-term stability, in accordance
with the subsidence criteria in Table 1 above.
First workings are defined as the extraction of coal by bord and pillar mining
methods and from main headings and the like.











Drawing AM00273 –
Centennial Coal (2014),
Proposed Workings
Modification 3 DA162_91, 18
December 2014
Drawing ACE_108_Rev1
(2012), First Workings Pillar
Layout for 101 & 200 Panel
Areas
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition
13A of Schedule 2 of
DA162_91, dated 22 December
2014
Letter – Centennial (2014),
Condition 13A Modification 3 of
DA 162_91, 10 December 2014
Golder Associates (2014), Pillar
Stability and Subsidence
Assessments for the 205 Panel
Extension 100 Cross Panel,
420 Panel and 122 Panel, 12
June 2014, Ref: 1276211105109-Rev1
Site observations
Subsidence Monitoring
Photographs (001 to 012), 28
November 2014 200 Panel
9_10ct B_C hdg pillar

Comment / Finding
Only first working have been conducted on site since the date of the modification to which this
condition became art of the approval. Secondary workings are planned to be conducted under
an Extraction Plan that was in the process of being prepared at the time of the site inspection.
This Extraction Plan is required to be approved by DP&E.

Compliant

Airly wrote to DTRIS-DRE on 10 December 2014 seeking confirmation that the Department
that was satisfied that the first workings pillars to be developed in the Modification 3 (Panels
103, 205 100 Cross, 121, 122 and 420) area were long-term stable and non-subsidising. The
letter noted that the pillars would later be split and/or quartered and that secondary operation
would be subject of a separate Extraction Plan.
DTRIS-DRE replied to Airly by letter on 22 December 2014 stating that the department was
‘satisfied that the Leaseholder can achieve the required outcomes of the first workings
condition of the Development Consent (DA162_91 Mod 3 condition 13A of Schedule 2) subject
to the following condition:
The Mine Manager must undertake adequate monitoring of the stability of first workings in the
subject area and implement appropriate ground support of the roadways in accordance with
the results of the said monitoring , to ensure compliance with the outcome requirements of
DA162_91 MOD 3 condition 13A of Schedule 2’.
Photographic evidence taken on 28 November 2014 was provided by Airly management
showing underground subsidence monitoring instrumentation at 200 Panel 9_10ct B_C hdg
pillar. A subsidence line for Panel 200 was observed during the site inspection.
For Panels, 205, 100, 420, 121 and 122 Golder Associates (2014, pp.23-24) noted that
‘subsidence, tilt and strains for both quartered and split pillars have been estimated to be well
below the levels that are expected to cause surface damage’.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline labelled Application Area on Plan No
ACE_108_Rev1 – First Workings Pillar Layout for 101 & 200 Panel Areas. Plan No
ACE_108_Rev1 provides details of pillar construction for the following criteria:
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Compliance Status &
Recommendation

From 30 m to 110 m depth of cover;
From 110 m to 120 m depth of cover; and
From below 120 m of cover in 35 m x 20.5 m pillars.
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Condition
No.
2.13(b)

Condition
From 1 January 2015, the Applicant shall prepare and implement an Extraction
Plan for second workings on site to the satisfaction of the Secretary. Each Extraction
Plan must:
a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)

Evidence Source

-

be prepared by suitably qualified and experienced persons whose
appointment has been endorsed by the Secretary;
be approved by the Secretary before the Applicant carries out any of the
second workings covered by the plan;
include detailed plans of existing and proposed first and second workings
and overlying surface features;
include adequate consideration of mine roof and floor conditions, pillar width
to height ratios, final pillar dimensions and long-term stability of pillars,
which has been prepared in consultation with DRE;
include detailed performance indicators for each of the performance criteria
in Condition 12 and Table 1;
describe the measures that would be implemented to ensure compliance
with the performance criteria in Condition 12 and Table 1, and manage or
remediate any impacts and/or environmental consequences;
include a Public Safety Management Plan, which has been prepared in
consultation with DRE, to ensure public safety in the mining area;
incorporate measures to conserve and protect cliffs, watercourses, Stone
Cottage and surface infrastructure including the telecommunications tower;
include a subsidence monitoring program, which has been prepared in
consultation with DRE and OEH; and
include a program to collect sufficient baseline data for any future Extraction
Plans related to this approval.

Comment / Finding
Airly management reported that they are in the process of preparing a Draft Extraction
Management Plan; however, the draft plan was not in a condition to be provided to the auditors
for review at the time of the audit.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable

Airly reported that no second workings had been completed since the end of 2014 in order to
comply with this condition.
Airly reported that second workings would not be conducted until the Extraction Plan was
completed and approved. Hence this condition has not been triggered and is considered Not
Applicable.

Note:




Second workings are defined as the extraction of coal by pillar extraction
methods (including pillar splitting and pillar quartering) except where
remnant pillars are designed to be long term stable and non-subsiding (ie
leading to <20mm subsidence at the surface).
Due to the sensitive and rugged terrain of the Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area, the Applicant may propose remote subsidence
monitoring techniques.

2.13(c)

The Applicant shall pay all reasonable costs incurred by the Department to engage
suitably qualified, experienced and independent experts to review the adequacy of
any aspect of an Extraction Plan.

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

2.14

Hydrology

-

Airly had not been notified of any impacts to the water supply of residential properties due to
mining-induced subsidence during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

The Applicant shall arrange to restore or provide an alternative water supply should
the water supply to residential properties be disturbed by mining induced
subsidence.
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Condition
No.

Condition

2.15

Trial Mine
a)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2.16

Evidence Source



Site observations

The Applicant shall prior to construction prepare and submit to Council for
its approval, a detailed site management plan for the proposed trial mine
(the “Trial Mine Phase”) operation, such plan to include the following:
i.
a contour plan showing the location of site facilities including
administration office ablution facilities, staff car parking areas and
access road;
ii.
details of effluent disposal and water supply;
iii.
a plan showing location of coal stockpile areas.
Details of proposed pollution control measures including dust suppression
and water quality controls.
Design and capacity of sediment control dams.
The time schedule for site preparation and for construction of the trial mine.
A rehabilitation plan for the pit top site following completion of the twelve
(12) month trial mine period.
The Trial Mine Phase shall end upon the happening of the following trigger
events:
i.
at the end of the two (2) year period (refer Condition 6(c)), or
ii.
availability of rail unloading facilities at the power stations,
whichever is the sooner.

Wallerawang Siding Infrastructure

Comment / Finding
The Trial Mine was operated by another company prior to the audit period.
This condition is not considered applicable for this audit period.



Site observations

The Wallerawang Siding has never been constructed.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Not applicable (not triggered)

The Applicant shall submit for Council approval the following information in relation to
the upgrading and continued operation of Wallerawang Siding:
a)
i.

b)
c)
d)

A detailed contour plan to a suitable scale indicating location of
existing and proposed coal stockpiles, loading facilities and other
site management controls.
ii.
Details of the location of the proposed balloon loop, associated
coal handling facilities, and proposed landscaping of the site.
iii.
A detailed landscaping plan, prepared by a landscape architect,
incorporating the landscape details set out in the EIS.
Details of proposed soil management, erosion and sediment control, depth
of cuts and angle of batter slopes and proposed stabilization measures.
Schedule of manning levels and required amenities at this Wallerawang
Siding.
Details of all noise control measures that involve construction of structures,
earth mounding or other site treatment.
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Development Consent 162/91
Condition
No.

Condition

2.17

The Conveyor
a)

b)
c)

2.18

b)

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation



Site observations

The Wallerawang Siding has never been constructed.

Not applicable (not triggered)




Site observations
Golder Associates Pty Ltd
(2014), Environmental Impact
Assessment, Airly Mine
Extension Project, Chapter 3.0,
Existing Mine Operations

The Eastern Portal had not been constructed and Airly management reported that construction
of the Eastern Portal was not planned for the foreseeable future.

Not applicable (not triggered)

The Applicant shall prior to construction submit for Council approval:
i.
A detailed contour plan showing the route of the proposed
conveyor at Wallerawang Colliery Siding.
ii.
Full engineering, design and specifications for the construction of
the conveyor prior to construction of works. Such details shall
include the type of structure to be provided over the existing
formation of the Castlereagh Highway, changes in levels deemed
necessary by these works, any drainage works required and
details of provision for traffic during construction and future access
to the conveyors.
iii.
Details of proposed colour treatment for conveyor structure to
minimize the degree of contrast with the existing visual
environment.
iv.
Details of proposed landscaping treatment for the conveyor route.
The Applicant shall carry out all work in a manner to minimise the impact on
the wetland communities of Neubecks Creek.
The Applicant shall carry out all measures proposed in the EIS to minimise
soil erosion and sedimentation effects and as otherwise required by and to
the satisfaction of the NOW.

Eastern Portal Area
a)

Evidence Source

The Applicant shall prior to construction prepare and submit to Council for
its approval a site management plan for the proposed eastern portal area.
Such plan to include the following:
i.
A contour plan detailing location of site facilities including
administration office, ablution facilities and staff car parking areas
and access roads.
ii.
Details of proposed effluent disposal and water supply.
iii.
Details of proposed pollution control measures including dust
suppression and water quality controls.
iv.
Design and capacity of sediment control dams.
v.
A time schedule for site preparation and construction.
vi.
Details of all road construction work relevant to providing an
access road from the Glen Davis Road to the eastern portal. Such
detail shall include measures proposed to minimise any adverse
drainage and erosion effects and methods proposed for protection
of flora and fauna. The latter mentioned to be prepared in
consultation with the OEH.
Approval shall be obtained from the OEH for the removal or destruction of
any trees to accommodate the proposed works.

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015
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2.19

Archaeology
a)

b)

The Applicant shall meet the reasonable requirements of the OEH in relation to
the assessment of Aboriginal archaeological heritage. The Applicant shall not
remove or destroy any item of aboriginal heritage without first obtaining the
consent of the OEH.
The Applicant shall employ the services of a qualified archaeologist to make an
assessment of the oil shale mining relics at Airly to clarify the likely impact on
their historical values and their conservation significance, to the satisfaction of
the Council. Upon receipt of the assessment the Applicant shall negotiate with
the Council on necessary protection measures.

Evidence Source

















RPS Australia East Pty Ltd
(2014), Centennial’s Western
Holdings Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Management Plan,
PR 121000, September 2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Western Region Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Management
Plan, dated 23 October 2014
RPS Australia East Pty Ltd
(2013), Review of
Environmental Factors,
Proposed Boreholes, Airly
Mine, Capertee NSW, January
2013, Ref: PR113545
RPS Australia East Pty Ltd
(2013a), Baseline Historic
Heritage Assessment, Airly
Mine, Capertee, NSW, 4
September 2013, Ref:
PR110503, January 2013,
RPS Australia East Pty Ltd
(2013b), Proposed Boreholes,
Airly Mine, Capertee, NSW
Review of Environmental
Factors, Ref: PR113545
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232.
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2012, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232
Artefact Scatter Site Card 4430149 – Airly 1, Aboriginal
Heritage Information
Management System (AHIMS)
Database

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

The following heritage plan has been prepared:

Compliant



Western Holdings Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan dated September 2014.

Centennial Coal’s Western Holdings Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan dated
September 2014 prepared by RPS (East Australia) Pty Ltd on behalf of Centennial was
approved by the Secretary on 23 October 2014. The Plan addressed management of
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage at Centennial’s northern operations facilities including:







Airly Mine;
Angus Place Colliery;
Clarence Colliery;
Lidsdale Siding;
Springvale Mine; and
Western Coal Services.

For Airly the following site specific issues were addressed in the Western Holdings Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Management Plan:






Overview of Operations
Registered Aboriginal Parties
Aboriginal Heritage Consent Conditions
Cultural Significance Ranking Outcomes
Scientific Significance Ranking Outcomes

Airly reported that prior to surface disturbance operations for exploration activities, a Review of
Environmental Factors (REF) is conducted, including assessment of Archaeology. For
example an REF was completed for exploration drill sites.
A REF was available for review for preparation and drilling of five boreholes at exploration sites
ARP06, ARP07, ARP08, ARP09 and ARP10. It is noted that APR10 was not installed. The
REF (RPS, 2013, p.4) identified that ‘no non-Aboriginal heritage items and places were
recorded within or in close proximity to the project’.
During 2012 and 2013 Airly commenced studies on Aboriginal Cultural Heritage over the
mining lease and exploration leases. The work entailed a desk top review of existing
information and GIS predictive modelling and mapping to identify sensitive areas, along with
survey work with Aboriginal Groups that had expressed interest in the survey work. The
purpose of the study was to identify and describe the Aboriginal objects and places over the
lease area, to assess the significance of the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage present, to assess the
impact of mining activity on the objects and places and to provide appropriate management
strategies. The study was carried out to form part of the environmental impact statement for the
Airly Mine Extension Project consent renewal.
Section 2.2 (RPS, 2013, p.5) of the Baseline Historic Heritage Assessment assessed the oil
shale mining relics at Airly to clarify the likely impact on their historical values and their
conservation significance.
Airly management reported that the management of relics is the responsibility of National
Parks as the landholder. Airly have informed National Parks through the presentation of the
2013 Historic Heritage Assessment.

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015
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2.20

Water Management
a)

b)

c)

The Applicant prior to construction and in consultation with the NOW shall
produce a detailed Water Management Plan for each component of the
development detailing all proposed drainage diversion channels, collection
pits and sedimentation dams to be constructed on site. Such plan shall
incorporate the principles of Total Catchment Management.
The Applicant shall maintain a water supply to all identified users of the
water resource, emanating from the mining lease application area, should
such supply be interrupted or lost due to mining activity.
The Applicant shall obtain all licences from the NOW necessary for the
establishment of necessary bore fields for the supply of water to the
development.

Evidence Source











Centennial (2014a), Surface
Water Monitoring and
Management Plan, AIR-MP3091, Draft
Centennial (2014b),
Groundwater Water Monitoring
and Management Plan, AIRMP-3090, Draft
Centennial (2011) Water
Management Plan, Airly MP1074
EPL 12374
NOW Bore Licences 10BL604518, 10BL604520,
10BL604521, 10BL605352 &
10BL603503
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January 2015)
Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Preparation

Compliant

a)

REC-2015-01
Recommendation

Airly management reported that the dirty water drainage system on-site was first installed
in 1995 by Novacoal and that a Water Management Plan was developed at that time and
that the original licensing application contained the plan. No formal approval of the plan is
required by the condition.
MCW Environmental sighted a Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management Plan and a
Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan that have been prepared following
the EIS for the Airly Extension Project. The plans have not been submitted for review
and/or approval from DP&E. Airly management envisage consulting with Government
agencies concerning the plans in the near future. Airly reported that should approval of
the Airly Extension Project be granted the plans will be implemented. Until such time the
current Water Management Plan (MP-1074) remains the key document for water
management at the site.

b)
c)

Update the 2011 Surface Water
Management Plan to reflect
current Licenced Discharge
Points and water management
infrastructure and monitoring
requirements or submit the draft
Surface Water Monitoring and
Management Plan to the
Secretary for approval.

'Identified users' refer to inhabitants of Gap Creek. Airly management reported that this
requirement has not been triggered as water supply has not been interrupted.
Bore licences available as issued by NOW for ARP 01 (10BL604518), ARP 02A & ARP
03A (10BL604520), ARP 04 & ARP 05 (10BL604521), ARP 06, ARP 07, ARP 08 & ARP
09 (10BL605352) and Production Bore (10BL603503). Water Access Licence (WAL)
36565 dated 11 February 2014 and WAL 24386 dated 1 September 2014. Both WALs are
granted in perpetuity.

Implementation
a)

The Water Management Plan was last updated in 2011 and refers to construction activities
which were completed in 2012. The following observations are noted:


The plan does not include current licensed discharge points (LDP1, LDP2 &
LDP3) and addresses monitoring requirements for LDP1 and former LDP2 only.



The plan does not include variations to EPL 12374 since 2011.



The plan does not include reference to the 35 ML Dam or the Train Loader Dam
(LDP3).



Table 4 (p.16) refers to ‘proposed’ monitoring activities.

Despite the Surface Water Management Plan (2011) not reflecting current practices and
requirements, water sampling data was observed for the period 6 March 2012 to 8 December
2014 at Village Spring, The Grotto, Gap Creek and Borehole ARP005 as detailed in the 2011
Surface Water Management Plan. Water monitoring data was also available for LDP1, LDP2,
LDP3, Tributary Airly Creek for the period 6 March 2012 through to 7 January 2015. Three
exceedances of EPL criteria for TSS (refer to Appendix A, EPL 12374, L1.1) were reported
during the audit period. A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include a
condition for extreme rainfall events (Condition L2.5). Stage 2 Trigger, Action Response Plan
(TARP) criteria action for an EPL exceedance is to Implement corrective/preventative actions,
in consultation with relevant agencies, based on the outcomes of the investigation and/or
additional monitoring.
Findings
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Part a) requires a Water Management Plan to be prepared prior to construction for each
component of the development. The Water Management Plan does not reflect current
water management activities and EPL 12374 criteria; however, the Draft Water
Management Plan for the Extension Project does meet reflect current activities. While Airly
are considered compliant with this condition on the basis of having a draft management
plan prepared; a clear recommendation exists to update the Plan for current activities or to
finalise and obtain approval of the Draft Plan .
Part b) is considered Not Applicable (not triggered) as water supply has not been
interrupted.
Part c) is considered compliant as necessary bore licences for the supply of water to the
development.
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2.21

Noise
The Applicant shall implement, all noise attenuation measures outlined in the EIS to
the satisfaction of the EPA.

Evidence Source












Site observations
Novacoal Australia (1991), Airly
Coal Project Environmental
Impact Statement, October
1991
SLR Pty Ltd (2011), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring, August
2011, Ref:
610.09070.30200-R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2012), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
September 2012, Ref:
610.09070.30300R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2013), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
July/August 2013, Ref:
10.09070.30500-R1
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Noise attenuation measures outlined in the EIS (Novacoal Australia, 1991, pp.5/36 – 5/37)
require the following:

Compliant












Storage Bins – Lined with rubber or suitable dampened using backing layers on steel
facings. Observed during the site inspection.
Conveyors – Maintained and enclosed with external cladding. Observed during the site
inspection.
Washery – Fully clad and vibrationally decoupled. Not constructed at time of audit
Train Loading Bin – Supplementary absorptive lining on the inside of the train loading
area to minimise noise emission.
Mobile Plant – Standard mufflers and engine side covers. Maximum sound power rating
for an individual item of plant is 115 dB(A) re-10-12 Watts. Not operated at night.
Maintenance Activities – Daytime hours only. Not operated at night.
Mine Ventilation Fans – Inline splitter silencers to satisfy sound power level of 112 dB(A)
re-10-12 Watts and only used during daytime hours. Not operated at night.
Train Loading & Train Movements – Daytime hours where practicable. Operated by
Pacific Rail, some trains at night, reported to be unavoidable with the train timetable - Airly
does not have coal loading staff at the rail loop at night)
Rail Unloading Station (Wallerawang) – The station will be fully clad and provided with
supplementary lining. Not Applicable, not constructed.
Acoustic Barrier (Wallerawang) – a wall or earth mounding will be constructed along the
southern side of the rail link and loop. The barrier to be constructed to an effective height
of 1.5 metres (m) above the rail line height. Not Applicable, not constructed.

Initial temporary fans were reported to have caused noise complaints from residents; however
once permanent fans were installed the noise issues and complaints were mitigated. The fans
were observed in operation by the auditors and appeared to be not causing high levels of noise
and were not audible at the site boundary.
EPL 12374 does not nominate any specific noise monitoring requirements. Noise monitoring
surveys are conducted in accordance with the OEH’s Industrial Noise Policy (INP) noise survey
and assessment requirements. Airly’s noise consultant, SLR, considers that a criterion of 35
dB(A) is appropriate to assess site noise emission at all non-mined owned residences.
The following noise related complaints were received during the audit period:




2012 - none
2013 - none
2014 – three complaints received as follows:
- A resident reported that an alarm could be heard from the mine site that was creating a
-

-



nuisance. Repairs were conducted to the failed equipment that had triggered the alarm on
the ventilation fan.
A resident reported an alarm could be heard from the mine site that was creating a
nuisance. An audible alarm on the ventilation fan was disabled and was replaced by a
communications system whereby an SMS message is sent to the appropriate site
personnel.
A resident reported noise generated from a train that was heard tooting its horn at times as
it travelled along the railway line near Capertee Village. Through consultation with the coal
train operator Airly identified that the likely use of a horn was for safety considerations due
to the risk of a collision on the railway line, in tunnels and at road crossings.

2015 (to date of site inspection) - none

Airly are considered to have addressed the issue concerning the alarm through suitable
substitution of the nuisance component and are not considered to be directly responsible for
the train related noise. Therefore Airly are considered compliant with this condition.
2.22

Fire Protection
The Applicant shall provide details to the Council of all proposed firefighting facilities
and measures to be installed on the site including water storage capacity, location of
hydrants, etc.

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015



Final Occupation Certificate –
037/11C, 29 November 2012

MCW Environmental sighted the Final Occupation Certificate approving the construction of the
bathhouse, administration building and bathhouse buildings only.

Compliant

MCW Environmental auditors are not fire management experts and no adequacy assessment
of the site’s preparedness for a fire, including a bushfire has been conducted, nor has any
other assessment related to fire or bushfire management been conducted as part of this audit.
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2.23

Effluent Disposal And Water Treatment
a)

b)

c)

The Applicant shall provide details to the EPA of the design and capacity of
the proposed effluent treatment and disposal. Approval of EPA and the
satisfaction of the NSW Department of Health shall be obtained for the
disposal method selected.
A septic tank application for the eastern portal site, complete with details of
the pump out facilities and final disposal of effluent shall be submitted for
approval by the Council and the information of the NSW Department of
Health and EPA.
Details of proposed method of water treatment shall be provided to the EPA
and the Council.

Evidence Source




Site observations
Lithgow City Council (2013),
Approval to Operate Onsite
Sewage Management
(Ecomax) at Glen Davis Raod
Capertee NSW 2846, Lot 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 DP 1152312, 19 August
2013

Comment / Finding
a)

An Approval to Operate Onsite Sewage Management dated 19 August 2013 was available
for review.
An Ecomax® system had been installed at the site for effluent treatment. The Ecomax®
system comprises an in ground anaerobic bacteria process and no irrigation. Evidence of
submission of details of the Ecomax® system to EPA or Department of Health was not
sighted by MCW Environmental.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
a)
b)
c)

Compliant
Not Applicable
Compliant

Airly management reported that the EPA was verbally informed of the Ecomax system
while visiting the Airly mine site (no date provided). MCW Environmental noted that the
requirement for former LDP2 was removed from EPL12374 in 2012 by the EPA, which
appears to indicate that the EPA was aware of the Ecomax system, and approved its use
without a licensed discharge point. Airly management reported that former LDP2 applied
to the proposed spray irrigation, and that the new system is sufficiently different from the
original system to not require approval from EPA and Dept. of Health.
MCW Environmental did not sight evidence of written approval from the EPA or that
information concerning the design and capacity of the system was provided to them. An
approval was sighted for the system from Lithgow City Council (2013). Given the above,
Airly are considered to have complied with the intent of the condition.
b)
c)

2.24

Internal Roads, Buildings



The Applicant shall, prior to the commencement of construction of the proposed
development, prepare, submit and obtain the approval of the Council for plans and
specifications for all roads, car parking facilities and occupied buildings upon the site.
All structural work shall be accompanied by structural engineering details certified by
a practicing structural engineer.

2.25

Initial Construction Works
The Applicant shall within three months of site works commencement and prior to
commencement of mining carry out all necessary site drainage and stability works.
Further, the Applicant shall carry out site stabilization and temporary rehabilitation
works at the pit top, upon direction by the DRE and in consultation with the NOW.

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015

Final Occupation Certificate –
037/11C, 29 November 2012

Not Applicable as the Eastern Portal has not been constructed.
An Approval to Operate Onsite Sewage Management dated 19 August 2013 was available
for review indicating details of the proposed method of water treatment were provided to
the EPA and Council some time prior to the audit period.

It is noted that this condition pre-dates the audit period; however, MCW Environmental sighted
the following documents:


Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Final Occupation Certificate – 037/11C, 29 November 2012 Notice of Determination from
Lithgow Council (dated 9 April 1999) for office buildings and amenities, for the original trial
mine.

MCW Environmental did not sight all documents related to the preparation of approval
documents such as drawings etc., and has based its assessment on the final occupation
certificate. No overall check was completed that all buildings and developments on site had
the appropriate approvals in place.
-

It is noted that this condition concerns work undertaken prior to audit period and therefore it
has not been assessed.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)
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2.26

Landscaping

Evidence Source

-

The Applicant shall prepare and submit to the Council for its approval, within three
months prior to commencement of construction:
a)

b)

c)

d)

2.27

b)

c)

2.28

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

It is noted that this condition concerns work undertaken prior to audit period and therefore it
has not been assessed.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

It is noted that this condition concerns work undertaken prior to audit period and therefore it
has not been assessed.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

detailed landscaping proposals covering all components of the mining area
development. The Applicant shall employ a qualified landscape architect to
assist in the landscape design;
proposals to satisfy visual considerations of the structural components of
the development incorporating paint colour and specification. Buildings and
structures are to be designed so as to present a neat orderly appearance
and to blend as far as possible with the surrounding landscape;
a comprehensive Plan of Management which shall consist of detailed plans,
specifications and staged work programs shall be undertaken whilst the
colliery is in operation. Such plan shall include surveys of existing
vegetation and site features,
replacement and maintenance of all landscape and rehabilitation works,
and replacement and maintenance of building materials and cladding.

Soil Management, Erosion Control and Site Rehabilitation
a)

Comment / Finding



The Applicant shall prior to construction of works other than those for the
trial mine prepare and implement a Soil Management Plan to the
satisfaction of the NOW.
The Applicant shall prior to construction of works other than those for the
trial mine prepare and implement to the satisfaction of the OEH and NOW a
management plan directed to the control of erosion, sediment control, site
revegetation and rehabilitation.
The Applicant shall consult with the DRE and the OEH concerning
appropriate vegetative species selection, seedling establishment
techniques, soil testing and fertilizer selection and application for all
rehabilitation works.

Approvals To Council
The Applicant shall furnish to the Council and the Special Monitoring Committee
referred to in Condition No 31, copies of all environmental planning approvals from
Government Departments and other Statutory authorities.
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Centennial (2009), Landscape
Rehabilitation Plan

Rehabilitation in the area of the ventilation fan at the pit top appeared to be in a satisfactory
condition.

-

Condition 31, Schedule 2 was deleted as part of the Modification to DA 162_91 in October
2014.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)
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2.29(a)

Environmental Monitoring



The Applicant shall institute and implement a comprehensive monitoring program for
air, water, and noise emissions to the respective requirements of the EPA and the
DRE.



















Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2014 to December
2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2013 to December
2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
April 2012 to December 2012
Centennial Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.
au/Environment/Airly.aspx
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
SLR Pty Ltd (2011), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring, August
2011, Ref:
610.09070.30200-R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2012), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
September 2012, Ref:
610.09070.30300R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2013), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
July/August 2013, Ref:
10.09070.30500-R1
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January 2015)
Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER Annual
(6/02/2015 – 11/12/2014.Xls

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Comment / Finding
Airly's Environmental Monitoring Plan (AIR-MP-1073, dated 21 December 2012) was sighted
by MCW Environmental and noted to contain the following sections:
















Compliant

Introduction
- History
- Scope
- Requirements to Monitor
Surface Water Quality Monitoring
Groundwater Monitoring
Air Quality Monitoring
- Dust Gauges
- Sampling Methodology
- Monitoring Results and Reporting
- High Volume Air Samplers
Flora and Fauna Monitoring
- Phase 1 Review of Existing Monitoring Data and Vegetation Mapping
- Phase 2 Seasonal Flora and Fauna Monitoring
Noise Monitoring
- Noise Level Descriptors
- Noise Assessment Goals
- Noise Monitoring
Meteorological Data
Subsidence Monitoring
Records
Reporting
Roles and Responsibilities
Audits and Review

Dust
The following dust monitoring is conducted at Airly:
Site

Location

Frequency

Requirement

DM1

Near Leishman Residence

Monthly

Compliance

DM2

Parr Residence

Monthly

Compliance

DM3

Mine Site

Monthly

Compliance

DM4

Airly Homestead

Monthly

Compliance

Monthly dust monitoring results from 4 January 2012 through to 14 January 2015 were
provided for review.
Monthly environmental monitoring data reports are available on the Airly website. The reports
include dust results. Monitoring results for Total Insoluble Solids measured in g/m 2/month
obtained during 2012, 2013 and 2014 showed compliance with the typically used deposition
criteria rolling average of 4 g/m2/month.
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Continued:

Continued:



Surface Water



AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232.
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2012, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Comment / Finding

The following surface water monitoring is conducted at Airly:
Site

Location

Frequency

Requirement

LDP1

Discharge Dam

Sampled on discharge
Monthly Flow Data

Compliance

LDP2

7ML Dam

Sampled on discharge

Compliance

LDP3

Train Loader
Dam

Sampled on discharge

Compliance

Discharge Dam

Mine site

Monthly

Baseline

109 ML Dirty Water
Dam

Mine site

Monthly

Baseline

7 ML Dam

Mine site

Monthly

Baseline

Train Loader Dam

Rail Loop

Monthly

Baseline

Settling Dam

Carpark

Monthly

Baseline

Airly Dam

Airly Property

Monthly

Baseline

Airly Creek

Airly Property

Monthly

Baseline

Airly Creek Tributary

Airly Property

Monthly

Baseline

Village Spring

Mt Airly

Monthly Flow Data Monthly
Water Sample

Baseline

Gap Creek

The Gap

Monthly

Baseline

Genowlan Creek

Genowlan
Mountain

Monthly

Baseline

Office Tank

Administration
Building

Monthly

Compliance

Groundwater
The following groundwater monitoring is conducted at Airly:
Site
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Location

Frequency

Requirement

ARP01

Mt Airly

Quarterly Data Download

Compliance

ARP02

Mt Airly

Quarterly Data Download

Compliance

ARP03

Mt Airly

Quarterly Data Download

Compliance

ARP04

The Gap

Quarterly Data Download

Compliance

ARP05

The Gap

Quarterly Data Download
Monthly Water Sample

Compliance

Production Bore

Mine site

Monthly Water Sample

Baseline
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Continued:

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Comment / Finding
Continued:
Noise
The following noise monitoring is conducted at Airly:
Site

Location

Frequency

Requirement

Location A

Corner of Glen Davis Road

Annual

Compliance

Location B

Parr Residence

Annual

Compliance

Location C

Rail Loop

Annual

Compliance

Location D

Near the Leishman Residence

Annual

Compliance

Location E

Carinya

Annual

Compliance

Location F

Bernina

Annual

Compliance

Monthly environmental monitoring reports that included dust and water from 2012 to 2015 were
available on the Airly website. Noise monitoring results are presented in the Annual Review.
Monitoring appeared to have been conducted during the audit period in accordance with EPA
and DRE requirements.
2.29(b)

The Applicant shall within twelve months of the date of this consent and to the
satisfaction of the OEH undertake flora monitoring at selected locations within Mount
Airly and Genowlan Mountain directed to ensuring long term protection of rare and
endangered species.
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Letter – Centennial (2014),
Revised Proposed Flora and
Fauna Monitoring, 30 July 2014
University of Queensland
(2014), Long-Term Ecological
Research Monitoring Program
For Significant Flora & Fauna
Species At Airly Mine And
Mugii Murum-Ban SCA, 23
June 2014
Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
University of Queensland
(2013), Development of a
Monitoring Program for
Significant Flora & Native
Vegetation: Airly Coal Mine,
NSW Part 1: Rationale Report,
25 July 2013
University of Queensland
(2013), Monitoring Flora &
Native Vegetation at Airly Mine
& Mugii Murum-ban State
Conservation Area, NSW, 21
July 2014
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232.
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2012, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232

The condition relates to the original date of consent and was well prior to the audit period,
hence the condition is considered Not Applicable. Airly undertake ecological monitoring which
is described below.

Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

A letter from Airly to NSW National parks was available for review that indicated targeted flora
surveys had been conducted in autumn 2014 to aid ground-truthing existing vegetation
mapping on the Mount Airly-Genowlan Mountain mesa. Fauna surreys using Anabat call
recording equipment and infrared cameras were also completed in the same area at the same
time.
Airly management reported that flora and fauna survey work has been carried out by the
University of Queensland since November 2009. Flora monitoring reports were available for
2013 and 2014. Flora and fauna survey results are addressed in the Annual Review/AEMR.
The 2013 AEMR (p.30) notes that there were fewer recordings of Powerful and Sooty owls
during 2013 compared to 2012 and that three new threatened species were recorded during
2013, the Regent honeyeater, Painted and Black-chinned honeyeaters.
A revised flora and flora monitoring program was put forward to National Parks that was
proposed to be undertaken by the University of Queensland (2014). The objective of the
proposed program is to ‘continue to monitor flora and fauna populations and distributions
through time to address the compliance requirements for the current development consent and
the proposed Airly Mine Extension Project. It is imperative that comprehensive baseline studies
are undertaken several years prior to any undermining to establish natural population
fluctuations, enabling accurate correlation of undermining impact (if any) in future monitoring
and assessment’ (University of QLD, 2014, p.2).
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Condition
The Applicant shall twelve months prior to mining under any area, in consultation
with the OEH, undertake a fauna survey to update the fauna survey and study
presented by the Applicant to the Commission of Inquiry. Such updating shall include
long term fauna monitoring and reporting to the satisfaction of the OEH and shall be
reviewed at regular intervals.

Evidence Source
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Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
Letter – Centennial (2014),
Revised Proposed Flora and
Fauna Monitoring, 30 July 2014
to NSW National Parks &
Wildlife Service a Division of
OEH
University of Queensland
(2014), Long-Term Ecological
Research Monitoring Program
For Significant Flora & Fauna
Species At Airly Mine And
Mugii Murum-Ban SCA, 23
June 2014
University of Queensland
(2012), Airly Mine Fauna
Monitoring 2012
University of Queensland
(2013), Airly Mine Fauna
Monitoring 2013
University of Queensland
(2012), Airly Mine Fauna 2014
Fauna Research & Monitoring
Centennial (2014), OEH
Briefing Meeting Flora and
Fauna Monitoring – Airly Mine
2 December 2014

Comment / Finding
Flora and fauna studies have been undertaken by University of Queensland since 2009. Airly
management reported that flora and fauna survey work has been carried out by the University
of Queensland since November 2009.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Fauna monitoring reports were available for the audit period.
A revised flora and flora monitoring program was put forward to National Parks that was
proposed to be undertaken by the University of Queensland (2014).
Airly's Environmental Monitoring Plan included a section pertaining to Flora and Fauna
Monitoring, where it was described that seasonal (Spring, Summer and Autumn) flora and
fauna monitoring would be conducted at areas potentially affected by proposed underground
mining. Reporting of these flora and fauna surveys was noted by MCW Environmental to be
included in Airly's AEMRs. Evidence was sighted that Airly had consulted with NSW National
Parks a Division of OEH; however, no evidence was available to confirm National Parks/OEH
were satisfied with the long term fauna monitoring and reporting. Airly management reported
that feedback has been provided verbally from OEH, for example in meetings.
A meeting agenda dated 2 December 2014 and titled Office of Environment and Heritage
Briefing Meeting Flora and Fauna Monitoring – Airly Mine was available to demonstrate OEH
have been consulted concerning flora and fauna issues during the audit period.
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Condition
The Applicant shall monitor the impact of noise and dust emissions from the
development on the property of Ms C Parr (Portion 9) in accordance with EPA
requirements.

Evidence Source
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Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2014 to December
2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
January 2013 to December
2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring Data:
April 2012 to December 2012
Centennial Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.
au/Environment/Airly.aspx
SLR Pty Ltd (2012), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
September 2012, Ref:
610.09070.30300R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2013), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring,
July/August 2013, Ref:
10.09070.30500-R1
SLR Pty Ltd (2014), Airly Coal
Mine Noise Monitoring, August
2014, Ref: 610.09070.30600
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Airly management reported that dust monitor DM2 is located on the property of Ms C Parr.

Compliant

Monthly environmental monitoring reports from 2012 to 2015 were available on the Airly
website. The monthly reports contained Air Quality Monitoring (Section 3), including
Depositional Dust (Section 3.1). Monthly dust monitoring results from 4 January 2012 through
to 14 January 2015 were available for review. Monthly environmental monitoring data reports
are available on the Airly website. The reports include dust results. Monitoring results for Total
Insoluble Solids measured in g/m2/month obtained during 2012, 2013 and 2014 showed
compliance with the normal deposition criteria rolling average of 4 g/m2/month. Dust
monitoring was reportedly undertaken by ALS.
Noise monitoring is conducted at the property of Ms C Parr and is identified as Location B in
the Airly Noise Monitoring Reports. Noise monitoring has been conducted at Location B prior
to the audit period (SLR, 2011). Noise monitoring for July and August 2013 (SLR, 2013) note
that ‘Comparison of the noise levels indicates that there has been a decrease (of up to 1 dBA)
in the daytime ambient noise climate since the commencement of mine operations at Location
B. Comparison of the noise levels indicates that there has been an increase (up to 16 dBA) at
Location B in the evening ambient noise climate since the commencement of mine operations
and a decrease (up to 2 dBA) at Location B in the evening ambient noise climate since
September 2012. It should be noted that the background noise levels at Location B were
controlled by wild life, wind and the AM. However, Airly Mine was on care and maintenance
with exploration drilling activity only occurring during daylight hours. No mining activity occurred
during evening hours during this period. Accordingly, it is recommended that any potential
change in the background environment is evaluated in conjunction with additional data
gathered during subsequent monitoring programmes. Comparison of the noise levels indicates
that there has been an increase (of up to 9 dBA) at Location B in the night-time ambient noise
climate since the commencement of mine operations and an increase (of up to 3 dBA) at
Location B in the night-time ambient noise climate since September 2012’.
The most recent noise monitoring report (SLR, 2014) noted a decrease in night time noise
activity and attributed this to a reduced insect activity during the monitoring period. It is noted
that the site was on care and maintenance for the period November 2012 to February 2014
and as such noise emissions from the site would have been reduced compared to operational
noise.
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Condition
The Applicant shall, six months prior to commencement of coal mining operations
prepare and submit to the Council and the DRE a hydrological impact assessment of
the area likely to be mined in the first twelve months (including site facilities areas).
This assessment is to be updated each twelve months to include areas likely to be
mined in subsequent twelve month periods. Such assessments shall identify and
quantify existing rainfall run-off and hydrogeological circumstances and changes
likely to be occasioned by subsidence impact and location of site facilities. The
assessments shall be particularly concerned to examine the likely impacts of any
change on existing streams, springs, wet areas and the Grotto precinct.

Evidence Source










Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
GHD Pty Ltd (2013), Annual
Surface Water & Groundwater
Monitoring Report, Airly Mine,
June 2014
RPS Aquaterra (2012), Airly
Mine Annual Surface and
Groundwater Monitoring Report
2012, Ref: S102/067b, 12
February 2013
GHD (2015), Annual Surface
Water and Groundwater
Monitoring Report 2014, April
2014
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER Annual.xls

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

It is noted that the first part of this condition pre-dates the audit period.

Compliant

A hydrological assessment (GHD, 2013, p.iii)) was conducted in 2013 that concluded ‘overall,
there has been no known surface water or groundwater impacts associated with activities at
Airly Mine throughout 2013. In particular, groundwater extraction from the production bore was
minimal, surface water discharges to Airly Creek were minimal (only one discharge from
LDP003) and there were no measureable groundwater inflows into the existing workings.
In accordance with Condition 29(e) of Development Consent DA162/91, the likely impacts on
water resources resulting from mining operations proposed to be undertaken throughout 2014
have been assessed. No surface water or groundwater impacts are expected’.
A 2012 annual surface and groundwater monitoring report (RPS Aquaterra, 2012, p.24) noted
the following:






‘Impacts on Local Groundwater Flows and Level - Monitoring of groundwater levels to date
shows that groundwater levels fluctuations in every aquifer were moderate to insignificant.
Observed groundwater pressure heads in the investigated rock aquifers did not respond to
rainfall or mining operations. They show a trend of declining water levels correlated to
lower rainfall amounts during the year. Considering this and the low to very low hydraulic
conductivities of Lithgow Coal Seam, Narrabeen Sandstone, Marrangaroo Formation and
Shoalhaven it is expected that any impacts from mining operations would be small and
occur slowly.
Impacts and Groundwater Quality - Groundwater quality at the three monitoring sites in the
alluvium, Narrabeen Sandstone and Shoalhaven Group did not show noticeable changes
in chemical and physical properties that indicate an adverse impact from mining
operations. The groundwater quality on site is saline, therefore the associated risk is
considered low.
Impact on Surface Water Flows - Alluvial aquifers and surface water features such as Gap
Creek, Genowlan Creek and The Grotto are currently not affected by mining operations
since mining operations are not causing groundwater drawdown. Consequently there is no
adverse impact on alluvial aquifers and baseflow within Gap Creek, The Grotto and
Genowlan Creek’.

An Annual Surface Water and Groundwater Monitoring Report for 2014 (GHD, 2015) was
available for review. For the year 2014 GHD (GHD 2015, p.iii) noted that “overall, there have
been no measurable surface water or groundwater impacts associated with activities at Airly
Mine throughout 2014. In particular, there was no groundwater extraction from the production
bore, surface water discharges to Airly Creek were minimal (only three discharge events from
LDP003) and there were no measureable groundwater inflows into the existing workings”.
For the likely impacts on water resources resulting from mining operations proposed for to be
undertaken in 2015 (GHD, 2015, p.iii) it was noted that “no surface water impacts are
expected. Groundwater impacts are predicted to be limited to minor groundwater inflows into
the mine workings of up to 5.1 ML/year, primarily from the overlying Permian strata, the
surrounding coal seam and underlying Marrangaroo Formation (GHD, 2014c). No drawdown is
predicted to occur in the alluvium under the proposed mining plan”.
The 2014 Annual Surface Water and Groundwater Monitoring report included references to
subsidence related impacts (e.g. Section 5.2.2 Surface Water (p.36)) as well as rainfall
(Section 2.4.1 (pp.13-15).
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No.
2.29(f)

Condition
Two years prior to conducting second workings in any area, the Applicant shall
establish a groundwater monitoring station in that area with the purpose of
distinguishing existing flows and the variations in water flow caused by mine
operations and subsidence and to allow assessment of the likely impact on flora and
on areas such as the Grotto precinct.

Evidence Source












GHD (2015), Annual Surface
Water and Groundwater
Monitoring Report 2014, April
2014
Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
GHD Pty Ltd (2014), Annual
Surface Water & Groundwater
Monitoring Report, Airly Mine,
June 2013
RPS Aquaterra (2012), Airly
Mine Annual Surface and
Groundwater Monitoring Report
2012, Ref: S102/067b, 12
February 2013
Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining
Lease 1331, October 2012
Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining
Lease 1331, October 2013
Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining
Lease 1331, October 2014

Comment / Finding
MCW Environmental understand that during the audit period Airly conducted development
works and then returned and completed partial extraction. Up until 31 December 2014 this
process was conducted in accordance with Clause 88 (Bord and Pillar Systems) of the Coal
Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006. The 31 December 2014 deadline being triggered
by Condition 13(b), Schedule 2 of DA 162_91. Airly management reported that they consider
Clause 88 to meet the definition of first workings, hence consider only first workings were
completed while the Coal Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006 was in place.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992 allows lease holders time to transition to the new
requirements by providing for the approval of Subsidence Management Plans submitted on or
before 31 December 2014 as Extraction Plans for the purposes of the Mining Lease.
Secondary workings will occur when Airly’s draft Extraction Plan has been reviewed and
approved by DP&E.
Evidence of groundwater monitoring reports was sighted. The latest Annual Surface Water
and Groundwater Monitoring Report 2014 (GHD, 2015) indicated that “no surface water
impacts are expected. Groundwater impacts are predicted to be limited to minor groundwater
inflows into the mine workings of up to 5.1 ML/year, primarily from the overlying Permian strata,
the surrounding coal seam and underlying Marrangaroo Formation (GHD, 2014c). No
drawdown is predicted to occur in the alluvium under the proposed mining plan”. The Annual
Surface Water and Groundwater Monitoring Report for 2013 (GHD, 2014, p.iii) noted that “the
likely impacts on water resources resulting from mining operations proposed to be undertaken
throughout 2014 have been assessed. No surface water or groundwater impacts are
expected”.
Exploration reports for 2012, 2013 and 2014 were available for review. The reports noted the
following concerning groundwater monitoring:





One full and three partly cored HQ size boreholes were completed in 2012. Each
borehole was geophysically logged on completion and core samples of the
Lidsdale/Lithgow were taken for analysis. Packer testing was undertaken on each
borehole and piezometers installed to enable ongoing groundwater monitoring.
Four partly cored HQ size boreholes were completed in 2013 APR06, APR07, APR08 &
APR09). Packer testing was undertaken on APR06, APR07 and APR08 and piezometers
installed to enable ongoing groundwater monitoring.
No exploration drilling was completed during 2014.

On the basis of the interpretation above regarding first workings; and the results of the GHD
report; Airly are considered compliant with this condition.
2.29(g)

Data emerging from such monitoring and an assessment set out in (e) and (f) above
shall be included in the annual environmental management plan report referred to in
Condition No 30 of this Consent.






Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2012, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232

Condition 30 has been deleted as part of MOD3.

Compliant

MCW Environmental sighted the AEMRs for the 2012 and 2013 and noted that the AEMRs
included Sections called Groundwater Pollution' and Groundwater Management.

2.30

Deleted

-

-

-

2.31

Deleted

-

-

-
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No.

Condition

2.32

Environmental Officer

Evidence Source



The Applicant shall employ or contract the services of an Environmental Officer
whose qualifications are acceptable to the DRE for the proposed development to be
responsible for ensuring that nominated environmental safeguards proposed for the
development and as required by this Consent and other statutory approvals are
enforced and monitored from the commencement of construction.
2.33

Mine Closure

Letter - Centennial (2012),
Notification of Environment and
Community Coordinator, 14
May 2012

Comment / Finding
Airly Mine has a dedicated Environmental and Community Coordinator working full-time at the
site.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

From time to time there is an environmental graduate working and training on the site. A letter
from Airly to DTRIS-DRE dated 14 May 2012 notifying the Department of the appointment of a
new Environmental and Community Coordinator was available for review.

-

Not triggered during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

-

Airly management reported that no disputes have arisen during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Airly management reported that there has been no request to provide alternative access to that
presently available along Crown roads in the vicinity of the pit top works and balloon rail loop.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

The Applicant shall, one month prior to a planned mine closure, notify the
employees, the Council, the Secretary and the relevant authorities of any proposed
mine closure and undertake all consultations and negotiations as are necessary in
the circumstances.
2.34

Dispute Resolution
Any dispute arising between any of the parties in respect of the above conditions
shall be referred to the Minister for Planning for resolution.

2.35

ALTERNATIVE ACCESS

The Applicant shall provide alternative access to that presently available along
Crown roads in the vicinity of the pit top works and balloon rail loop when and if
required to the satisfaction of the NSW Trade and Investment Crown Lands and if
necessary to public roads to the satisfaction of the Council.
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Site observations

No alternative access to that presently available along Crown roads in the vicinity of the pit top
works and balloon rail loop was sighted by the auditors during the site inspection on 19 and 20
March 2015.
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2.36

Environmental Strategy

Evidence Source



The Applicant shall prepare and implement an Environmental Management
Strategy for Airly Coal mine to the satisfaction of the Secretary. This strategy must:
h)
i)

be submitted to the Secretary for approval by 1 March 2015;
provide the strategic framework for environmental management of the Airly
Coal mine;
j) identify the statutory approvals that apply to the development;
k) describe the role, responsibility, authority and accountability of all key
personnel involved in the environmental management of the development;
l) describe the procedures that would be implemented to:

keep the local community and relevant agencies informed about
the operation and environmental performance of the development;

receive, handle, respond to, and record complaints;

resolve any disputes that may arise during the course of the
development;

respond to any non-compliance;

respond to emergencies; and
m) include:

copies of any strategies, plans and programs approved under the
conditions of this consent; and

a clear plan depicting all the monitoring required to be carried out
under the conditions of this consent.



Centennial Airly (no date),
Environmental Management
Strategy Airly Mine, AIR-MP2196,
Letter - Centennial Airly (2015),
Airly Mine - Environmental
Management Strategy, dated
24 February 2015

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Airly has developed an Environmental Management Strategy (the Strategy) in accordance with
Condition 36, Schedule 2 of PA 162_91.

Compliant (pending approval by
the Secretary)

The following was noted concerning the Strategy:

REC-2015-02
Recommendations

a)
b)

c)
d)

The Strategy was submitted to the Secretary for approval on 24 February 2015. The
Secretary had not approved the Strategy at the time of the audit.
Section 2 of the Strategy provided the strategic framework and included an overview of the
Environmental System, Environmental Management Plans. The Strategy included, but
was not limited to sections addressing environmental inspections, roles, responsibilities,
resources, training, communication, community and complaints and handling dispute
resolution. MCW Environmental consider these topics to generally provide the strategic
framework for the environmental management of Airly.
Section 3 sets out the statutory requirements of the project in accordance with Condition
5.1(c).
Section 7 sets out resources, roles, responsibilities, authority and accountabilities for
environmental management of the development.

e)
-

Sections 4.1 to 4.5 described the process for managing community issues and
information;
section 4.5 described how to manage complaints
section 4.7 described the dispute resolution process
section 4.6 addressed non-compliances but did not clearly identify how these
would be managed
section 5 referenced the Pollution Incident Response Management Plan (PIRMP)
as the principal document for managing environmental incidents.

Ensure the procedure(s) for
managing non-compliances are
included in the next
revision/update of the Strategy.
The Strategy be updated to:
1) Better reflect the
rehabilitation and weed
management strategies.
2) Provide an overview of
measuring rehabilitation
performance against closure
criteria – or refer to the Closure
Plan and/or MOP once
developed.
3) Define an environmental
hazards reporting approach as
a means of developing a culture
of reporting all issues and
providing a leading indicator for
environmental
management/performance.

f)
-

-

Appendix 2 included only PA 06_0012. No other plans or programs were
included in the Strategy. Reference to plans required by PA 162_91 was made in
Section 2.2 (p.6).
Appendix A included a Plan (i.e. Figure) ‘Plan B’ of environmental monitoring
locations for the development. Section 6.1 addressed environmental monitoring
and referenced the Airly Environmental Monitoring Plan (AIR-MP-1073).

Section 8 (p.14) noted that an audit of the Strategy will be conducted on an annual basis
following preparation of the Annual Review.
The Strategy did not address the rehabilitation and weed management strategies at the site.
The Strategy did not clearly address how environmental hazards are addressed and reported.
This Condition was found to be compliant pending approval by the Secretary.
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No.

Condition

2.37

Adaptive Management
The Applicant shall assess and manage development-related risks to ensure that
there are no exceedances of the criteria and/or performance measures in this
consent. Any exceedance of these criteria and/or performance measures constitutes
a breach of this consent and may be subject to penalty or offence provisions under
the EP&A Act or EP&A Regulation.

Evidence Source

-

Comment / Finding
Airly management reported that no events have triggered the requirements of this Condition
during the audit period.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (not triggered)

From the data reviewed by MCW Environmental, no exceedance of criteria and/or performance
measures provided in Schedule 2 was evident during the audit period. It is noted that this
Condition was only included in DA 162_91 MOD 3 on 9 October 2014.

Where any exceedance of these criteria and/or performance measures has occurred,
the Applicant must, at the earliest opportunity:
a)
b)

c)

take all reasonable and feasible steps to ensure that the exceedance
ceases and does not recur;
consider all reasonable and feasible options for remediation (where
relevant) and submit a report to the Department describing those options
and any preferred remediation measures or other course of action; and
implement remediation measures as directed by the Secretary,

to the satisfaction of the Secretary.
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No.

Condition

2.38

Management Plan Requirements
The Applicant shall ensure that the management plans required under this consent
are prepared in accordance with any relevant guidelines, and include:
a)
b)

c)
d)

e)
f)
g)

h)

detailed baseline data;
a description of:

the relevant statutory requirements (including any relevant
approval, licence or lease conditions);

any relevant limits or performance measures/criteria;

the specific performance indicators that are proposed to be used to
judge the performance of, or guide the implementation of, the
development or any management measures;
a description of the measures that would be implemented to comply with the
relevant statutory requirements, limits, or performance measures/criteria;
a program to monitor and report on the:

impacts and environmental performance of the development;

effectiveness of any management measures (see c above);
a contingency plan to manage any unpredicted impacts and their
consequences;
a program to investigate and implement ways to improve the environmental
performance of the development over time;
a protocol for managing and reporting any:

incidents;

complaints;

non-compliances with statutory requirements; and

exceedances of the impact assessment criteria and/or
performance criteria; and
a protocol for periodic review of the plan.

Note: The Secretary may waive some of these requirements if they are unnecessary
or unwarranted for particular management plans.

Evidence Source









Centennial (2011), Water
Management Plan, Airly MP
1074, EMS Section 2
Centennial (2009), Landscape
Rehabilitation Management
Plan, Airly MP 1078
Centennial (2014a), Surface
Water Monitoring and
Management Plan, AIR-MP3091, Draft
Centennial (2014b),
Groundwater Water Monitoring
and Management Plan, AIRMP-3090, Draft
Centennial (2011) Water
Management Plan, Airly MP1074

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

It is noted that this Condition was only included in DA 162_91 MOD 3 on 9 October 2014 and
that some management plans were prepared and/or approved prior to 9 October 2014. Other
than the Environmental Management Strategy no plans are currently required to be submitted
for approval under DA 162_91.

Indeterminate

It is also noted that DA 162_91 was granted prior to the requirements to prepare and submit for
approval (following a consultation process with specified government agencies) specific
environmental management plans, for example waste, cultural heritage, noise and air quality
plans.

Implement the Draft Surface
Water Monitoring Management
and Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan
until the Airly Extension Project
is determined.

Following completion of the EIS for the Airly Extension Project the site has prepared a Draft
Surface Water Monitoring Management and a Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring
Management Plan. The plans are not for the Airly Extension Project rather are based on
assessments conducted for the Project. Airly envisage consulting with Government agencies
concerning the plans in the near future.
The current Water Management Plan (Centennial, 2011) has not been updated since 2011 and
the Landscape Rehabilitation Management Plan (Centennial, 2009) has not been updated
since 2009.









The Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan did not include reference to DA 162_91, EPL 12374 or
groundwater bore licences in the Legislation section (Section 4).
The Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan did not include a protocol for periodic review of the plans.
Section 10 (Roles & Responsibilities) identifies that the Environmental Coordinator will
audit and review the plans but the period or triggers for a review of the plan are not
provided.
Section 7 (Monitoring) of the Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the Draft
Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan included a description of the measures
that would be implemented to comply with the relevant statutory requirements, limits, or
performance measures/criteria.
Section 11 (Audit and Review) of the Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and the
Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan included a program to monitor and
report on the impacts and environmental performance of the development effectiveness of
any management measures.
Trigger Action Response Plans (TARPs) were included for the Draft Surface Water
Monitoring Management and the Draft Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan
for managing and reporting any: incidents, complaints, non-compliances with statutory
requirements and exceedances of impact assessment criteria and/or performance criteria.

REC-2015-03
Recommendations

Update the legislation sections
of the Draft Surface Water
Monitoring Management and
the Draft Groundwater Water
Monitoring Management Plan to
include references to the project
approval, EPL and any other
licence or permits should
approval for the Airly Extension
Project be granted.

This condition is considered indeterminate given:
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No management plans other than the Environmental Management Strategy are required
under this approval.
Airly has prepared a Draft Surface Water Monitoring Management and a Draft
Groundwater Water Monitoring Management Plan but not submitted them for approval.
Mining activities under DA 162_91 will cease on 31 October 2015 should the Airly
Extension Project not be approved.
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No.

Condition

2.39

Annual Review

Evidence Source



By the end of March each year, unless the Secretary agrees otherwise, the Applicant
shall review the environmental performance of the development to the satisfaction of
the Secretary. This review must:
a)

b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

describe the development (including any rehabilitation) that was carried out
in the past financial year, and the development that is proposed to be
carried out over the next year;
include a comprehensive review of the monitoring results and complaints
records of the development over the past financial year, which includes a
comparison of these results against the:

relevant statutory requirements, limits or performance
measures/criteria;

requirements of any plan or program required under this consent;

monitoring results of previous years; and

relevant predictions in the EA;
identify any non-compliance over the past financial year, and describe what
actions were (or are being) taken to ensure compliance;
identify any trends in the monitoring data over the life of the development;
identify any discrepancies between the predicted and actual impacts of the
development, and analyse the potential cause of any significant
discrepancies; and
describe what measures will be implemented over the current financial year
to improve the environmental performance of the development.







AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine ML
1331 & A232
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2013),
The 2012 Airly Coal Mine –
Annual Environmental
Management Report (AEMR), 5
September 2013, Ref:
MCV13/144, OUT/26582
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
The 2013 Airly Coal Mine –
Annual Environmental
Management Report (AEMR), 3
June 2014, Ref: MCV14/332,
OUT14/13665

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Airly use the Annual Environmental Management Report (AEMR) as the Annual Review. The
2014 AEMR was submitted prior to the end of March 2015, however was after the site
inspection. The 2014 AEMR has not been assessed against the condition.

Compliant (pending approval of
the 2014 AEMR under this
Condition)

The 2012 and 2013 AEMRs were written prior to this Condition being included in DA 162_91
MOD 3 on 9 October 2014 therefore conditions 39 a) to f) do not apply for those reports.
A letter from DTRIS-DRE dated 5 September 2013 concerning the 2012 AEMR noted that ‘the
AEMR provides a very good summary of the mine operations and environmental performance
and is considered to be satisfactory’. The letter also noted that 2011 AEMR actions had been
addressed. An AEMR meeting for the site was held on 28 August 2013. A site inspection was
held on 18 June 2013 attended by two officers from DTRIS-DRE and the letter stated that ‘the
site was considered to be relatively tidy and well managed with regard to environmental issues.
No significant areas of concern were noted’. DTRIS-DRE noted the proposed activities for the
2013 period and indicated particular attention be paid to water management and weed control
issues.
A letter from DTRIS-DRE dated 3 June 2014 concerning the 2013 AEMR noted that ‘the AEMR
provides a good summary of the mine operations and environmental performance and is
considered to be satisfactory’. An AEMR meeting for the site was held on 8 May 2014
attended by three officers from DTRIS-DRE who noted ‘the site appears to be relatively tidy
and well managed with regard to environmental issues. No significant areas of concern were
noted. Some weeds were present at various areas of the site and need to be controlled on an
ongoing basis’.
Despite the 2012 and 2013 being written prior to this condition being granted the following is
noted:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The 2012 and 2013 AEMRs included descriptions of the developments during the
reporting period (Section 2). Section 5 addressed any rehabilitation.
Monitoring results for the calendar year that provided a comparison against statutory
requirements were provided in Section 3.
Non-compliances were addressed throughout Section 3 of the AEMRs and included
details concerning the actions that were (or are being taken) to ensure compliance.
The 2013 AEMR did not include trending as this condition postdates the 2013 AEMR.
No discrepancies were noted in the 2013 AEMR or the 2012 AEMR for the reporting
periods.
Measures that will be implemented in the current financial year were included in Section 6
of the AEMRs. These included, but were not limited to:
- Ongoing flora and fauna survey and monitoring work over the lease areas.
- Installation of groundwater monitoring sites across the lease areas after
completion of exploratory drilling.
- Continued weed and pest management – the auditors observed a rehabilitated
site adjacent to the pit top fan and evidence of weed management on the access
road to the pit top during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015.
- Water and dust monitoring – the auditors observed evidence of water and dust
monitoring including use of a water cart on unsealed roads during the site
inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015.

Further comments concerning the AEMR are provided in Section 3 of the Report.
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No.

Condition

2.40

Revision of Strategies, Plans And Programs

Evidence Source

Compliance Status &
Recommendation



Airly management plans,
programs and strategies as
detailed in Appendix A.

Airly management reported that requirements to revise strategies, plans and programs had not
been triggered during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)



Community Consultation
Committee Meeting Minutes Available at: Airly Mine website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.
au/Environment/Airly.aspx
[Accessed 2 March 2015 at
16:00hrs]
Letter – Lithgow City Council
(2014), Notification of Council
Representative to Airly Mine
Community Consultative
Committee, 23 December 2014
Letter – Centennial (2014) Airly
CCC, 19 December 2014
Letter – Capertee Valley
Alliance Inc (2014), Expression
of Interest for Community
Representative of the Airly
CCC, 25 November 2014
Letter - Name Withheld (2014),
Application for Appointment
Airly CCC, 21 November 2014
Application - Name Withheld
(2014), Application for
Appointment Airly CCC

A Special Monitoring Committee (SMC) had been operating at Airly prior to 31 December
2014.

Compliant

ECD Lotus Notes Database.
Pollution Incident Response
Management Plan – AIR-MP2100
APR06 Incident

Airly management reported that there have not been any incidents that have:

Within 3 months of:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Comment / Finding

the submission of an annual review under Condition 39 above;
the submission of an incident report under Condition 42 below;
the submission of an audit report under Condition 44 below; or
any modification to the conditions of this consent (unless the conditions
require otherwise),

the Applicant shall review, and if necessary revise, the strategies, plans, and
programs required under this consent to the satisfaction of the Secretary.
Where this review leads to revisions in any such document, then within 4 weeks of
the review, unless the Secretary agrees otherwise, the revised document must be
submitted to the Secretary for approval.
Note: This is to ensure the strategies, plans and programs are updated on a regular
basis, and incorporate any recommended measures to improve the environmental
performance of the development.
2.41

Community Consultative Committee
By 31 December 2014, the Applicant shall establish and consequently operate a
Community Consultative Committee (CCC) for Airly Coal Mine to the satisfaction of
the Secretary. This CCC must be operated in general accordance with the
Guidelines for Establishing and Operating Community Consultative Committees for
Mining Developments (Department of Planning, 2007, or its latest version).



Notes:



The CCC is an advisory committee. The Department and other relevant
agencies are responsible for ensuring that the Applicant complies with this
consent.
In accordance with the guideline, the Committee should be comprised of an
independent chair and appropriate representation from the Applicant,
Council, recognised environmental groups and the local community.







2.42

Incident Reporting
The Applicant shall immediately notify the Secretary and any other relevant agencies
of any incident. Within 7 days of the date of the incident, the Applicant shall provide
the Secretary and any relevant agencies with a detailed report on the incident, and
such further reports as may be requested.
Note: An incident includes a set of circumstances that:



causes or threatens to cause actual or potential harm to the health or safety
of human beings or to ecosystems that is not trivial harm to the
environment; and/or
breaches or exceeds the limits or performance measures/criteria in this
consent
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The SMC has been replaced by the Community Consultative Committee (CCC).
SMC meetings were held on the following dates during the audit period:









21 August 2014
15 May 2014
20 February 2014
31 October 2013
19 September 2013
15 August 2013
18 June 2013
13 March 2013

Meetings are held at the Airly Administration site office.
A letter from Airly to DTRIS-DRE dated 19 December 2014 was viewed that indicated three
expressions of interest from the community and one expression of interest from NSW National
Parks had been received by the site. Expressions of interest were enclosed with the letter to
the Department. The CCC includes representation from Lithgow City Council, the Capertee
Valley Alliance as well as individual community members. Letters of application were available
for review.
The first CCC (under the new arrangements) meeting was reported by Airly management to be
planned for 21 April 2015.

a)
b)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Caused or threatened to cause actual or potential harm to the health or safety of
human beings or to ecosystems that is not trivial harm to the environment; and/or
Breached or exceeded the limits or performance measures/criteria in this consent.

Therefore no incident report has been provided to the Secretary and any other relevant
agencies since this condition has been granted.
The auditors sighted the ECD Lotus Notes database during the site inspection that provided a
summary of Centennial Coal defined Level 1-5 incidents (Refer to Section 5.2 of the Report for
further details).
It is noted this condition post-dates an incident of exploration site ARP06 in the National Park
being over cleared and without approval in April 2013.
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No.

Condition

2.43

Regular Reporting

Evidence Source



The Applicant shall provide regular reporting on the environmental performance of
the development on its website, in accordance with the reporting arrangements in
any plans or programs approved under the conditions of this consent.

Airly Mine website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.
au/Environment/Airly.aspx
[Accessed 2 March 2015 at
16:00hrs]

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Documents including, but not limited to the following were available on the Airly website:

Compliant










Environmental Monitoring Data
Environment Management Plans
Environmental Assessments
Development and Environment Approvals
Environmental Management Reports
Subsidence Management Plans
Independent Environmental Audit
Community Consultation documents including minutes and agendas for meetings as well
as a complaints register

A copy of the 2013 AEMR was available on the Airly website.
2.44

Independent Environmental Audit



By the 1 March 2015, and every 3 years thereafter, unless the Secretary directs
otherwise, the Applicant shall commission and pay the full cost of an Independent
Environmental Audit of the development. This audit must:
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)

be conducted by a suitably qualified, experienced and independent team of
experts whose appointment has been endorsed by the Secretary;
include consultation with the relevant agencies;
assess the environmental performance of the development and assess
whether it is complying with the requirements in this consent and any
relevant EPL or Mining Lease (including any assessment, plan or program
required under these approvals);
review the adequacy of strategies, plans or programs required under the
abovementioned approvals; and
recommend appropriate measures or actions to improve the environmental
performance of the development, and/or any assessment, plan or program
required under the abovementioned approvals.

Within 6 weeks of the completion of this audit, unless the Secretary agrees
otherwise, the Applicant shall submit a copy of the audit report to the Secretary,
together with its response to any recommendations contained in the audit report.
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This audit report and supporting documents address the requirements of Condition 44,
Schedule 2 of DA 162_91.
a)

b)
c)

d)
e)

Compliant

Airly commissioned MCW Environmental to conduct the 2015 Independent Environmental
Audit. The MCW Environmental audit team was approved by the DP&E to conduct the
audit in a letter to Airly dated 5 February 2015. The site inspection was conducted on the
19 and 20 March 205.
The 2015 IEA involved consultation with the following agencies: DP&E, DTIRIS-DRE and
EPA.
The 2015 IEA assessed the environmental performance of the project against the
requirements of MCoA 162_91, EPL 12374, and Mining Lease 1331 and plans and
programs required by these approvals.
The 2015 IEA reviewed the adequacy of strategies, plans or programs required by these
approvals.
The 2015 IEA included appropriate measures and/or actions to improve the environmental
performance of the project, and/or any assessment, plan or program required under the
abovementioned approvals.

Refer to Table 1-1 of the Report for further details.

Note: This audit team must be led by a suitably qualified auditor and include experts
in any field specified by the Secretary.
2.45

Letter – DP&E NSW (2015),
Endorsement of Auditors, 5
February 2015

-

Noted

Noted

This is the first Independent Environmental Audit as required by the latest modification to PA
162_91.
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Condition

2.46

Access to Information
Within 3 months of the date of this consent, the Applicant shall:
a)

b)
c)

make copies of the following publicly available on its website:

the EA;

current statutory approvals for the development;

approved strategies, plans and programs required under the
conditions of this consent;

a comprehensive summary of the monitoring results of the
development, reported in accordance with the specifications in any
conditions of this consent, or any approved plans and programs;

a complaints register, which is to be updated monthly;

minutes of CCC meetings;

the annual reviews of the development (for the last 5 years, if
applicable);

any independent environmental audit of the development, and the
Applicant’s response to the recommendations in any audit;

any other matter required by the Secretary; and
keep this information up-to-date,
to the satisfaction of the Secretary.

Evidence Source


Airly Mine website:
http://www.centennialcoal.com.
au/Environment/Airly.aspx
[Accessed 2 March 2015 at
16:00hrs]

Comment / Finding
a)

Compliant

The following plans and reports were available:
- Annual Environment Management Report 2013
- Pollution Incident Response Plan
Former SMC meeting minutes were available online (August 2014 through to June 2010) as
well as the Complaints Register (uploaded 16 December 2014). The new format CCC meeting
had not occurred at the time of the site inspection. Document upload dates were available on
the website.
Environment Protection Licence Monitoring Data was available on the website for the period
January 2015 through to May 2012.
b)

Appendix A: Audit Compliance Register – Airly Mine Independent Environmental Audit 2015

Access to information appears to be in compliance with the requirements of this condition.
The Airly website was reviewed and observed to contain the following information:
- Environmental Monitoring Data
- Environment Management Plans
- Environmental Assessments
- Development and Environment Approvals
- Environmental Management Reports
- Subsidence Management Plans
- Independent Environmental Audit
- Community Consultation documents including minutes and agendas for meetings
as well as a complaints register

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Information on the Airly website appeared to be up-to-date. It is noted that the next CCC
meeting is scheduled for April 2015.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.

Condition

A1.1

Administrative Controls

Evidence Source



This licence authorises the carrying out of the scheduled activities listed below at the
premises specified in A2. The activities are listed according to their scheduled activity
classification, fee-based activity classification and the scale of the operation.
Unless otherwise further restricted by a condition of this licence, the scale at which the
activity is carried out must not exceed the maximum scale specified in this condition.
Scheduled Activity

Fee Based Activity

Scale

Coal Works

Coal Works

0 – 2, 000,000 T handled

Mining for Coal

Mining for Coal





>500,000 – 2,000,000 T produced

AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2013, Airly Mine
ML 1331 & A232.
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management
Report 1 January to 31
December 2012, Airly Mine
ML 1331 & A232
Annual Review (2014) 1
January to 31 December
2012, Airly Mine ML 1331 &
A232

Comment / Finding
Airly operates at the address specified in the EPL and undertakes the scheduled activities
specified (Mining for coal; Coal Works).

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

The EPL was varied on 31 August 2012 for ROM Coal with a licence limit increase from 0500,000 t to 500,000 - 2,000,000 t. A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to
include a condition for extreme rainfall events (Condition L2.5).
Airly production figures for the audit period were sighted. The following ROM coal production
was reported:



2012 and 2013: 731,250 tonnes Note.
2014: 481,587 tonnes

Note

On the 28 November 2012, Centennial Coal announced that Airly would be placed on
‘Care and Maintenance’, commencing in January 2013. The site remained in care and
maintenance throughout 2013 and reopened in February 2014.
These operations are within the fee based activity levels defined (Mining for coal >50,000 to
2,000,000 Tonnes produced; Coal Works 0 - 2,000,000 Tonnes loaded).

A2.1

Premises or Plant to Which This Licence Applies

-

Noted

Noted

An application to vary EPL 12374 10 August 2010 was available for review as well as Figure
of licenced monitoring points.

Compliant

The licence applies to the following premises:
Airly Mine, 319 Glen Davis Road, Carpertee, NSW 2846
Mining Lease No. 1331
A3.1

Information Supplied to the EPA
Works and activities must be carried out in accordance with the proposal contained in the
licence application, except as expressly provided by a condition of this licence.
In this condition the reference to "the licence application" includes a reference to:
a)

b)

the applications for any licences (including former pollution control approvals) which
this licence replaces under the Protection of the Environment Operations (Savings and
Transitional) Regulation 1998; and
the licence information form provided by the licensee to the EPA to assist the EPA in
connection with the issuing of this licence.
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EPA Licence Variation
Application – Premises, 10
August 2012
Figure AM00016A
– Centennial Airly Monitoring
& Discharge Points, 16
August 2012

Works appeared to be generally in line with the change to applicable fee-based activities and
scale/capacity application.
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Condition
No.

Condition

Evidence Source

P1.1

Location of Monitoring/Discharge Points and Areas



The following points referred to in the table below are identified in this licence for the
purposes of monitoring and/or the setting of limits for the emission of pollutants to the air
from the point.



Air
EPA
ID #

Type of Monitoring
Point

3

Dust Monitoring Point

4

P1.2

Dust Monitoring Point

Type of
Discharge
Point
-

-

Local Description

DM1 as indicated on Plan2 "Airly Coal Pty Ltd
Monitoring Points" Supporting Documentation 20
June 2005.
DM2 as indicated on Plan2 "Airly Coal Pty Ltd
Monitoring Points" Supporting Documentation 20
June 2005.

5

Dust Monitoring Point

-

DM3as indicated on Plan2 "Airly Coal Pty Ltd
Monitoring Points" Supporting Documentation 20
June 2005.

6

Dust Monitoring Point

-

DM4 as indicated on Plan2 "Airly Coal Pty Ltd
Monitoring Points" Supporting Documentation 20
June 2005.

Location of Monitoring/Discharge Points and Areas








-

Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
Figure AM00016A
– Centennial Airly Monitoring
& Discharge Points, 16
August 2012

Comment / Finding
Monthly environmental monitoring reports from 2012 to 2015 were available on the Airly
website. The monthly reports contained Air Quality Monitoring data (Section 3), including
Depositional Dust results (Section 3.1).

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

A Figure (AM0016A) of licenced monitoring points including identified EPL dust monitoring
locations DM1 to DM4 was available for review.
Monthly dust monitoring results from 4 January 2013 through to 14 January 2015 were
available for review. Monthly environmental monitoring data reports are available on the Airly
website. The reports include dust results. Monitoring results for Total Insoluble Solids
measured in g/m2/month obtained during 2012, 2013 and 2014 showed compliance with the
normal deposition criteria rolling average of 4 g/m2/month. Dust monitoring was reportedly
undertaken by ALS.
Based on the data described above, MCW Environmental assessed that Airly appeared to be
conducting dust monitoring at locations DM1 to DM4 as identified in this condition.

Noted

Noted

The following points referred to in the table are identified in this licence for the purposes of
the monitoring and/or the setting of limits for discharges of pollutants to water from the
point.
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Condition
No.

Condition

Evidence Source

P1.3

Location of Monitoring/Discharge Points and Areas



The following utilisation areas referred to in the table below are identified in this licence for
the purposes of the monitoring and/or the setting of limits for any application of solids or
liquids to the utilisation area.



Water and Land
EPA
ID #

Type of Monitoring
Point

Type of Discharge
Point

Local Description

1

Discharge to Water

Discharge to Water

Point 1 located adjacent to secondary
settling dam as detailed on Drawing No.
AM00016a "Monitoring and Discharge
Points" provided to the EPA on 23 August
2012

7

Discharge to Water

Discharge to Water

Point 7 located at the “7 ML Dirty Water
Dam” and labelled LDP2 on Drawing No.
AM00016A “Monitoring and Discharge
Points” provided to the EPA on 23 August
2012.

8

Discharge to Water

Discharge to Water

Point 8 located at dam adjacent to Train
Loading Point and labelled as LDP3 on
Drawing No. AM00016A “Monitoring and
Discharge Points” provided to the EPA on
23 August 2012.
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Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
Figure – Centennial Airly
Monitoring & Discharge
Points, 16 August 2012
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
Figure AM00016A
– Centennial Airly Monitoring
& Discharge Points, 16
August 2012
EPA Licence Variation
Application – Premises, 10
August 2012

Comment / Finding
Monthly environmental monitoring reports from 2012 to 2015 were available on the Airly
website. The monthly reports contained Surface Water Quality (Section 4) and Water
Volume (Section 5).

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

An Excel® spread sheet of water monitoring data for the following periods and including EPA
Point 1 (LDP1), EPA Point 7 (LDP2) and EPA Point 8 (LDP8) was available for review:





9 January 2012 to 12 December 2012;
9 January 2013 to 18 December 2013;
8 January 2014 to 15 December 2015; and
7 January 2015.

The Figure AM00016A showing licenced discharge points was available for review.
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No.

Condition

L1.1

Pollution of Waters
Except as may be expressly provided in any other condition of this licence, the licensee
must comply with section 120 of the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997.

Evidence Source
















Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
EPL 12374
Centennial (2011) Water
Management Plan, Airly MP1074
Centennial (2014a), Surface
Water Monitoring and
Management Plan, AIR-MP3091, Draft
Centennial (2014b),
Groundwater Water
Monitoring and Management
Plan, AIR-MP-3090, Draft
EPL 12374, Non-compliance
Detail, M2.2
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au
[Accessed 17:00hrs], 24
March 2015.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Comment / Finding
In general Airly had effective means of controlling and managing clean and dirty water on site
as outlined in the 2011 Water Management Plan. Surface water is directed to drains that flow
to the water management dams and is reused in the mine for dust suppression and other
uses. The following observations are noted:








Non-compliant (based on
TSS exceedances)

The workshop area drains to the 109 ML dirty water dam. MCW Environmental
understands that 109 ML dam is regularly monitored for oil and grease as well as pH and
TSS.
The 35 ML dam (LDP1) has not discharged during the audit period but did discharge on
17 January 2012 (outside of the audit period). On this occasion Airly failed to collect a
water sample during a discharge event of approximately 4 kL. Corrective actions
implemented by Airly included an alarm notification system via text message (SMS). The
auditors sighted the notification system infrastructure at LDP1 during the site inspection
on 19 and 20 March 2015. The EPA was satisfied with the actions to correct the issue as
noted on their website.
Airly management reported that communications with National Parks concerning the
upkeep of access roads is not always documented; however, verbal feedback is provided
through meetings.
It was observed that a low level (i.e. ~ 30 cm) concrete bund wall and paving had been
constructed to the concrete slab beneath the train loader bin to contain and control
surface water and coal when washed down after use and direct water and coal fines to
the Train loader dam (LDP3 on Figure AM00016A).
A pH exceedance occurred at LDP1 on 1 March 2012. pH exceedances at LDP1 also
occurred on 27 and 28 February 2012 at LDP1 (i.e. just outside the audit period). EPL
12374 was varied on 31 August 2012 to allow for a pH of 6.5 to 9.0.

The following exceedances of EPL criteria were noted during the audit period:
Date

Location

Result

EPL Limit (mg/L)

4 April 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 468 mg/L

50

14 March 2014

LDP3

TSS result of 714 mg/L

29 January 2013

LDP3

TSS result of 121 mg/L

A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include a condition for extreme rainfall
events (Condition L2.5). It is noted that the above incidents occurred prior to the new
Condition L2.5. EPL condition L2.5 specifies that the limits specified under Condition L2.4 for
the sediment basins identified as EPA licence discharge points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when
the discharge occurs soley as a result of rainfall measured at the premises which exceeds a
total of 44 millimetre of rainfall over any consecutive five day period. No regulatory action was
taken by the EPA concerning the above exceedances.
Based on the above exceedances of EPL 12374 this condition is considered non-compliant.
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Condition
No.

Condition

L2.1

Concentration Limits
For each monitoring/discharge point or utilisation area specified in the table\s below (by a
point number), the concentration of a pollutant discharged at that point, or applied to that
area, must not exceed the concentration limits specified for that pollutant in the table.

Evidence Source













Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
EPL 12374
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
ALS Website (2015)
AMLDP001 Airly Mine
LDP001, Available at:
https://portal.alsglobal.com
[Accessed 25/03/2015 at
09:02am]

Comment / Finding
Water monitoring data was observed for LDP1, LDP2, LDP3 (Points 1, 7 & 8) for the period 6
March 2012 through to 7 January 2015. Airly conducts water monitoring at numerous points
around the mine and surrounding areas, in addition to monitoring water discharge at its
licensed discharge points. ALS Laboratories conduct water sampling and analysis on behalf
of Airly.
The following concentration limit exceedances was noted during the audit period:






TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on
the 4 April 2014 was 478 mg/L. The discharge followed a rainfall event during which
approximately 57 mm of rain had fallen earlier in the day prior to the discharge event. A
pump at the Train Loader Dam was used to transfer water to the 109 ML Dirty Water
Dam. The pump was observed during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March 2015.
TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on
the 14 March 2014 was 714 mg/L. The discharge of water followed a rainfall event during
which approximately 25 mm of rain had fallen during an electrical storm. The electrical
storm created power outages at the mine site and prevented safe access to the Train
Loader Dam (LDP3). When it was safe to access to the Train Loader Dam a pump was
used to transfer water to the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam.
TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on
the 29 January 2013 121 mg/L. The discharge of water followed a rainfall event in which
73.8 mm of rain had fallen in the five days prior to the discharge event.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Non-compliant
REC-2015-05
Recommendation
Consider investigating
options to reduce the
potential for discharges at
LDP 3 or review monitoring
data to demonstrate that
discharges at LDP3 do not
impact downstream waters.

It is noted that the above incidents occurred following rainfall events in excess of 44 mm. EPL
condition L2.5 specifies that the limits specified under Condition L2.4 for the sediment basins
identified as EPA licence discharge points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when the discharge occurs
soley as a result of rainfall measured at the premises which exceeds a total of 44 millimetre of
rainfall over any consecutive 5 day period. A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May
2014 to include a condition for extreme rainfall events (Condition L2.5). No regulatory action
was taken by the EPA concerning the above exceedances.
No exceedences of the criteria has occurred since the variation to the EPL in May 2014.
Due to the above exceedances of EPL criteria this condition is considered non-compliant for
the audit period. It is noted that since the EPL variation, no non compliance with this
condition has been reported by Airly and hence no further action appears to be required to
maintain compliance with the current EPL. However, Airly could consider works to minimise
the potential for overflow of the sediment dam such as increasing the capacity of the sediment
dam. Alternatively, Airly could demonstrate through monitoring of downstream waters that
discharges at LDP3 do not have an impact on downstream waters.
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No.
L2.2

Condition
Where a pH quality limit is specified in the table, the specified percentage of samples must
be within the specified ranges.

Evidence Source
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Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
EPL 12374
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
ALS Website (2015)
AMLDP001 Airly Mine
LDP001, Available at:
https://portal.alsglobal.com
[Accessed 25/03/2015 at
09:02am]

Comment / Finding
No pH exceedances occurred during the audit period. EPL 12374 was varied on 31 August
2012 to allow for a pH of 6.5 to 9.0.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

pH exceedances occurred at LDP1 just outside of the audit period on 27 and 28 February
2012 and 1 March 2012. These exceedances led to the EPL pH variation on 31 August
2012.
The ALS online portal allows Airly management to view ‘live’ data concerning LDP1. The
following data is available on the portal:









Level (Metres)
Spill Discharge Rate Mld
Reservoir Volume ML
Water Temperature (DegC)
pH
Turbity
EC (uS/cm) Comp 25 C
Discharge Vol (KL)
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No.
L2.3

Evidence Source

Condition
To avoid any doubt, this condition does not authorise the pollution of waters by any
pollutant other than those specified in the table\s.












Centennial (2012),
Environmental Monitoring
Program, AIR-MP-1073
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
EPL 12374
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Noted

Noted

EPL 12374 requires the following pollutants be monitored at the site’s three LDPs:




Oil and Grease;
pH; and
Total Suspended Solids

In addition to the EPL monitoring requirements Section 2 (p.7) of the Environmental
Monitoring Program, AIR-MP-1073 notes that surface monitoring sites are analysed for
Turbidity, Electrical Conductivity (EC), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Iron (total &
filterable) and Manganese (total & filterable).
A water analysis Excel spreadsheet was reviewed for the period 6 March 2012 to 7 January
2015 that included the following analytes for within the surface water monitoring program at
Airly (i.e. not just LDPs): TDS, Temperature, Appearance, Water Depth, Flow Observations, Volume
of water purged, Arsenic – Dissolved, Cadmium- Dissolved, Chromium- Dissolved, Copper- Dissolved,
Lead- Dissolved, Manganese- Dissolved, Nickel- Dissolved, Zinc- Dissolved, Iron- Dissolved, MercuryDissolved, Hydroxide Alkalinity as CaCO3, Carbonate Alkalinity as CaCO3, Bicarbonate Alkalinity as
CaCO3, Total Alkalinity as CaCO3, Sulfate as SO4 – Turbidimetric, Chloride Calcium, Magnesium,
Sodium, Potassium, Total Anions, Total CationsIonic Balance, Biochemical Oxygen Demand, Turbidity
NTU, Chlorine Free (Field), Chlorine Total (Field), Aluminium- Dissolved, Dysprosium-Dissolved, SilverDissolved, Bismuth-Dissolved , Erbium-Dissolved, Boron-Dissolved, Europium-Dissolved, StrontiumDissolved, Barium-Dissolved, Gadolinium-Dissolved, Titanium-Dissolved, Beryllium-Dissolved, GalliumDissolved, Hafnium-Dissolved, Tellurium-Dissolved mg/L
Cobalt-Dissolved,Holmium-Dissolved,
Uranium-Dissolved, Caesium-Dissolved, Indium-Dissolved, Lanthanum-Dissolved, Rubidium-Dissolved,
Lithium-Dissolved, Lutetium-Dissolved, Thorium-Dissolved, Cerium-Dissolved, Neodymium-Dissolved,
Molybdenum-Dissolved, Praseodymium-Dissolved, Samarium-Dissolved, Terbium-Dissolved, AntimonyDissolved, Thulium-Dissolved, Selenium-Dissolved, Ytterbium-Dissolved, Tin-Dissolved, YttriumDissolved, Thallium-Dissolved, Zirconium-Dissolved, Vanadium-Dissolved, Aluminium- Total, ArsenicTotal, Barium- Total, Cadmium- Total, Cobalt- Total, Lead- Total, Manganese- Total, Nickel- Total,
Selenium- Total, Silver- Total, Zinc- Total, Boron- Total, Iron- Total, Mercury- Total, Silicon as SiO2,
Silicon, Hexavalent Chromium- Dissolved, Total Cyanide, Fluoride, Ammonia as N, Nitrite, Nitrate as N,
Nitrite + Nitrate as N, Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen as N, Total Nitrogen as N, Total Phosphorus as P, Sulfide
as S2, Total Organic Carbon, Phenols (Total).

It is noted that MCW Environmental are not water specialists and have not completed an
assessment of the adequacy of monitoring against all possible sources of pollution..
L2.4

Water and/or Land Concentration Limits

-

Noted

Noted

Point 1, 7 & 8
Pollutant

Units of
Measure

50 Percentile
Concentration
Limit

90 Percentile
Concentration
Limit

3DGM
Concentration
Limit

100 Percentile
Concentration
Limit

Oil &
Grease

Milligrams
per Litre

-

-

-

10

pH

pH

-

-

-

6.5 – 9.0

TSS Note 1

Milligrams
per Litre

-

-

-

50

Note 1

Total Suspended Solids
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Condition
No.
L2.5

Evidence Source

Condition
The limits specified under Condition L2.4 for the sediment basins identified as EPA licence
discharge Points 1, 7 and 8 do not apply when the discharge occurs soley as a result of
rainfall measured at the premises which exceeds;

-

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Noted

Noted

Refer to Conditions L2.1 to L2.4.
A variation to EPL 12374 was made on 27 May 2014 to include this condition for rainfall
events over 44mm (over a 5 day period).

- a total of 44 millimetre of rainfall over any consecutive 5 day period.
Note: A 44mm rainfall depth is defined by the publication "Managing Urban Stormwater:
Soils and Construction" (Landcom 2006) as the rainfall depth in millimetres for a 95th
percentile 5 day rainfall event for the Central Tablelands consistent with the storage
capacity (recommended minimum design criteria) for Type D sediment retention basins for
mines and quarries (Vol 2E of Landcom 2008).
L3.1



Volume and Mass Limits
For each discharge point or utilisation area specified below (by a point number), the
volume/mass of:
a)
b)



liquids discharged to water; or;
solids or liquids applied to the area;

must not exceed the volume/mass limit specified for that discharge point or area.
Point
1

Unit of Measure

Volume / Mass

Kilolitre

100, 000









L4.1



Waste
The licensee must not cause, permit or allow any waste to be received at the premises,
except the wastes expressly referred to in the column titled “Waste” and meeting the
definition, if any, in the column titled “Description” in the table below.
Any waste received at the premises must only be used for the activities referred to in
relation to that waste in the column titled “Activity” in the table below.
Any waste received at the premises is subject to those limits or conditions, if any, referred
to in relation to that waste contained in the column titled “Other Limits” in the table below.

Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
ALS Site Summary Report
LDP1 (prepared via ALS
Portal)

The volume of water discharged from the site is measured through LDP1 (the 35 ML dam).
The 35 ML dam did not discharge through LDP1 during the audit period.

Site observations

Airly management reported that no waste was received at the premises during the audit
period from other sites.





Compliant

The monthly environmental monitoring report for November 2014 (p.9) indicates that
there were no discharges from December 2013 through to November 2014 from LDP1.
The monthly environmental monitoring report for November 2013 (p.9) indicates that
there were no discharges from December 2012 through to November 2013 from LDP1.
The monthly environmental monitoring report for November 2012 (p.5) indicates that
there were no discharges from April 2012 through to November 2012 from LDP1.

LDP1 did discharge on 17 January 2012 (outside of the audit period). On this occasion Airly
failed to collect a water sample during a discharge event of approximately 4 kL. Corrective
actions implemented by Airly included an alarm notification system via text message (SMS).
The auditors sighted the notification system infrastructure at LDP1 during the site inspection
on 19 and 20 March 2015. The EPA was satisfied with the actions to correct the issue as
noted on their website.
Given volume of water discharged did not exceed the EPL criteria and was outside of audit
period this condition is considered compliant.

Compliant

No waste from outside sources was observed during the site inspection on 19 and 20 March
2015. Waste associated with exploratory drilling activities on Mt Genowlan and Mt Airly was
reported to be brought back to the pit top by 4WD vehicle for disposal. No exploratory drilling
activities were being conducted at the time of the site inspection. Given that the EPL area is
the same areas as ML1331, the drilling waste is considered to be generated from within the
premises.

This condition does not limit any other conditions in this licence.
Code

Waste

Description

Activity

NA

General
or
Specific
exempted
waste

Waste that meets all the NA
conditions of a resource
recovery exemption under
Clause 51A of the Protection of
the Environment Operations
(Waste) Regulation 2005

As specified in each
particular resource
recovery exemption

Other Limits
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Condition
No.

Condition

O1.1

Activities must be Carried Out in a Competent Manner
Licensed activities must be carried out in a competent manner.
This includes:
a)
b)

the processing, handling, movement and storage of materials and substances used to
carry out the activity; and
the treatment, storage, processing, reprocessing, transport and disposal of waste
generated by the activity.

Evidence Source
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Site observations
AIR- SWP-2174 7 ML Dam
Diesel Pump Procedure, 25
September 2014
AIR-SWP-Inspection of LDP
Dams, 29 September 2014
AIR-SWP-2177 Train
Loader Dam Diesel Pump,
19 December 2012
Maintenance Work Order –
VE16794 – Enviro Weekly
Surface Inspection, 18 May
2012
Maintenance Work Order –
VE25974 – Enviro Weekly
Surface Inspection, 1 June
2012 & Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report
Maintenance Work Order –
VE38503 – Enviro Weekly
Surface Inspection, 15 June
2012 & Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report
Maintenance Work Order –
VE90964 – Enviro Weekly
Surface Inspection, 5 July
2013 & Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report
Maintenance Work Order –
VE68007 – Enviro Weekly
Surface Inspection, 19
December 2014 & Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report
Airly Mine Environmental
Inspection Report (AIR-TL1681), 23 December 2014
Site Environment Induction –
Employees and Contractors
ECD Lotus Notes Database.
J R Richards (2012) Airly
Waste Management Report,
December 2012 (Excel)
J R Richards (2013) Airly
Waste Management Report,
December 2013 (Excel)
J R Richards (2014) Airly
Waste Management Report,
December 2014 (Excel)

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

The following is noted:

Compliant



REC-2015-05
Recommendation






Airly did not receive a Penalty Infringement Notice (PIN) from the EPA during the audit
period.
Auditors sighted a selection of weekly surface inspection reports for 2012, 2013, 2014
and 2015 on the Airly server. The Airly Mine Environmental Inspection Report included,
but was not limited, to the following inspection areas: Box Cut Area (dust, housekeeping,
waste storage, hydrocarbon storage, spills), Dirty Water Dam (109 ML), LDP1 Discharge
Dam (35 ML), LDP2 Discharge Dam (7 ML), LDP Train Loader Dam, Train Loader Bin
Sump , Rail Lop Sediment Dams, Access Road and Airly Creek.
Sighted procedures and work instructions for surface activities.
MCW Environmental noted localised spills/leaks of hydrocarbon at the workshop area.
Maintenance of mine equipment is conducted externally on unsealed ground in front of
the workshop. Spill kits were observed during the site inspection at the Workshop and
Airly management reported these are used in the event of a leak or minor spill.

Improve hydrocarbon
management at the
Workshop and laydown area
including secondary
containment for the
workshop concrete slab and
compressor; as well as
sumps for plant maintenance
to reduce the potential for
hydrocarbon impacts to the
underlying soil.

Hydrocarbon leaks were also observed around the base of an air compressor in the box
cut area. The air compressor was located on unsealed ground. The workshop and box
cut area drains to the 109 ML dirty water dam. The 109 ML dam is regularly monitored
for oil and grease as well as pH and TSS.
The perimeter base of the workshop was not bunded and evidence of minor spills
between the concrete base and the corrugated iron walls onto the external ground was
observed.




Waste hydrocarbons (hydraulic oil, transformer oil, engine oil, diff oil and waste oil) were
stored in five separate 1,000 L Intermediate Bulk Containers (IBCs) in a dedicated
secondary containment. The IBCs were filled via over ground PVC pipework from the
workshop. Waste contractor JR Richards Pty Ltd remove waste hydrocarbons from site.
Waste bins owned by JR Richards were sighted at the pit top/box cut area and appeared
to be well managed. JR Richards provide recycling bins and other infrastructure to
promote management of wastes. The following waste areas/sources were observed
during the site inspection:
- Office, administration, muster area, bath house, first aid room;
- Store;
- Pit top/box cut - including construction areas;
- Underground; and
- Coal handling (crusher building, conveyor, train load out).
Airly operates a recycling waste collection system. Waste is separated into the following
streams for recycling: co-mingled recycling, scrap metal, used oil and coolant and
general waste.






Sanitary waste is disposed of via an on-site Ecomax® effluent treatment system. The
system consists of a duel cell EP150 anaerobic utilization treatment plant which has a
treatment capacity of 20,000 litres (L) per day with a peak load of 40,000 L per day total.
The auditors sighted a sample of Airly's incident and complaints records for the audit
period relating to dust, hydrocarbon spills, noise, visual impact (lights), water, and an
exceedences of licensed discharge concentrations on the Centennial ECD Lotus Notes
database. It is noted that several of these incidents had been raised by Airly staff. Airly
management described and showed the process for the recording of incidents and
community complaints. In general, MCW Environmental found Airly's process in
addressing these issues to be adequate.
Airly reported using competently trained contractors on site, including JR Richards Pty
Ltd (waste management), SLR Pty Ltd (noise management), RPS Eastern Pty Ltd (flora
and fauna) and Aquaterra Pty Ltd (hydrogeology). Contractors are required to undertake
a site induction session prior to working on site that includes health and safety training.
Training records for Airly staff are recorded on the Pulse Mining System used by Airly
Mine. The auditors were required to undertake a site induction upon arrival at the site. It
is noted that the induction included an environmental issues section relevant to Airly.
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Condition
No.

Condition
Continued:

Evidence Source

Continued:

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Continued:


PULSE is used to generate weekly work orders. The auditors sighted work orders for
weekly inspections.

Overall, MCW Environmental assessed Airly to be generally compliant with this condition,
subject to the observations identified above. MCW Environmental did not assess whether
disposal of wastes was to licenced facilities or confirm compliance with waste legislation.
O2.1

Maintenance of Plant and Equipment



All plant and equipment installed at the premises or used in connection with the licensed
activity:
a)
b)

must be maintained in a proper and efficient condition; and
must be operated in a proper and efficient manner.
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ALS (2013), Centennial Airly
Mine Operation Maintenance
and Data Dissemination
Report May 2013
Maintenance Work Order –
VJ77835 – Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report, 16/01/2015
Maintenance Work Order –
VJ82488 – Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report, 30/01/2015
Weekly Effluent Treatment
System (ETS) Inspection, 10
January 2014
Weekly Effluent Treatment
System (ETS) Inspection, 16
January 2014
Weekly Effluent Treatment
System (ETS) Inspection, 30
April 2014
Weekly Effluent Treatment
System (ETS) Inspection, 28
November 2014

MCW Environmental did not complete a detailed assessment of this condition, however make
the following observations relevant to the condition.

Compliant

Plant and equipment used on site for environmental management included:






Discharge water flow meters sampled by ALS.
Sedimentation dams, including dam telemetry checked quarterly by ALS.
Dust gauges sampled by ALS.
Bunded areas.
Spill response kits.

Non-environmental plant/equipment is identified on a work order system (PULSE). The
PULSE system allows for planned maintenance to occur to reduce the potential for failures
that may lead to environmental incidents.
Training and competence is assessed for all contractors working on-site. A theory test must
be passed prior to working on site. After passing the theory test, workers are required to be
monitored by an assessor on equipment for twelve months prior to being able to work on their
own.
Environmental monitoring equipment is operated by ALS (i.e. dust, water monitoring) and is
subject to ALS internal QA testing and ongoing maintenance requirements.
A selection of weekly inspection reports were available for the Ecomax® effluent treatment
system.
While MCW Environmental did not complete a detailed assessment of this condition, from site
observations and based on the information described above, Airly are considered to be
generally compliant with the condition.
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No.

Condition

O3.1

Dust
The premises must be maintained in a condition which minimises or prevents the emission
of dust from the premises.

Evidence Source















Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
Maintenance Work Order –
VJ77835 – Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report, 16/01/2015
Maintenance Work Order –
VJ82488 – Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report, 30/01/2015
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Potential dust sources during the site inspection were observed to include:

Compliant





Windblown dust at the emergency stockpile area;
Windblown dust from unsealed internal roads; and
Dust from coal and coal fines spills that may occur.

The auditors observed a water cart in use during the site inspection. Speed limits are signed
on internal roads and the entrance road from Glen Davis Road is sealed. Spray nozzles were
observed at the coal product stockpile. Dust is included as an issue to note on the weekly
inspection reports.
MCW Environmental was on site for two sunny dry days (19 and 20 March 2015). No
significant levels of windblown dust were observed, however, some minor dust was observed
to be generated by light vehicle traffic on unsealed roads within the mine site area (photos).
The water cart observed to spray the internal unsealed roads.
Airly conducts dust monitoring at four deposition sampling points at and around the mine site.
DM3 and DM4 are located within the pit-top area and hence were reported to be best
positioned to accurately provide dust monitoring. DM1 is located approximately 3 km from the
pit top. DM2 is located outside of the ML1331, adjacent to a neighbouring residence to the
east of the site (Ms C Parr). The local topography lends itself to assisting with the control of
airborne dust particles given the site is located at the base of Mt Airly.
Monthly dust monitoring results from 4 January 2013 through to 14 January 2015 were
available for review. Monthly Environmental Monitoring Data reports include Air quality
Monitoring information including depositional dust data (Section 3.1). The following four
samples indicated insoluble solids of greater than 4 g/m2/month during the audit period:
Date

Location

Result g/m2/month

Airly Reason / Justification

May 2013

DM3

4.3

Below average rainfall recorded for the month of May
contributed to the elevated result at DM3. The rolling
average for DM3 was determined to be 2.8 g/m2/mth,
which is below the annual average limit of 4 g/m2/mth
for dust deposition data.

April 2012

DM1

7.2

Contamination of the DM1 sample by vegetation, insects
and bird droppings was identified at the time of sampling
and analysis. Further examination of the sample at DM1
indicated that 46% of the insoluble solids were
combustible matter.

May 2012

DM3

5.4

The elevated result at DM3 recorded for May 2012 was
investigated. It was determined that construction activity
in close proximity to DM3 contributed to the elevated
result.

August 2012

DM3

5.6

The elevated result at DM3 recorded for August 2012
was investigated. It was determined that construction
activity in close proximity to DM3 contributed to the
elevated result.

The Annual Average Limit (4g/m2/mth) was not exceeded from April 2012 through to January
2015. The auditors sighted Airly's incident register and noted that no complaints/incidents
were raised relating to dust emission during the audit period.
Based on site observations and the discussion above, MCW Environmental considers that
Airly has generally complied with this condition.
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Condition
No.

Condition

O4.1

Other Operating Conditions
The sediment basins identified as EPA identification no. (licence discharge points) 1, 7 and
8 under condition P1.3 must be drained or pumped out within 5 days following rainfall in
order to maintain each basins design storage capacity.

Evidence Source






Site observations
Maintenance Work Order –
VJ65063 – Airly Mine
Environmental Inspection
Report, 12/12/2014
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER
December.Xls

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Comment / Finding
The auditors observed pumps at each of the storage dams. The site water storage dams
were observed to have sufficient freeboard at the time of the site inspection, although
calculations of the capacity of the freeboard were not undertaken.

Compliant

TSS monitoring data indicated that the TSS result for the discharge of water at LDP3 on the 8
December 2014 was 219 mg/L. The discharge of water followed a rainfall event during which
more than 50 mm of rain had fallen within five days prior to the discharge event. Condition
L2.5 of EPL 12374 outlines that the limits specified under condition L2.4 (including TSS), do
not apply at LDP1, LDP2 and LDP3 when the discharge of water occurs as a result of a
rainfall event at the premises which exceeds 44 mm of rainfall over any consecutive 5 day
period.
A Work Order and site inspection dated 12 December 2013 were sighted that 64, 014 KL
were pumped to the 35 ML dam. An Excel spread sheet of water data showed LDP3
discharged on 8 December 2014.

O4.2

Water discharged to comply with condition O4.1 may only be discharged from sediment
basins to waters via licence discharge Points 1, 7 and 8 where the water complies with the
discharge limit specified under condition L2.4 for licence discharge Points 1, 7 and 8.



Site observations

Noted

Noted

Licenced Discharge Points were observed during the site inspection:
Name /
Location

LDP

Comments

35 ML Dam

LDP1

The 35 ML Discharge Dam receives surface water runoff from
the northern perimeter clean water drainage system and piped
transfers and overflows from the 109 ML Dirty Water Dam.
Water is discharged via ‘V’ notch weir into a drainage channel
that flows through the site and discharges to Airly Creek in the
vicinity of the rail loop and train loader.

7 ML Dam

LDP2

The 7 ML Dam receives surface water runoff from the
conveyor and stockpile areas. The water in the dam is
maintained at low levels by pumping water to the 109 ML Dirty
Water Dam. During high rainfall events, overflows from the 7
ML Dam discharge through LDP2 into Airly Creek.

Train Loader
Dam (1 ML)

LDP3

The Train Loader Dam receives surface water runoff from the
train loading catchment area. The water in the dam is
maintained at low levels by pumping water to the 109 ML Dirty
Water Dam. During high rainfall events, overflows from the
Train Loader Dam discharge through LDP3 into Airly Creek.

The Airly water management system separates clean and dirty water. Clean water from
undisturbed areas above the pit top can also be channelled into the main storage dams if
required. Surface water discharged from licenced discharge points is monitored in accordance
with EPL12374 for LDP001, LDP002 and LDP003. Continuous flow monitoring is also
currently undertaken at the Village Spring, Gap Creek and Genowlan Creek.The pit top and
other infrastructure are situated at the head of a valley that drains into Airly Creek. Airly
Creek drains into the Capertee River. The streams draining the mine’s pit top are ephemeral
and are characterised by low to zero flows for the majority of the year. Airly management
reported that flow and flow rates generally occur and fluctuate in response to rainfall patterns.
O4.3

The licensee must undertake maintenance to desilt all sediment basins to retain their
design storage capacities.



Site observations

Airly management report that given the age of the sediment basins they have not required
desilting during the audit period.

Compliant

The dams did not visually appear to be laden with silt during the site inspection.
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Condition
No.

Condition

M1.1

Monitoring Records
The results of any monitoring required to be conducted by this licence or a load calculation
protocol must be recorded and retained as set out in this condition.

Evidence Source

















M1.2

All records required to be kept by this licence must be:



a)
b)



c)

in a legible form, or in a form that can readily be reduced to a legible form;
kept for at least 4 years after the monitoring or event to which they relate took place;
and
produced in a legible form to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see them.
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Comment / Finding

Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
GHD Pty Ltd (2013), Annual
Surface Water &
Groundwater Monitoring
Report, Airly Mine, June
2014
RPS Aquaterra (2012), Airly
Mine Annual Surface and
Groundwater Monitoring
Report 2012, Ref:
S102/067b, 12 February
2013
ALS Website (2015)
AMLDP001 Airly Mine
LDP001, Available at:
https://portal.alsglobal.com
[Accessed 25/03/2015 at
09:02am]

Monitoring results are compiled and stored on a spread sheet within the Centennial Lotus
Notes Intranet. A water analysis Excel spreadsheet was reviewed for the period 6 March
2012 to 7 January 2015 that included the monitoring required by EPL 12374.

Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls
Certificate of Analysis
38362.01 dated 13 January
2011 – Dust
Certificate of Analysis
ME1101678 dated 9
November 2011 – Water

Monitoring results were sighted and available for the audit period as well as preceding years.
Records were available in Centennial’s DOC1 management system accessed via the Airly
Environmental Compliance Database.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Dust deposition monitoring results for the period 1 March 2012 to 14 January 2015 were
available for the monitoring required by EPL 12374.
The ALS online portal allows Airly management to view ‘live’ data concerning LDP1. The
following data is available on the portal:









Level (Metres)
Spill Discharge Rate ML/d
Reservoir Volume ML
Water Temperature (DegC)
pH
Turbity
EC (uS/cm) Comp 25 C
Discharge Vol (KL)

Monthly environmental monitoring reports were available on the Airly website for review.
Reports included but were not limited to noise, water and dust emission data.
It is considered that the monitoring records are maintained in compliance with the
requirements of this condition and may be made available upon requests of an authorised
officer.

Compliant

It is considered that the monitoring records are maintained in compliance with the
requirements of this condition and may be made available upon request by an authorised
officer.
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Condition
No.
M1.3

The following records must be kept in respect of any samples required to be collected for
the purposes of this licence:
a)
b)
c)
d)

M2.1

Evidence Source

Condition




the date(s) on which the sample was taken;
the time(s) at which the sample was collected;
the point at which the sample was taken; and
the name of the person who collected the sample.

Requirement to Monitor Concentration of Pollutants



For each monitoring/discharge point or utilisation area specified below (by a point number),
the licensee must monitor (by sampling and obtaining results by analysis) the concentration
of each pollutant specified in Column 1. The licensee must use the sampling method, units
of measure, and sample at the frequency, specified opposite in the other columns:










M2.2



Water and/ or Land Monitoring Requirements
Points 1,7 & 8
Pollutant

Units of Measure

Frequency

Sampling Method

Conductivity

microsiemens per centimetre

Monthly during
discharge

Grab sample





Oil and Grease

milligrams per litre

Monthly during
discharge

Grab sample

pH

pH

Monthly during
discharge

Grab sample

TSS Note 1

milligrams per litre

Monthly during
discharge

Grab sample



Note 1

Total Suspended Solids
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Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls

The auditors sighted ALS monitoring data, indicating the:

Compliant

Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
Dust Results – 2012, 2013,
2014 & 2015.Xls
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls

The auditors sighted raw data as well as monthly reports for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and
part of 2015 and observed that sample testing for conductivity, oil and grease, pH and total
suspended solids had been taken on a monthly basis at Airly via grab sample. Water
sampling data for was observed for the period 6 February to 11 December at Village Spring,
The Grotto, Gap Creek and Borehole ARP005 as detailed in the 2011 Surface Water
Management Plan. Water monitoring data was also available for LDP1, LDP2, LDP3, and a
tributary to Airly Creek for the period 6 March 2012 through to 7 January 2015. Monthly dust
monitoring results from 4 January 2012 through to 14 January 2015 were available for review.

Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2015
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2014 to
December 2014
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: January 2013 to
December 2013
Centennial Coal – Monthly
Environmental Monitoring
Data: April 2012 to
December 2012
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls

The auditors sighted raw data as well as monthly reports for the years 2012, 2013, 2014 and
part of 2015 and observed that samples tested for conductivity, oil and grease, pH and total
suspended solids had been taken on a monthly basis at Airly via grab sample. Water
sampling data was observed for the period 6 February to 11 December at Village Spring, The
Grotto, Gap Creek and Borehole ARP005 as detailed in the 2011 Surface Water Management
Plan. Water monitoring data was also available for LDP1, LDP2, LDP3, and Tributary to Airly
Creek for the period 6 March 2012 through to 7 January 2015. Monthly dust monitoring
results from 4 January 2012 through to 14 January 2015 were available for review.

a)
b)
c)
d)

date;
time;
point where sample taken; and
name of person collecting.

Compliant

From the data reviewed Airly appeared to be compliant with this condition.

Compliant

From the data reviewed Airly appeared to be compliant with this condition.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.

Condition

M3.1

Testing Methods - Concentration Limits
Subject to any express provision to the contrary in this licence, monitoring for the
concentration of a pollutant discharged to waters or applied to a utilisation area must be
done in accordance with the Approved Methods Publication unless another method has
been approved by the EPA in writing before any tests are conducted.

Evidence Source








M4.1

Recording of Pollution Complaints
The licensee must keep a legible record of all complaints made to the licensee or any
employee or agent of the licensee in relation to pollution arising from any activity to which
this licence applies.

M4.2

The record must include details of the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)







the date and time of the complaint;
the method by which the complaint was made;
any personal details of the complainant which were provided by the complainant or, if
no such details were provided, a note to that effect;
the nature of the complaint;
the action taken by the licensee in relation to the complaint, including any follow-up
contact with the complainant; and
if no action was taken by the licensee , the reasons why no action was taken.

Comment / Finding

2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls.
ME1101891 Certificate of
Analysis
ME1401596 Certificate of
Analysis
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER
Annual.xls
Centennial Airly_2015_DUST.Xls

Airly management reported using ALS as its laboratory and field testing contractor. ALS is
NATA accredited laboratory (Accreditation No: 825, Warabrook, NSW).

Site observations
ECD Lotus Notes Database
Complaints Register (2012 –
2015)
Centennial Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.co
m.au
/Contact/Contact-Us.aspx

MCW Environmental sighted a sample of environmental complaints recorded on Airly's central
database.

Centennial Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.co
m.au
/Contact/Contact-Us.aspx

The Community Concern/Compliant Register included:

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

The annual water analysis report from ALS to Airly as well as the dust monitoring spread
sheet provide details of the methods of analysis.
Certificates of Analysis also provide details of the methods of sampling/analysis.

Compliant

A total of seven complaints were received during the audit period (2012 – 2 complaints; 2013
no complaints; 2014 – 5 complaints (three on the same day, 15 May 2014); and 2015, no
complaints (to the date of the site inspection).
A PDF version of the Community Complaints Register (uploaded 16 December 2014) was
available on the Airly website.








Compliant

the date and time of the complaint;
the method by which the complaint was made;
any personal details of the complainant which were provided by the complainant or, if no
such details were provided, a note to that effect;
the nature of the complaint;
the action taken by the licensee in relation to the complaint, including any follow-up
contact with the complainant; and
if no action was taken by the licensee , the reasons why no action was taken.

Airly's Community and Complaints number – 02 6359 2100 - was advertised on the
Centennial website. Complaint forms are kept by the control room.
A recorded message gives prompts for 'complaints', which directs to the Environmental Coordinator or Control Room (only present during the day).
M4.3

The record of a complaint must be kept for at least 4 years after the complaint was made.



M4.4

The record must be produced to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see them.

M5.1

Telephone Complaints Line

MCW Environmental sighted records of complaints in the ECD Lotus Notes database prior to
the audit period which addresses the requirement to keep complaint data for at least four
years.

Compliant

-

Airly management reported that no request has been received from EPA.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

-

Refer to Condition M4.2.

Compliant

ECD Lotus Notes Database

The licensee must operate during its operating hours a telephone complaints line for the
purpose of receiving any complaints from members of the public in relation to activities
conducted at the premises or by the vehicle or mobile plant, unless otherwise specified in
the licence.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.
M5.2

Evidence Source

Condition
The licensee must notify the public of the complaints line telephone number and the fact
that it is a complaints line so that the impacted community knows how to make a complaint.





M5.3

The preceding two conditions do not apply until 3 months after:
a)
b)

M6.1

-



For each discharge point or utilisation area specified below, the licensee must monitor:
the volume of liquids discharged to water or applied to the area;
the mass of solids applied to the area;
the mass of pollutants emitted to the air;

at the frequency and using the method and units of measure, specified below.



Point 1

R1.1

Frequency

Units of Measure

Sampling Method

Continuous during discharge

kilolitres per day

Level sensor and continuous logger

Annual Return



a Statement of Compliance; and
a Monitoring and Complaints Summary.

At the end of each reporting period, the EPA will provide to the licensee a copy of the form
that must be completed and returned to the EPA.

R1.2

Airly's Community and Complaints number – 02 6359 2100 - was advertised on the
Centennial website.

Compliant

An Airly Mine Newsletter providing the community updates of operations and activities at the
site was available for review. The newsletter included the Community and Complaints
number.
Noted

Noted

An Annual Return must be prepared in respect of each reporting period, except as provided
below.

ALS Website (2015)
AMLDP001 Airly Mine
LDP001, Available at:
https://portal.alsglobal.com
[Accessed 25/03/2015 at
09:02am]
2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 (6
March 2012 to 7 January
2015) Water Analysis
Spreadsheet.Xls.
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER
Annual.xls

a)

Compliant

b)
c)



The licensee must complete and supply to the EPA an Annual Return in the approved form
comprising:
a)
b)

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

the date of the issue of this licence or
if this licence is a replacement licence within the meaning of the Protection of the
Environment Operations (Savings and Transitional) Regulation 1998, the date on
which a copy of the licence was served on the licensee under clause 10 of that
regulation.

Requirement to Monitor Volume or Mass

a)
b)
c)

Centennial Website:
http://www.centennialcoal.co
m.au
/Contact/Contact-Us.aspx
Airly Mine Newsletter –
August 2014

Comment / Finding





-

EPA (2015), Licence
Summary for EPL 12374.
Available at
http://www.epa.gov.au
[Accessed: 04/03/2015 at
12:13pm].
Annual Return 2011/2012
Annual Return 2012/2013
Annual Return 2013/2014

Airly management reported that the 35 ML Discharge Dam was surveyed to accurately
measure the flow rate at LDP1. MCW Environmental sighted water volume data
recorded by Airly in its ECD Data Import Sheet.xls workbook. The ALS online portal
allows Airly management to view ‘live’ data concerning LDP1. The following data is
available on the portal:
- Level (Metres)
- Spill Discharge Rate ML/d
- Reservoir Volume ML
- Water Temperature (DegC)
- pH
- Turbity
- EC (uS/cm) Comp 25 C
- Discharge Vol (KL)
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

MCW Environmental sighted Annual Returns lodged by Airly for the following periods:




Compliant

2011 / 2012;
2012 / 2013; and
2013 / 2014.

The Annual Returns were stored in the Airly Compliance database.
The Annual Returns contained a Statement of Compliance and Monitoring and Complaints
Summary.

Noted

Noted

Annual Return documents are completed for the reporting period (December to December).

Note: The term "reporting period" is defined in the dictionary at the end of this licence. Do
not complete the Annual Return until after the end of the reporting period.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.

Condition

R1.3

Where this licence is transferred from the licensee to a new licensee :
a)

b)

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

EPA (2015), Licence
Summary for EPL 12374.
Available at
http://www.epa.gov.au
[Accessed: 04/03/2015 at
12:13pm].





Non-compliant

the transferring licensee must prepare an Annual Return for the period commencing on
the first day of the reporting period and ending on the date the application for the
transfer of the licence to the new licensee is granted; and
the new licensee must prepare an Annual Return for the period commencing on the
date the application for the transfer of the licence is granted and ending on the last day
of the reporting period.

Note: An application to transfer a licence must be made in the approved form for this
purpose.
R1.4

Where this licence is surrendered by the licensee or revoked by the EPA or Minister, the
licensee must prepare an Annual Return in respect of the period commencing on the first
day of the reporting period and ending on:
a)
b)

R1.5

in relation to the surrender of a licence - the date when notice in writing of approval of
the surrender is given; or
in relation to the revocation of the licence - the date from which notice revoking the
licence operates.

The Annual Return for the reporting period must be supplied to the EPA by registered post
not later than 60 days after the end of each reporting period or in the case of a transferring
licence not later than 60 days after the date the transfer was granted (the 'due date').



The 2013 / 2014 Annual Return was received within the allotted 60 day period.
The 2012 / 2013 Annual Return was received within the allotted 60 day period.
The 2011 / 2012 Annual Return was received marginally over the 60 day period
timeframe required of the EPA. The Annual Return was received on 11 February 2013,
63 days from the end of the reporting period.

Given the date of receipt by the EPA of the 2011 / 2012 Annual Return this condition
considered Non-Compliant; however, it is acknowledged that the timing of submission was
only marginally over the timeframe required of the EPA.

R1.6

The licensee must retain a copy of the Annual Return supplied to the EPA for a period of at
least 4 years after the Annual Return was due to be supplied to the EPA.






Annual Return 2011/2012
Annual Return 2012/2013
Annual Return 2013/2014
Airly Compliance Database

Annual Return documents for the periods 2010 / 2011, 2011 / 2012, 2012 / 2013 and 2013 /
2014 were sighted on the Airly Compliance Database which addressed the requirements of
the condition.

Compliant

R1.7

Within the Annual Return, the Statement of Compliance must be certified and the
Monitoring and Complaints Summary must be signed by:





Annual Return 2011/2012
Annual Return 2012/2013
Annual Return 2013/2014



Compliant

a)
b)

the licence holder; or
by a person approved in writing by the EPA to sign on behalf of the licence holder.




The Annual Returns 2013 / 2014 had been completed and signed on 29 January 2015 by
the Chief Operating Officer and the Company Secretary.
The Annual Returns 2012 / 2013 had been completed and signed on 3 February 2014 by
the Chief Operating Officer and the Company Secretary.
The Annual Returns 2011 / 2012 had been completed and signed on 5 February 2013 by
the Chief Operating Officer and the Company Secretary.

R1.8

A person who has been given written approval to certify a certificate of compliance under a
licence issued under the Pollution Control Act 1970 is taken to be approved for the purpose
of this condition until the date of first review of this licence.

-

Noted

Noted

R2

Notification of Environmental Harm

-

-

-

Airly reported that no incidents causing environmental harm occurred during the audit period
and none were recorded on the Incidents database. No evidence of environmental harm
having occurred was sighted by the Auditors.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Note: The licensee or its employees must notify the EPA of incidents causing or threatening
material harm to the environment as soon as practicable after the person becomes aware of
the incident in accordance with the requirements of Part 5.7 of the Act.
R2.1

Notifications must be made by telephoning the Environment Line service on 131 555.
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Airly Compliance Database
Annual Return 2011/2012
Annual Return 2012/2013
Annual Return 2013/2014

Airly management reported that the definition of environmental harm as detailed in Section
147 of the POEO Act is used to determine if the EPA should be notified.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.
R2.2

Condition
The licensee must provide written details of the notification to the EPA within 7 days of the
date on which the incident occurred.

Evidence Source







R3.1

Written Report

GHD Pty Ltd (2013), Annual
Surface Water &
Groundwater Monitoring
Report, Airly Mine, June
2014
RPS Aquaterra (2012), Airly
Mine Annual Surface and
Groundwater Monitoring
Report 2012, Ref:
S102/067b, 12 February
2013
Centennial Airly_2014_WATER
Annual.xls

-

Airly management reported that no incidents of environmental harm occurred during the audit
period therefore this condition has not been triggered during the audit period.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (not triggered)

Airly reported that the exceedences of the pH level (8.9) on March 2012 did not constitute
environmental harm, and hence did not require formal reporting under this condition. EPL
12374 was varied on 31 August 2012 to allow for a pH of 6.5 to 9.0. Airly management also
reported that TSS licence limit exceedances that occurred during the audit period did not
constitute environmental harm. TSS limits are monitored downstream of LDPs 1, 2 and 3 and
results were reported to have shown the TSS limits at these receiving waters may be
impacted by surface runoff from neighbouring properties as follows:
GHD (2013, p.31) noted that ‘Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentrations within Airly Creek
exceeded 50 mg/L (the concentration limit under EPL12374 for discharges from LDP001) on
a number of occasions in 2013, despite there being no discharges from LDP001 over this
period’ indicating TSS limits in receiving waters are influenced from other sources not just
Airly.
Not Applicable (not triggered)

Where an authorised officer of the EPA suspects on reasonable grounds that:
a)
b)

Comment / Finding

Not Applicable (not triggered)

No EPA officer has acted under this condition during the audit period.

where this licence applies to premises, an event has occurred at the premises; or
where this licence applies to vehicles or mobile plant, an event has occurred in
connection with the carrying out of the activities authorised by this licence, and the
event has caused, is causing or is likely to cause material harm to the environment
(whether the harm occurs on on or off premises to which the licence applies), the
authorised officer may request a written report of the event.

R3.2

The licensee must make all reasonable inquiries in relation to the event and supply the
report to the EPA within such time as may be specified in the request.

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

R3.3

The request may require a report which includes any or all of the following information:

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

A copy of the licence was available at the site office.

Compliant

A copy of the licence was available at the site office.

Compliant

a)
b)
c)
d)

e)
f)
g)

the cause, time and duration of the event;
the type, volume and concentration of every pollutant discharged as a result of the
event;
the name, address and business hours telephone number of employees or agents of
the licensee , or a specified class of them, who witnessed the event;
the name, address and business hours telephone number of every other person (of
whom the licensee is aware) who witnessed the event, unless the licensee has been
unable to obtain that information after making reasonable effort;
action taken by the licensee in relation to the event, including any follow-up contact
with any complainants;
details of any measure taken or proposed to be taken to prevent or mitigate against a
recurrence of such an event; and
any other relevant matters.

R3.4

The EPA may make a written request for further details in relation to any of the above
matters if it is not satisfied with the report provided by the licensee . The licensee must
provide such further details to the EPA within the time specified in the request.

-

G1.1

Copy of Licence Kept at Premises or Plant



Site observations

A copy of this licence must be kept at the premises to which the licence applies
G1.2

The licence must be produced to any authorised officer of the EPA who asks to see it.
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Environmental Protection Licence 12374
Condition
No.
G1.3

Condition
The licence must be available for inspection by any employee or agent of the licensee
working at the premises.
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Evidence Source



Site observation

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

A copy of the licence was available at the site office.

Compliant
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

1

Notice to Landholders
a)

b)

Within a period of three months from the date of grant renewal of this mining lease, the
lease holder must serve on each landholder a notice in writing indicating that this
mining lease has been granted/renewed and whether the lease includes the surface. A
plan identifying each landholder and individual land parcel subject to the lease area,
and a description of the lease area must accompany the notice.
lf there are ten or more landholders, the lease holder may serve the notice by
publication in a newspaper circulating in the region where the lease area is situated.
The notice must indicate that this mining lease has been granted/renewed; state
whether the lease includes the surface and must contain a plan and description of the
lease area. lf a notice is made under condition 1(b), compliance with condition 1(a) is
not required.

Evidence Source






Mining Lease 1331
Newspaper Advertisement (A4) Mining Lease Renewal Application
Mining Lease No.1331
The Lithgow Mercury (2014),
Classifieds, dated Saturday 14 June
2014
The Mudgee Guardian (2014),
Classifieds, dated Friday 13 June
2014

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Mining Lease 1331 was renewed on 8 May 2014.

Compliant

The auditors sighted the following advertisement from the Lithgow Mercury,
dated 14 June 2014 and the Mudgee Guardian, dated 13 June 2014 advising of
the renewal of ML 1331:



Notification was conducted within three months of the date of renewal of ML
1331.
No evidence of notification directly to effected landholders was available. Airly
management reported that Centennial corporate manage issues with
landholders including notification.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

2

Rehabilitation
Any disturbance resulting from the activities carried out under this mining lease must be
rehabilitated to the satisfaction of the Minister.

Evidence Source










Site observations
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management Report
1 January to 31 December 2013,
Airly Mine ML 1331 & A232
AEMR (2012), Annual
Environmental Management Report
1 January to 31 December 2012,
Airly Mine ML 1331 & A232
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2013), The
2012 Airly Coal Mine – Annual
Environmental Management Report
(AEMR), 5 September 2013, Ref:
MCV13/144, OUT/26582
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014), The
2013 Airly Coal Mine – Annual
Environmental Management Report
(AEMR), 3 June 2014, Ref:
MCV14/332, OUT14/13665

Comment / Finding
Section 5 of the AEMRs addressed rehabilitation at the site. Rehabilitation
works during the audit period have consisted of stabilisation and controls works.
Re-vegetation works are considered permanent and will require ongoing
maintenance.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Four exploration borehole sites (ARP06, ARP07, ARP08, and ARP09) were
constructed and commissioned during 2013. On completion of construction the
area of land at each of the borehole sites was rehabilitated leaving only the
standpipe with piezometer and data logger in place at each site. Sites APR06
and APR09 were observed during the site inspection. Rehabilitation at these
sites appeared satisfactory. Woody debris had been placed over the affected
areas. No weeds were observed in rehabilitated areas visited. Some minor
regrowth had occurred. Photographic evidence of rehabilitation was available of
the following bore locations:






ARP01 (taken 26 September 2014)
ARP02 (taken 26 September 2014)
ARP03 (taken 26 September 2014)
ARP07 (taken 28 August 2014)
ARP08 (taken 28 August 2014)

Woody debris appeared to have been placed over the affected areas with the
exception of APR08 that showed evidence of grass growth. A sediment and
erosion control fence was evident in the photograph for APR01.
Rehabilitation at the pit top/box cut area was observed during the site inspection
on 19 and 20 March 2015. Rehabilitation was observed to have progressed and
appeared satisfactory.
A letter from DTRIS-DRE dated 5 September 2013 concerning the 2012 AEMR
noted that ‘the AEMR provides a very good summary of the mine operations
and environmental performance and is considered to be satisfactory’. An AEMR
meeting for the site was held on 28 August 2013. A site inspection was held on
18 June 2013 attended by two officers from DTRIS-DRE and the letter stated
that ‘the site was considered to be relatively tidy and well managed with regard
to environmental issues. No significant areas of concern were noted’. DTRISDRE noted the proposed activities for the 2013 period and indicated particular
attention be paid to water management and weed control issues. No issues
were identified by DTRIS-DRE concerning rehabilitation.
A letter from DTRIS-DRE dated 3 June 2014 concerning the 2013 AEMR noted
that ‘the AEMR provides a good summary of the mine operations and
environmental performance and is considered to be satisfactory’. An AEMR
meeting for the site was held on 8 May 2014 attended by three officers from
DTRIS-DRE who noted ‘the site appears to be relatively tidy and well managed
with regard to environmental issues. No significant areas of concern were
noted. Some weeds were present at various areas of the site and need to be
controlled on an ongoing basis’. No issues were identified by DTRIS-DRE
concerning rehabilitation.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

3(a)

Mining Operations Plan and Annual Rehabilitation Report
The lease holder must comply with an approved Mining Operations Plan (MOP) in carrying
out any significant surface disturbing activities, including mining operations, mining
purposes and prospecting. The lease holder must apply to the Minister for approval of a
MOP. An approved MOP must be in place prior to commencing any significant surface
disturbing activities, including mining operations, mining purposes and prospecting.

Evidence Source






3(b)

The MOP must identify the post mining land use and set out a detailed rehabilitation
strategy which:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

identifies areas that will be disturbed;
details the staging of specific mining operations, mining purposes and prospecting;
identifies how the mine will be managed and rehabilitated to achieve the post
mining land use;
identifies how mining operations, mining purposes and prospecting will be carried
out in order to prevent and or minimise harm to the environment; and
reflects the conditions of approval under:
- the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979;
- the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997; and
- any other approvals relevant to the development including the conditions
of this mining lease.




Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Centennial Airly (2014), Mining
Operations Plan 2014 – 2016, AIRMP, 22 February 2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2015), Airly
Mine – Amendment to the MOP
2014-2016 AIR – Proposed Mining
Schedule May 2014 to October
2015, 9 January 2015
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014), Airly
Mining Operations Plan AIR-MP
(MOP) March 2014 – March 2016
Approval 1331 and A232, 14 March
2014

The new Mining Operations Plan (MOP) 2014 – 2016 was approved on 14
March 2014. The MOP expires on 1 March 2016.

Compliant

Centennial Airly (2014), Mining
Operations Plan 2014 – 2016, AIRMP, 22 February 2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014), Airly
Mining Operations Plan AIR-MP
(MOP) March 2014 – March 2016
Approval 1331 and A232, 14 March
2014

Airly have an approved MOP dated February 2014 that covers mining activities
for the period 2014 through to 2016. Sighted letter of approval from DTRISDRE (ref: MCV14/307, OUT14/8252) dated 29/11/2012 to Airly approving the
MOP for the period 2014 – 2016.

The new Mining Operations Plan (MOP) 2014 - 2016 replaces the previous
2013 – 2015 MOP approved on 10 July 2013.
A letter from DTRIS-DRE to Airly dated 9 January 2015 noted that the
Department accepted two plans AM00138b and AM00138c titled Airly Mine
Proposed Schedule May 2014 to October 2015 as an addendum to the Airly
Mine MOP 2014 - 2016 MOP.

Compliant

The MOP identified areas that will be disturbed in Section 1.2 as well as those
areas that had already been disturbed from mining operations.
Sections 4 and 5 identified how rehabilitation will be managed to achieve the
post mining land use.
Section 6 addressed environmental and rehabilitation risks and how these
would be managed.
Section 7 identified environmental management controls, including, but was not
limited to air pollution, erosion and sediment control, surface water,
groundwater, contaminated land, flora and fauna, weeds, noise, stray light and
subsidence.
Conditions of approval and the site’s EPL 12374 were included throughout the
MOP, for example in Section 7.1 (Air Pollution) and Section 7.3 (Surface Water
Pollution).
MCW Environmental has not completed a full technical review of the MOP,
limiting comments to consideration of this condition generally.

3(c)

The MOP must be prepared in accordance with the ESG3; Mining Operations PIan (MOP)
Guidelines September 2013 published on the Department's website at:
www.resources.nsw.gov.au/environment





Centennial Airly (2014), Mining
Operations Plan 2014 – 2016, AIRMP, 22 February 2014
DTRIS-DRE (2013), ESG3: Mining
Operations Plan (MOP) Guidelines,
September 2013
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014), Airly
Mining Operations Plan AIR-MP
(MOP) March 2014 – March 2016
Approval 1331 and A232, 14 March
2014

It is noted that the MOP has been approved by DTRIS-DRE (DTRIS, 2014);
however, MOP 2014 – 2016 did not appear to have been prepared in
accordance with ESG3; Mining Operations PIan (MOP) Guidelines September
2013. The following issues were identified:

Compliant




Revise and update the MOP to
include all requirements of the
ESG3; Mining Operations PIan
(MOP) Guidelines September 2013




A Title Block was not included as required by ESG3 (p.9).
The details required by Section 2.2 (Asset Register) (p.11) of ESG3 were
not evident.
The domains of the project were not clearly identified as required by
Section 5.1 (Domain Selection) (pp.15-16) of ESG3.
The various reporting mechanisms required to verify compliance with the
MOP were not evident as required by Section 10 (Reporting) (p.23).

REC-2015-07
Recommendations

A full assessment of this condition as it relates to ESG3 and MOP 2014 – 2016
was not conducted as part of the audit.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

3(d)

The lease holder may apply to the Minister to amend an approved MOP at any time.

Evidence Source



lt is not a breach of this condition if:
i.

ii.

3(f)

Compliant

Noted

Noted

Noted

-

Airly management reported that the first Rehabilitation Report for the 2014
period is due on 8 May 2015 and then annually thereon.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

the operations which, but for this condition 3(e) would be a breach of condition
3(a), were necessary to comply with a lawful order or direction given under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979, the Protection of the
Environment Operations Act 1997, the Mine Health and Safety Act 2004 / Coal
Mine Health and Safety Act 2002 and Mine Health and Safety Regulation 2007 /
Coal Mine Health and Safety Regulation 2006 or the Work Health and Safety Act
2011; and
the Minister had been notified in writing of the terms of the order or direction prior
to the operations constituting the breach being carried out.

The lease holder must prepare a Rehabilitation Report to the satisfaction of the Minister.
The report must:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

A letter from DTRIS-DRE to Airly dated 9 January 2015 noted that the
Department accepted two plans AM00138b and AM00138c titled Airly Mine
Proposed Schedule May 2014 to October 2015 as an addendum to the Airly
Mine MOP 2014 - 2016 MOP.



3(e)

Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014), Airly
Mining Operations Plan AIR-MP
(MOP) March 2014 – March 2016
Approval 1331 and A232, 14 March
2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2015), Airly
Mine – Amendment to the MOP
2014-2016 AIR – Proposed Mining
Schedule May 2014 to October
2015, 9 January 2015

Comment / Finding

No previous rehabilitation reports have been prepared given the new approval
of ML 1331 was granted on 8 May 2014.

provide a detailed review of the progress of rehabilitation against the performance
measures and criteria established in the approved MOP;
be submitted annually on the grant anniversary date (or at such other times as
agreed by the Minister); and
be prepared in accordance with any relevant annual reporting guidelines published
on the Department's website at: www.resources.nsw.gov.au/environment.

The Annual Review for 2014 includes reporting on rehabilitation at the mine site.

Note: The Rehabilitation Report replaces the Annual Environmental Management Report.
4(a)

Compliance Report

-

The lease holder must submit a Compliance Report to the satisfaction of the Minister. The
report must be prepared in accordance with any relevant guidelines or requirements
published by the Minister for compliance reporting.
4(b)

The Compliance Report must include:
i.

ii.
iii.
iv.

4(c)

Airly management reported that the first Rehabilitation Report for the 2014
period is due on 8 May 2015 and then annually thereon.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

No previous compliance reports have been prepared given the new approval of
ML 1331 was granted on 8 May 2014.
-

Not Applicable (not triggered) at the time of the audit.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

-

Noted. Airly management reported that the first Compliance Report for the 2014
period is due on 8 May 2015 and then annually thereon.

Noted

the extent to which the conditions of this mining lease or any provisions of the Act
or the regulations applicable to activities under this mining lease, have or have not
been complied with;
particulars of any non-compliance with any such conditions or provisions;
the reasons for any such non-compliance;
any action taken, or to be taken, to prevent any recurrence, or to mitigate the
effects, of that non-compliance.

The Compliance Report must be lodged with the Department annually on the grant
anniversary date for the life of this mining lease.

The Annual Review for 2014 includes reporting on the status of compliance with
licences, leases and consents at Airly Mine.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

4(d)

ln addition to annual lodgement under condition 4(c) above, a Compliance Report:
i.
ii.
iii.

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)

must accompany any application to renew this mining lease under the Act;
must accompany any application to transfer this mining lease under the Act; and
must accompany any application to cancel, or to partially cancel, this mining lease
under the Act.

4(e)

Despite the submission of any Compliance Report under (c) or (d) above, the titleholder
must lodge a Compliance Report with the Department at any date or dates otherwise
required by the Minister.

-

Airly management reported that the Minister has not made a request for a
Compliance Report at any date or dates during the audit period.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

4(f)

A Compliance Report must be submitted one month prior to the expiry of this mining lease,
where the licence holder is not seeking to renew or cancel this mining lease.

-

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Not Applicable (not triggered)
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

5(a)

Environmental Incident

Evidence Source



The lease holder must notify the Department of all:
i.
ii.

breaches of the conditions of this mining lease or breaches of the Act causing or
threatening material harm to the environment; and
(ii) breaches of environmental protection legislation causing or threatening material
harm to the environment (as defined in the Protection of the Environment
Administration Act 1991),

arising in connection with significant surface disturbing activities, including mining
operations, mining purposes and prospecting operations, under this mining lease. The
notification must be given immediately after the lease holder becomes aware of the breach.






Note. Refer to www.resources.nsw.qov.au/enviranment for notification contact details.



Internal Centennial Memorandum
(2013a), Description of Land
Clearing Incident at ARP06, 2 April
2013
Email – Centennial (2013b), Subject:
Notification of Additional Clearing
[Sent 3 April 2013 @03:36pm] to
DTRIS-DRE
Email – Centennial (2013c), Subject:
Airly Mine [Sent 3 April 2013
@05:30pm] to NSW National Parks
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2013) Incident
Regarding Unauthorised Land
Clearing at APR06 Drill Site, 7 June
2013, Ref: MCV13/236,
OUT13/14842
Letter – NSW National Parks (2013)
Unauthorised Land Clearing at
APR06 Drill Site Mugii Murrumban
SCA, 12 June 2013, Ref: 11/8332

Comment / Finding
Airly management reported that there have not been any incidents that have
caused, or threatened to cause, material harm to the environment or breaches
of environmental protection legislation causing or threatening material harm to
the environment (as defined in the Protection of the Environment Administration
Act 1991) and therefore no incident report has been provided to the Department
and any other relevant agencies.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Unauthorised land clearance by an Airly contractor occurred on Mt Genowlan at
exploration site APR06 between 29 March and 1 April 2013. A risk assessment
conducted as part of the drilling preparation identified that the landing of water in
the delivery tank by a helicopter at the site was a significant risk. Therefore to
mitigate the risk it was proposed to locate the delivery tank on the access track
approximately 120 m south of the ARP06 drill site. A site inspection was
conducted on 14 March 2013 by Airly management of the track and drill site.
The clearance requirements of the Review of Environmental Factors and
subsequent Determination of Activity from the Regional Manager for the
National Parks and Wildlife Service were reported to have been provided to the
contractor at this time. A further site inspection was conducted of the track and
drill site on 2 April 2013 where it was identified that approximately 120m to the
south of the ARP06 drill site at the proposed location of a water delivery tank an
area of approximately 100 square meters had been cleared adjacent to and
west of the access track. This area had been previously cleared for visibility of
the adjacent Genowlan Trig Station but has subsequently regrown. The
contractor reportedly cleared the area as tree movement from the blade wash
obscured the agreed landing site to such an extent that it would have been
unsafe to deliver water without clearing the trees. No notification of the clearing
was given by the contractor.
Airly provided an incident report to National Parks NSW and DTRIS-DRE on 3
April 2013. Corrective actions included provision of a letter to the contractor
involved in the incident outlining the contravention associated with the
exploration activity.
DTRIS-DRE (2013) responded by letter to Airly on 7 June 2013 noting that
following discussion with NSW National Parks no penalty action would be taken.
The decision was taken in consideration of:





‘The clearing was not authorised by Centennial Coal and was due to the
actions of a contractor.
Airly provided early notification of the incident and provided a high level of
cooperation concerning the incident.
Airly provided follow-up actions to prevent reoccurrence.
There were no previous offences recorded by Airly’.

NSW National Parks responded by letter on 12 June 2013 stating that ‘whilst in
this case no action is proposed, if a similar incident occurs the NPWS is very
likely to take penalty action against Centennial Coal and/or its contractors’.
NSW National Parks required that:




Contractors are thoroughly briefed on REF determination conditions and
that they are closely supervised.
Clear physical barriers be established delineating areas of disturbance; and
Contractors are made aware of the areas status as a State Conservation
Area and the legal protection and ramifications associated with that status.

It is noted that the above incident pre-dates the requirements of this Condition.
MCW Environmental inspected the cleared area and noted rehabilitation of
much of the area had occurred, through placement of woody debris over the
area.
Airly are considered to be compliant with this condition given the notification of
the incident described above.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.
5(b)

Condition
The lease holder must submit an Environmental Incident Report to the Department within
seven (7) days of all breaches referred to in condition s(5(a)(i) and (ii). The Environmental
incident Report must include:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

the details of the mining lease;
contact details for the lease holder;
a map identifying the location of the incident and where material harm to the
environment has or is likely to occur;
a description of the nature of the incident or breach, likely causes and
consequences;
a timetable showing actions taken or planned to address the incident and to
prevent future incidents or breaches referred to in 5(a).
a summary of all previous incidents or breaches which have occurred in the
previous '12 months relating to significant surface disturbing activities, including
mining operations, mining purposes and prospecting operations under this mining
lease.

Evidence Source

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Refer to Condition 5(a).

Not Applicable (not triggered)

Airly management reported that a formal Environmental Incident Report was not
required or requested by DTRIS-DRE. It is noted that this Condition postdates
the incident described in Condition 5(a). Mining Lease 1331 was renewed in 8
May 2014; the incident described in Condition 5(a) occurred between 29 March
and 1 April 2013.

Note. The lease holder should have regard to any relevant Director General's guidelines in
the preparation of an Environmental Incident Report. Refer to
www.resources.nsw.gov.au/environment. for further details.
5(c)

ln addition to the requirements set out in conditions 5(a) and (b), the lease holder must
immediately advise the Department of any notification made under Section 148 of the
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 arising in connection with significant
surface disturbing activities including mining operations, mining purposes and prospecting
operations, under this mining lease.

Refer to Condition 5(a).

Not Applicable (not triggered)

No notification under Section 148 of the of the Protection of the Environment
Operations Act 1997 arising in connection with significant surface disturbing
activities was reported to have occurred during the audit period.

Note: Section 148 = Pollution incidents causing or threatening material harm to be notified
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

Evidence Source

6

Subsidence Management



The lease holder must not commence or undertake underground mining operations that
may cause subsidence of the surface other than in accordance with an Eligible
Subsidence Management Plan approved by the Director-General.



For the purposes of this condition, an 'Eligible Subsidence Management Plan' means:
i.
ii.

A Subsidence Management Plan prepared in accordance with current
government guidelines for the preparation of Subsidence Management Plans; or
Those parts of an Extraction Plan or another type of plan:
- prepared, either in whole or in part, with reference to current government
guidelines for the preparation of a Subsidence Management Plan; and
- approved for the purposes of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act 1979 (or any planning legislation which replaces that
Act) by the Minister or Director-General of the Department of Planning &
infrastructure, or another officer of that Department authorised to approve
such a plan, which relate to issues of subsidence.







Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements under Condition 13A
of Schedule 2 of DA 162_91
Letter – Centennial (2014),
Condition 13a Modification 3 of
DA162_91, dated 10 December
2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition 13A
of Schedule 2 of DA162_91, dated
22 December 2014
Drawing AM00273 – Centennial
Coal (2014), Proposed First
Workings Modification 3 DA162_91,
18 December 2014
Golder Associates (2014), Pillar
Stability and Subsidence
Assessments for the 205 Panel
Extension 100 Cross Panel, 420
Panel and 122 Panel, 12 June 2014,
Ref: 1276211105-109-Rev1

Comment / Finding
Changes to the Subsidence Management Lease Condition came into effect on 1
July 2014. In accordance with Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992 the
Minister has amended the Subsidence Management Plan (SMP) Condition on
this lease by imposing an alternative Extraction Plan Condition. Mining Lease
1331 was renewed on 8 May 2014.

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (not triggered)

MCW Environmental understand that during the audit period Airly conducted
development works and then returned and completed partial extraction. Up until
31 December 2014 this process was conducted in accordance with Clause 88
(Bord and Pillar Systems) of the Coal Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006.
The 31 December 2014 deadline being triggered by Condition 13(b), Schedule 2
of DA 162_91. Airly management reported that they consider Clause 88 to
meet the definition of first workings. Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992
allows lease holders time to transition to the new requirements by providing for
the approval of Subsidence Management Plans submitted on or before 31
December 2014 as Extraction Plans for the purposes of the Mining Lease.
Secondary workings will occur when Airly’s draft Extraction Plan has been
reviewed and approved by DP&E. The Extraction Plan will incorporate an
Implementation Procedure for Panels 205 and 103.
It is noted that a Project Approval issued by DP&E for a mining operation
entitles the operator to extract coal in accordance with consent conditions. In
most cases a Project Approval permits the mining of first workings without
requiring further approvals. Approval of an Extraction Plan is required for any
underground mining operation that may cause subsidence. This includes first
workings that in themselves may cause subsidence.
The Mine Subsidence Engineering Consultants (MSEC) (2007 cited in DoE,
2014, p.4) note that ‘Subsidence of the ground surface above bord and pillar
first workings results from the compression of the coal pillars and the strata
above and below the seam from the weight of overburden. Where the pillars
have been designed to be stable, the vertical subsidence is typically less than
20 mm. Natural or seasonal variations in the surface levels, due to the wetting
and drying of soils, are approximately 20 mm; hence, vertical subsidence of less
than 20 mm can be considered to be no more than the variations that occur
from natural processes and should have negligible impact on surface
infrastructure’.
No long-wall mining or full extraction has been carried out on-site during the
audit period or prior. Airly management reported that no damage had occurred
to the structures referred to in the Condition.
Airly has committed to surface to underground correlations as part of Airly Mine
Extension Project. This will include monitoring to determine the movement of
the sides of pillars (pillar dilation) and pillar stress after extraction is complete
through the use of tell-tales. Airly hope to confirm geotechnical properties, if the
amount of subsidence predicted correlates with surface movement and pillar
change underground. The aim being to identify surface movement into the
future from pillar movements underground.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition
Continued:

Evidence Source

Continued:

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Continued:
A letter was sighted from DTRIS-DRE stating that the department was ‘satisfied
that the Leaseholder can achieve the required outcomes of the first workings
condition of the Development Consent (DA162_91 Mod 3 condition 13A of
Schedule 2) subject to the following condition:
The Mine Manager must undertake adequate monitoring of the stability of first
workings in the subject area and implement appropriate ground support of the
roadways in accordance with the results of the said monitoring , to ensure
compliance with the outcome requirements of DA162_91 MOD 3 condition 13A
of Schedule 2’.
Photographic evidence taken on 28 November 2014 was provided by Airly
management showing underground subsidence monitoring instrumentation at
200 Panel 9_10ct B_C hdg pillar. A subsidence line for Panel 200 was observed
during the site inspection.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline labelled Application Area on
Plan No AM00273 – First Workings Pillar Layout for 101 & 200 Panel Areas.
Plan No AM00273 provides details of pillar construction for the following criteria:




From 30 m to 110 m depth of cover;
From 110 m to 120 m depth of cover; and
From below 120 m of cover in 35 m x 20.5 m pillars.

For Panels, 205, 100, 420, 121 and 122 Golder Associates (2014, pp.23-24)
noted that ‘subsidence, tilt and strains for both quartered and split pillars have
been estimated to be well below the levels that are expected to cause surface
damage’
7

Resource Recovery

-

The lease holder must optimise recovery of the minerals that are the subject of this mining
lease to the extent economically feasible.
8

Security



The lease holder is required to provide and maintain a security deposit to secure funding for
the fulfilment of obligations of all or any kind under the mining lease, including obligations of
all or any kind under the mining lease that may arise in the future.



The amount of the security deposit to be provided has been assessed by the Minister at
$3,236,000
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Bank Guarantee Deed of Security
Deposit # DG300183418 (ANZ)
Letter – Centennial (2013), Airly
Mine – Amended Dee of Security
Deposit Bond ML 1331, 3 December
2013
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2013a),
Notification Letter Assessed Deposit
for Air Coal Pty Ltd - 2013
Rehabilitation Cost Estimate (RCE)
(ML1331), 12 November 2013
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2013b), Mining
Lease 1331 (Act1992). 17
December 2013

A Draft Extraction Plan that will incorporate an Implementation Procedure for
Panels 205 and 103 was in the process of being prepared at the time of the
audit.

Compliant (pending approval of the
Extraction Plan)

Airly management provided a copy of the details held with DTRIS-DRE that
indicated a joint Security of $3,236,000 had been paid.

Compliant

The auditors sighted an ANZ Bank Guarantee Deed of Security Deposit Bond
for $3,236,000.
The auditors sighted a letter from Airly (Centennial, 2013) addressed to DTRISDRE enclosing the ANZ Bank Guarantee Deed of Security Deposit Bond for
$3,236,000.
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Condition
No.

Condition

9

Cooperation Agreement

Evidence Source

-

The lease holder must make every reasonable attempt, and be able to demonstrate its
attempts, to enter into a cooperation agreement with the holder(s) of any overlapping
title(s). The cooperation agreement should address but not be limited to issues such as:








10(a)

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status &
Recommendation

Airly management reported that there are no overlapping titles; hence the
requirement of Cooperation Agreement has not been triggered.

Not Applicable (not triggered)

The auditors sighted a letter from Airly (Centennial, 2012) to DTRIS-DRE dated
17 July 2012 informing the Department of Airly’s intention to form pillars in 101
area and 200 area. A response from DTRIS-DRE (2012) was sighted. The
Department’s letter focused on the need for Airly to ensure the bord widths and
extracted heights are maintained at all times.

Compliant

access arrangements
operational interaction procedures
dispute resolution
information exchange
well location
timing of drilling
potential resource extraction conflicts; and
rehabilitation issues.

Environmental Protection Zones



Before commencing to win or work any coal under Environmental Protection Zones
designated on Plan ACP 1 and referred to in the Development Consent Condition 12(a), the
registered holder shall notify the Chief Inspector of Coal Mines of his intention to do so and
shall submit a plan of the system whereby such coal is proposed to be won or worked and
shall obtain the written approval of the Chief Inspector of Coal Mines to such system.



No such coal shall be won or worked except in accordance with the system approved in
writing by the Chief Inspector of Coal Mines as altered added to or omitted from as
hereinafter provided. ln connection with every such submission the registered holder shall
do such acts and furnish such information as the Chief Inspector of Coal Mines may
require. The Chief Inspector of Coal Mines may at any time cancel any approval to a
system and may from time to time alter omit from or add to any system approved by him.









Letter – Centennial (2012), Advise of
Intention to Form Pillars 101 and
200 Areas at Airly Mine, 17 July
2012
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2012), SFMP
Pillar Sizes to be Adopted in 101
and 200 Areas at Airly Mine, 25 July
2012, Ref: 317610861001
Figure – First Working Pillar Layout
for 101 and 200 Panel Area, 7
February 2012
Letter – Centennial (2014),
Condition 13A Modification 3 of DA
162_91, 10 December 2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition 13A
of Schedule 2 of DA162_91, dated
22 December 2014
Drawing AM00273 – Centennial
Coal (2014), Proposed Workings
Modification 3 DA162_91, 18
December 2014
Drawing ACE_108_Rev1 (2012),
First Workings Pillar Layout for 101
& 200 Panel Areas

Airly wrote to DTRIS-DRE on 10 December 2014 seeking confirmation that the
Department that was satisfied that the first workings pillars to be developed in
the Modification 3 (Panels 103, 205 100 Cross, 121, 122 and 420) area were
long-term stable and non-subsidising. The letter noted that the pillars would
later be split and/or quartered and that secondary operation would be subject of
a separate Extraction Plan.
DTRIS-DRE replied to Airly by letter on 22 December 2014 stating that the
department was ‘satisfied that the Leaseholder can achieve the required
outcomes of the first workings condition of the Development Consent
(DA162_91 Mod 3 condition 13A of Schedule 2) subject to the following
condition:
The Mine Manager must undertake adequate monitoring of the stability of first
workings in the subject area and implement appropriate ground support of the
roadways in accordance with the results of the said monitoring , to ensure
compliance with the outcome requirements of DA162_91 MOD 3 condition 13A
of Schedule 2’.
Photographic evidence taken on 28 November 2014 was provided by Airly
management showing underground subsidence monitoring instrumentation at
200 Panel 9_10ct B_C hdg pillar. A subsidence line for Panel 200 was observed
during the site inspection.
The potential subsidence impacts outside and inside the EPZ were considered
as part of the workings proposed in Mod 3.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline on Plan No ACE_108Rev1
(2012) – First Workings Pillar Layout for 101 & 200 Panel Areas. Plan No
ACE_108Rev1 provides details of pillar construction for the following criteria:




From 30 m to 110 m depth of cover;
From 110 m to 120 m depth of cover; and
From below 120 m of cover in 35 m x 20.5 m pillars.

Plan ACE_108Rev1 showed workings did not extend beyond 20 m to 30 m
depth of cover for Panels: 100, 101, 101A, 101B, 101C, 102, 102A, 102B, 102C,
103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 201, 201A, 201B, 201C, 202, 203,
205, 300.
The plan did not show the location of Environmental Protection Zones. It is
noted that MCW Environmental are not subsidence specialists and rely on the
stated documents to demonstrate compliance with the condition.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.
10(b)

Condition
Mining is not to be conducted within the area referred to in Condition 10 (a) of this lease
(Environmental Protection Zones, shown on ACP 1 map in Development Consent, based
on Novacoal 1:8000 map of proposed coal lease, development consent area and protected
zones dated December 1992) unless such mining will not adversely impact on the structural
and visual significance of high, external cliffs and other major rock formations known as
"pagodas" and "beehives", located within the Environmental Protection Zones. Any such
mining conducted in the Environmental Protection Zones is to be as approved by the Chief
Inspector of Coal Mines.
(High is defined as 20m or more change in elevation in any section with a slope greater
than 75 degrees).

Evidence Source












Drawing ACE_108_Rev1 (2012),
First Workings Pillar Layout for 101
& 200 Panel Areas
Golder & Associates Pty Ltd (2014),
Subsidence Predications and Impact
Assessment for Airly Mine, Ref:
127621105-003-4-Rev2
Letter from DRE dated 25 July 2012:
SFMP pillar sizes to be adopted in
101 and 200 Areas at Airly Mine
Standard for Panel Design (28/8/12);
AIR_SWP Pillar Splitting and
Quartering Audit (two forms provided
having been filled in dated 4/9/2012
and 28/9/2012);
Partial Pillar Extraction Theory
Assessment;
Pillar Spitting and Quartering
Training;
Standard for Panel Design.

Comment / Finding
Airly management reported that no extractions been have undertaken that may
affect high cliffs.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline on Plan No ACE_108 Rev1
(2012) – First Workings Pillar Layout for 101 & 200 Panel Areas. Plan No
ACE_108 Rev1 provides details of pillar construction for the following criteria:




Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Compliant

Not all aspects of the condition, or
documents provided by Airly were
assessed.

From 30 m to 110 m depth of cover;
From 110 m to 120 m depth of cover; and
From below 120 m of cover in 35 m x 20.5 m pillars.

Plan ACE_108 Rev1 showed workings did not extend beyond 20 m to 30 m
depth of cover for Panels: 100, 101, 101A, 101B, 101C, 102, 102A, 102B, 102C,
103, 105, 107, 109, 111, 113, 115, 117, 119, 201, 201A, 201B, 201C, 202, 203,
205, 300.
The Subsidence Predications and Impact Assessment for Airly Mine 2014
(Golders, 2014, p.56) notes that the Airly Extension Project has been divided
into the following five mining zones designed to address specific geotechnical
issues and associated subsidence effects:






Cliff Line and Zone of First Workings
Panel and Pillar Mining
Partial Pillar Extraction Zone
Shallow Zone
New Hartley Shale Mine Potential Interaction Zone

Airly provided a letter from DRE dated 25 July 2012 that acknowledges the pillar
dimensions to be created in 101 and 200 Areas. The letter further requires “that
Airly adopt a system of auditing and recording to ensure the dimensions are
being observed and that there is no deviation for the intent of the design.”
Further “the deputies should be recording bord widths on their statutory reports
on development and pillar splitting followed up with audits by the next level of
management so that remedial action can be taken if required to prevent pillar
failure in the long term”.
Airly provided documents that they considered demonstrate that this auditing
and recording process has been implemented. These documents comprised:






Standard for Panel Design (28/8/12);
AIR_SWP Pillar Splitting and Quartering Audit (two forms provided
having been filled in dated 4/9/2012 and 28/9/2012);
Partial Pillar Extraction Theory Assessment;
Pillar Spitting and Quartering Training;
Standard for Panel Design.

While these documents were sighted, MCW Environmental did not conduct an
assessment of compliance with the DRE letter dated 25 July 2012 and makes
no comment regarding whether DRE requirements have been met in respect of
the letter or other subsidence related requirements.
It is noted that MCW Environmental are not subsidence specialists and have not
completed any technical analysis or detailed review of subsidence related
matters.
In addition, aspects of subsidence monitoring and assessment are currently
being considered as part of the development of the Extraction Plan for the Mine
with DRE. This audit has not assessed any aspect of the Extraction Plan
development.
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Mining Lease 1331
Condition
No.

Condition

11

Second Workings
a)

b)

c)

Evidence Source

-

Comment / Finding
Changes to the Subsidence Management Lease Condition came into effect on 1
July 2014. In accordance with Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992 the
Minister has amended the Subsidence Management Plan (SMP) Condition on
this lease by imposing an alternative Extraction Plan Condition. Mining Lease
1331 was renewed on 8 May 2014.

Any application for second workings approval shall be accompanied by a detailed land
form survey of the topography overlying the area of the application. Such survey will
include and detail all cliffs which are 20 metres or higher and all major pagodas and
beehives. A copy of such survey shall be provided to the New South Wales
Department of Planning, the Council of the City of Greater Lithgow, the National Parks
and Wildlife Service, and the special monitoring committee referred to in Development
Consent Condition No. 31.
Initial applications for second workings approvals are to be made for relatively small
and less sensitive areas within the lease. This is with a view to collecting site specific
data from initial operations for use in subsequent approvals.
The registered holder shall, as far as is possible, adopt mining techniques and
practices (consistent with optimising coal extraction outside of Environmental
Protection Zones) which minimise disturbance to high internal cliffs and major
"pagodas" and "beehives".

Compliance Status &
Recommendation
Not Applicable (not triggered)

MCW Environmental understand that during the audit period Airly conducted
development works and then returned and completed partial extraction. Up until
31 December 2014 this process was conducted in accordance with Clause 88
(Bord and Pillar Systems) of the Coal Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006.
The 31 December 2014 deadline being triggered by Condition 13(b), Schedule 2
of DA 162_91. Airly management reported that they consider Clause 88 to
meet the definition of first workings. Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992
allows lease holders time to transition to the new requirements by providing for
the approval of Subsidence Management Plans submitted on or before 31
December 2014 as Extraction Plans for the purposes of the Mining Lease.
Secondary workings will occur when Airly’s draft Extraction Plan has been
reviewed and approved by DP&E. The Extraction Plan will incorporate an
Implementation Procedure for Panels 205 and 103.
Airly management reported that no second workings have been conducted
during the audit period.
It is noted that MCW Environmental are not subsidence specialists and have not
completed any technical analysis or detailed review of subsidence related
matters.
In addition, aspects of subsidence monitoring and assessment are currently
being considered as part of the development of the Extraction Plan for the Mine
with DRE. This audit has not assessed any aspect of the Extraction Plan
development.

Exploration Reporting



Note: Exploration Reports (Geological and Geophysical)
The lease holder must lodge reports to the satisfaction of the Minister in accordance with
section 163C of the Mining Act 1992 and in accordance with clause 57 of the Mining
Regulation 2010.
Reports must be prepared in accordance with Exploration Reporting: A guide for reporting
on exploration and prospecting in New South Wales (Department of Trade and Investment;
Regional Infrastructure and Services 2010).
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Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining Lease
1331, October 2012
Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining Lease
1331, October 2013
Centennial Airly (2012), Annual
Exploration Report Mining Lease
1331, October 2014
AEMR (2013), Annual
Environmental Management Report
1 January to 31 December 2013,
Airly Mine ML 1331 & A232.

Exploration reports for 2012, 2013 and 2014 were available for review. The
following is noted:




Compliant

One full and three partly cored HQ size boreholes were completed in 2012.
Four partly cored HQ size boreholes were completed in 2013.
No exploration drilling was completed during 2014.

The reports appeared to have been completed in accordance with Exploration
Reporting: A guide for reporting on exploration and prospecting in New South
Wales. A full assessment of this condition as it relates to the guideline and the
exploration reports was not conducted as part of the audit.
Some information is provided in AEMRs concerning exploratory activities.
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Draft Report: IEA Karuah Hard Rock Quarry,

Green Text = Modifications to DA 162/91 dated 9 October 2014
Statement of Commitments
Condition
No.

Condition

SoC-1

General

Evidence Source

-

Construction of the 66kV powerline and associated infrastructure will be undertaken in accordance with the
description provided in the Environmental Assessment dated June 2009.

SoC-2








Compliance Status & Recommendation

Construction of the 66 kV power line and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)

MCW Environmental did not sight evidence of details concerning the construction of the 66kV
power line and associated infrastructure. This condition has not been assessed.


Flora and Fauna

Comment / Finding

Site observations

During the removal of any mature tree, all works will be undertaken under the supervision of an
appropriately qualified person to manage the recovery of any native fauna that may be displaced as a
result. A plan of management for the handling and care of any displaced fauna will be prepared prior to
the commencement of clearing activities.
The proponent will continue to engage with the Local Land Services in regard to the re-vegetation
works to be carried out within Airly Creek in the vicinity of the creek crossing including the removal of
weed species such as willows.
Appropriate measures will be employed to ensure that machinery working within the site does not bring
materials (soils etc.) onto the sites that may infect onsite vegetation with Phytophthra c¡nnamomi.
Ongoing weed management will be instituted and potential weed infestations will be appropriately
treated to ensure surrounding communities are protected from invasive species.
At the completion of the powerline construction, all non-operational areas will be suitably rehabilitated.

MCW Environmental consider these requirements to relate to the construction of the 66 kV
power line and are generally not applicable to the current audit period. However, the following
is noted:
Point 1 = not applicable (historical requirement)
Point 2 = Ongoing weed management is occurring.

Generally Not Applicable (historical
requirement)

Compliant where conditions could be
interpreted to be ongoing.

Point 3 = not applicable (historical requirement)
Point 4 = Evidence of weed management including spraying of blackberry was observed
during the site inspection
Point 6 = MCW Environmental to provide comment.
Disturbed land from the construction of the rail lop and other mine infrastructure areas
(including the powerline construction-although not sighted) had been rehabilitated to pasture
prior to the audit period. Rehabilitation for the rail loop and other mine infrastructure areas
appeared to be in a satisfactory condition.
Airly management reported that weed management is conducted on an as needs basis. .

SoC-3

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage




SoC-4

The proponent and its employees, earthmoving contractors, subcontractors, machine operators and
their representatives, working in the proposed modification area (162/91 MOD 2), will be instructed that
in the event of any bone or stone artefacts, or discrete distributions of shell, or any objects of cultural
association, being unearthed during earthmoving, work will cease immediately in the area of the find,
and the OEH will be notified
The newly recorded artefact scatter, located outside the powerline easement, will be placed on the
Aboriginal Heritage Information Management System (AHIMS) and a site card lodged with the OEH.

Soil and Water





SoC-6

-

Site observations

Construction of the 66vV powerline and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)



Site observations

Construction of the 66vV power line and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)



Site observations

Construction of the 66vV power line and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period; however, vehicle speeds limit signs for 40km/h were observed during the site
inspection on 19 & 20 March 2015.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)

Construction of the 66vV power line and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)

Clearing of vegetation will be contained to only that required for the works, with trees to be removed to be
clearly marked.
SoC-7

Air Quality
Vehicle speeds will be limited along unsealed sections of construction and maintenance tracks to 40km/hr.

SoC-8

Noise

-

Construction activities will be limited to daytime work hours (7am to 5pm) Monday to Friday. No
construction activates will take place on weekends.

MCW Environmental

May 2015

Not Applicable (historical requirement)



During construction temporary erosion control measures will be implemented and maintained in
accordance with the Blue Book (Volumes 1 and 2).
Re-vegetation works of all disturbed areas will be established as soon as possible following completion
of construction works.
Steep batters will be stabilised as soon as practical following removal of the trees and rehabilitated.
No construction activities, including pole installation will be undertaken within 40m of the top bank of
Airly Creek.

Visual Amenity

Construction of the 66vV powerline and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Mining Lease 1331 Compliance Register

Statement of Commitments
Condition
No.

Condition

SoC-9

Waste Management



Evidence Source

-

Suitably qualified and licensed waste contractors will be used for appropriate waste disposal.
Effluent waste will be managed and collected from portable toilet facilities.

Comment / Finding

Compliance Status & Recommendation

Construction of the 66vV power line and associated infrastructure occurred prior to the audit
period.

Not Applicable (historical requirement)

No portable toilets were observed during the site inspection on 19 & 20 March 2015. The use
of portable toilets is related to the construction of the 66vV power line.
Sanitary waste is disposed of via an on-site Ecomax® effluent treatment system. The system
consists or a duel cell EP150 anaerobic utilization treatment plant which has a treatment
capacity of 20,000 litres (L) per day with a peak load of 40,000 L per day total.

SoC-10

Disused Landing Ground



SoC-11

Crosses will be placed every 200 m along the landing ground.
The Department of Lands (Bathurst) will be contacted to request the landing ground be removed from
future 1:25,000 topographic maps. Air Services Australia (Aeronautical information Services) will also
be contacted to request they remove the Aerodrome symbol from the World Aeronautical Chart at that
location.

Subsidence






Airly Mine will satisfy the Division of Resources and Energy that the proposed first workings are
designed to remain stable and non-subsiding in the long-term. The design of pillars will comply
with the requirements of the Coal Mines Health and Safety Act 2002 and Coal Mines Health and
Safety Regulation 2006.
Appropriate impact management and mitigation strategies will be developed for natural features
within the Project Application Area as required.
Existing management plans will be reviewed and updated if necessary to take into consideration
potential impacts from the Modification.
No pillar splitting or quartering with a distance defined by half the depth of cover from the privately
owned Stone Cottage in Airly Gap, identified in Figure 6 of the MOD 3 EA report will be
undertaken.









Google Maps (2015) Available at:
https://www.google.com.au
[Accessed: 25/03/2015 at 16:10hrs]
Site observations

Letter – Centennial (2014), Condition
13a Modification 3 of DA162_91,
dated 10 December 2014
Letter – DTRIS-DRE (2014),
Requirements Under Condition 13A
of Schedule 2 of DA162_91, dated 22
December 2014
Drawing AM00273 – Centennial Coal
(2014), Proposed First Workings
Modification 3 DA162_91, 18
December 2014Golder Associates
(2014), Pillar Stability and
Subsidence Assessments for the 205
Panel Extension 100 Cross Panel,
420 Panel and 122 Panel, 12 June
2014, Ref: 1276211105-109-Rev1

Crosses were observed on former landing ground. Crosses were also evident on satellite
imagery of the site.
Airly management reported that the landing ground had been taken off the maps; however,
this could not be verified by MCW Environmental, therefore this condition is considered
Indeterminate.

Changes to the Subsidence Management Lease Condition came into effect on 1 July 2014. In
accordance with Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992 the Minister has amended the
Subsidence Management Plan (SMP) Condition on this lease by imposing an alternative
Extraction Plan Condition. Mining Lease 1331 was renewed on 8 May 2014.

Indeterminate
REC-2015-08
Recommendation
Confirm that the disused airfield had been
removed from the latest topographic map
for the area.

Compliant

MCW Environmental understand that during the audit period Airly conducted development
works and then returned and completed partial extraction. Up until 31 December 2014 this
process was conducted in accordance with Clause 88 (Bord and Pillar Systems) of the Coal
Mines Health and Safety Regulation 2006. The 31 December 2014 deadline being triggered
by Condition 13(b), Schedule 2 of DA 162_91. Airly management reported that they consider
Clause 88 to meet the definition of first workings. Section 239(2) of the Mining Act 1992
allows lease holders time to transition to the new requirements by providing for the approval of
Subsidence Management Plans submitted on or before 31 December 2014 as Extraction
Plans for the purposes of the Mining Lease. Secondary workings will occur when Airly’s draft
Extraction Plan has been reviewed and approved by DP&E. The Extraction Plan will
incorporate an Implementation Procedure for Panels 205 and 103.
It is noted that a Project Approval issued by DP&E for a mining operation entitles the operator
to extract coal in accordance with consent conditions. In most cases a Project Approval
permits the mining of first workings without requiring further approvals. Approval of an
Extraction Plan is required for any underground mining operation that may cause subsidence.
This includes first workings that in themselves may cause subsidence.
Visual inspections conducted by Airly reportedly identified no sink holes or cracking; however,
inspection records were not available for review. No long-wall mining or full extraction has
been carried out on-site during the audit period or prior. Airly has committed to surface to
underground correlations as part of Airly Mine Extension Project. This will include monitoring
to determine the movement of the sides of pillars (pillar dilation) and pillar stress after
extraction is complete through the use of tell-tales. Airly hope to confirm geotechnical
properties, if the amount of subsidence predicted correlates with surface movement and pillar
change underground. The aim being to identify surface movement into the future from pillar
movements underground.
The subject works were indicated by a red outline labelled Application Area on Plan No
AM00273 – First Workings Pillar Layout for 101 & 200 Panel Areas. Plan No AM00273
provides details of pillar construction for the following criteria:




From 30 m to 110 m depth of cover;
From 110 m to 120 m depth of cover; and
From below 120 m of cover in 35 m x 20.5 m pillars.

For Panels, 205, 100, 420, 121 and 122 Golder Associates (2014, pp.23-24) noted that
‘subsidence, tilt and strains for both quartered and split pillars have been estimated to be well
below the levels that are expected to cause surface damage’.
SoC-12

Visual Amenity
Tree plantings will be undertaken during the Mod 3 period to provide visual screening of the existing coal
stockpile area.
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Site observations

Airly management reported that this requirement had not been implemented and is not due for
completion until the end of October 2015. No screening of the stockpile was observed during
the site inspection.

Not Applicable (not triggered)
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Appendix B
NSW DP&E Auditor Approval

MCW Environmental

May 2015

Planning &
NSW Environment

GOVERNMENT

Planning Services
Resource Assessments
Contact: Thomas Watt

Phone: 92286375

Email:

thomas.watt@planning.nsw gov.au

Mr Bob Miller
Mine Manager
Centennial Airly Pty Limited
319 Glen Davis Road
CAPERTEE NSW 2846

Dear Mr Miller

Endorsement of Auditors
I refer to your letter dated 4 February 2015 seeking the Department's endorsement for
the commissioning of MCW Environmental Consulting Pty Limited to complete the
independent environmental audit of Airly coal mine required by condition 44 in Schedule
2 of DA 162191.

The Department has endorsed the commissioning of MCW Environmental Consulting
Pty Limited and the appointment of the following individuals to undertake the audit:

.
.
o

Michael Woolley (lead auditor);
Nick Ballard; and
Helen Onus (as an alternate to Nick Ballard)

Please be advised that the scope of the audit should cover the three year period leading
up to the audit date (usually the date of the site visit for the audit). lf you have any
enquiries, please feel free to contact Thomas Watt on 9228 6375.
Yours sincerely,

ll*'*L

t- ZHoward Reed
Manager, Mining Projects
's nominee
as the

r{

NSW Department of Planning & Environment, GPO Box 39, SYDNEY NSW 2001
www planning.nsw.gov au

